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Syllabus
Where ititisisfeasible,
feasible, aa syllabus
syllabus (headnote)
(headnote) will
willbe
be released,
released, as is
NOTE: Where
being
case, at
time the
the opinion
opinion is
is issued.
issued.
being done
done in
in connection
connectionwith
with this
this case,
at the
the time
The syllabus
Court but
but has
has been
been
The
syllabus constitutes
constitutes no
no part
part of
of the
the opinion of the Court
prepared by
Reporter of
of Decisions
Decisions for the
the convenience
convenience of
reader.
prepared
by the Reporter
of the reader.
See
United States
States v.
v. Detroit
Detroit Timber
Timber &
See United
&Lumber
LumberCo.,
Co., 200
200 U.
U. S.
S. 321,
321, 337.
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ArguedApril
April22,
22,2009—Decided
2009—Decided June
June 29,
29, 2009*
New Haven, Conn. (City), uses
objective examinations
examinations to
to identify
identify those
uses objective
those
firefighters
best qualified for
for promotion.
promotion. When
When the
the results
results of
of such
such an
firefighters best

exam to
fill vacant
vacant lieutenant
lieutenant and
andcaptain
captain positions
positions showed
showed that
exam
to fill

white
minority candidates,
white candidates
candidates had outperformed minority
candidates, aa rancorous
rancorous

public
debate ensued.
Confronted with
arguments both
for and
and
public debate
ensued. Confronted
with arguments
both for
against certifying
results—and threats
either
against
certifying the
the test results—and
threats of
of aa lawsuit either
way—the City
the results
results based
based on
way—the
City threw
threw out the
on the
the statistical racial
disparity.
Petitioners, white
whiteand
andHispanic
Hispanicfirefighters
firefighterswho
whopassed
passed
disparity. Petitioners,
exams but
denied a
chance at
re
the exams
but were denied
a chance
at promotions
promotions by
by the
the City’s
City’s refusal to certify
officials,
certify the
the test
test results,
results, sued
sued the City
City and
and respondent
respondent officials,
alleging that
discarding the test results
results discriminated
discriminated against
against them
alleging
that discarding
based on
based
ontheir
theirrace
raceininviolation
violationof,
of,inter
interalia,
alia,Title
Title VII
VII of
of the
the Civil
Civil
Rights Act of 1964.
respondedthat
that had
had they
they certified
certified
1964. The
The defendants responded
for adopting
adopting
the test results, they
they could
could have
havefaced
facedTitle
TitleVII
VII liability
liability for
practice having
The
a practice
having aa disparate
disparateimpact
impacton
onminority
minority firefighters.
firefighters. The
District Court
Court granted
granted summary
summary judgment
judgment for
for the
thedefendants,
defendants, and
and
District
the Second
Circuit affirmed.
affirmed.
Second Circuit

Held: The
VII.
Held:
TheCity’s
City’s action
actioninin discarding
discardingthe
the tests
tests violated
violated Title
Title VII.

Pp. 16–34.
16-34.
(a) Title
VII prohibits
prohibits intentional
intentionalacts
actsof
ofemployment
employment discriminadiscrimina
(a)
Title VII
tion
on race,
race, color,
color, religion,
religion, sex,
sex, and
and national
national origin,
origin, 42
tion based
based on
42 U.
U. S.
S. C.
§2000e-2(a)(1)
(disparate treatment),
treatment), as
well as
§2000e–2(a)(1) (disparate
as well
as policies
policies or practices
practices
are not
not intended
intended to discriminate
discriminate but in
in fact
facthave
have aa dispropordispropor
that are
tionately
on minorities,
minorities, §2000e-2(k)(1)(A)(i)
tionately adverse
adverse effect on
§2000e–2(k)(1)(A)(i) (disparate
impact). Once
Once aa plaintiff
plaintiffhas
hasestablished
establishedaaprima
primafacie
faciecase
case of
of dispadispa
——————
with No.
No. 08-328,
08–328, Ricci
Riccietetal.
al.v.v.DeStefano
DeStefano et
et al., also
also on
on
* Together with
*Together
certiorari
court.
certiorari to
to the
the same
same court.
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impact, the
the employer
employer may
may defend
defend by
demonstrating that
rate impact,
by demonstrating
that its
the position
position in
in question
question and
and concon
policy or
or practice is
is “job related for the

sistent
business necessity.”
theemployer
employer meets
meets that
sistent with
with business
necessity.”Ibid.
Ibid. IfIfthe
that
burden,
may still
stillsucceed
succeed by
by showing
showing that
that the
the employer
employer
burden, the
the plaintiff
plaintiff may

refuses to
to adopt
adopt an
an available
available alternative
alternative practice
refuses
practice that
that has
has less
less dispadispa
rate
impact and
and serves
serves the
the employer’s
employer’s legitimate
legitimate needs.
needs. §§2000e§§2000e–
rate impact
2(k)(1)(A)(ii) and
and (C).
(C). Pp. 17–19.
17-19.
2(k)(1)(A)(ii)
(b)
VII,before
before an
an employer
employer can engage
engage in
(b) Under
Under Title
Title VII,
in intentional
intentional
discrimination
for the
theasserted
asserted purpose
purpose of avoiding or remedying
remedying an
discrimination for

unintentional,
disparate impact,
impact, the employer
employer must have
have a strong
strong
unintentional, disparate
basis
evidence to
be subject
subject to disparate-impact
disparate-impact li
basis in
in evidence
to believe
believeitit will
will be
liability
failsto to
take
race-conscious, discriminatory
discriminatory action.
action.
ability ififititfails
take
thethe
race-conscious,
The
premise that
City’s actions
actions
The Court’s
Court’s analysis
analysis begins
beginswith
with the
the premise
that the City’s
would
VII’s disparate-treatment
disparate-treatmentprohibition
prohibitionabsent
absentsome
some
would violate
violate Title
Title VII’s
valid
defense. All
Allthe
theevidence
evidence demonstrates
demonstrates that
City rejected
rejected
valid defense.
that the City
the
test results
results because
because the higher
higher scoring
scoring candidates
candidates were
were white.
the test
Without
some other
other justification,
justification,this
thisexpress,
express,race-based
race-based decisiondecision
Without some
making
prohibited. The
The question,
question, therefore,
therefore, is
whether the purpur
making is
is prohibited.
is whether

pose
to avoid
avoiddisparate-impact
disparate-impact liability
liability excuses
what otherwise
otherwise would
would
pose to
excuses what
be prohibited
prohibited disparate-treatment
Court has
has
be
disparate-treatmentdiscrimination.
discrimination. The Court
considered cases
the context
context
considered
casessimilar
similartotothe
thepresent
presentlitigation,
litigation, but
but in
in the
of the Fourteenth
Fourteenth Amendment’s
Amendment’s Equal
Equal Protection
Protection Clause.
Clause. Such
Suchcases
cases
can provide
provide helpful
helpful guidance
guidance in
in this
this statutory
statutory context.
context. See
See Watson
Watson v.
& Trust,
Trust, 487
487 U.
U. S.
S. 977,
977, 993.
993. InInthose
thosecases,
cases, the
Fort Worth Bank &
Court held that
past racial
racial disthat certain
certaingovernment
government actions
actions to remedy past
dis
crimination—actions that
thatare
arethemselves
themselvesbased
based on
on race—are
race—are consticonsti
tutional only
only where
where there
there is
is aa “strong
“strong basis
basis in
in evidence”
evidence” that
re
tutional
that the renecessary. Richmond
Richmond v. J.
J. A.
A.Croson
Croson Co.,
Co., 488
488
medial actions were necessary.
U. S. 469, 500;
500; see
see also
also Wygant
Wygant v.
v. Jackson
Jackson Bd.
Bd. of
of Ed.,
Ed., 476 U.
U. S. 267,
277. In
Inannouncing
announcingthe
thestrong-basis-in-evidence
strong-basis-in-evidence standard, the WyWy
277.
pluralityrecognized
recognized the
the tension
tension between
between eliminating
eliminatingsegregasegrega
gant plurality
tion and discrimination
away with
with all
discriminationon
on the
the one
one hand and doing away
all govgov
ernmentally
on the
the other. 476
ernmentally imposed
imposed discrimination
discrimination based
based on race on
reasoned that
that “[e]videntiary
“[e]videntiary support
support for
for the
the concluconclu
U. S.,
S., at
at 277.
277. ItItreasoned
remedial action
action is
is warranted
warrantedbecomes
becomes crucial
re
sion that
that remedial
crucial when the remedial program
program is challenged
challenged in
court by
by nonminority
nonminorityemployees.”
employees.”
medial
in court
Thesame
same interests
interests are at
in the
the interplay
interplay between
between Title
Ibid. The
at work in
Title
disparate-treatment and
Apply
VII’s disparate-treatment
and disparate-impact
disparate-impactprovisions.
provisions. Applystrong-basis-in-evidence standard
gives effect
effect to
ing the strong-basis-in-evidence
standardtotoTitle
Title VII
VII gives
both provisions, allowing
allowing violations
violations of
of one
one in
in the
the name
name of
of compliance
compliance
with the
the other
other only
only in
in certain,
certain, narrow
narrow circumstances.
circumstances. It
It also
also allows
allows
with
disparate-impact prohibition
in aa manner
manner that
that isisconsisconsis
the disparate-impact
prohibition to
to work in
with other
other Title
Title VII
VIIprovisions,
provisions, including
including the
the prohibition
prohibition on
on adad
tent with
employment-related test
test scores
scores based
based on
on race,
race, see
see §2000e§2000e–
justing employment-related
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2(l), and the section that
that expressly
fide promotional ex2(l),
expressly protects bona fide
ex
ams,
Court adopts
adopts the
the strong-basis-instrong-basis-in
ams, see
see §2000e–2(h).
§2000e-2(h). Thus, the Court

evidence
construction in
evidencestandard
standardas
asaamatter
matter of
of statutory
statutory construction
in order to
resolve
dis
resolve any
any conflict
conflict between
betweenTitle
Title VII’s
VII’s disparate-treatment and disparate-impact provisions.
provisions. Pp. 19–26.
19-26.
parate-impact
(c) The
The City’s
City’s race-based
race-basedrejection
rejectionofofthe
the test
test results
results cannot
cannot satisfy
satisfy
(c)
the strong-basis-in-evidence
standard. Pp. 26–34.
26-34.
the
strong-basis-in-evidence standard.
adverse impact
litigation was
was significant,
significant,
(i) The
The racial
racial adverse
impactin
in this
this litigation
and
was faced
faced with
and petitioners
petitioners do
do not
not dispute
dispute that
that the
the City
City was
with aa prima
prima
facie
Theproblem
problem for
forrespondents
respondents
facie case
caseofofdisparate-impact
disparate-impactliability.
liability. The
is that
is
that such
such aa prima
primafacie
facie case—essentially,
case—essentially, a threshold showing of a
significant
statistical disparity,
disparity, Connecticut
Connecticut v.
v. Teal,
Teal, 457
457 U.
U. S.
S. 440,
440,
significant statistical
446,
more—is far
strong basis
basis in evidence
evidence that
446, and
and nothing
nothing more—is
far from
from a strong
that
the
would have
have been
certified the
the City would
beenliable
liableunder
underTitle
TitleVII
VII had
had it
it certified
test
Thatisisbecause
because the
the City
City could
could be
be liable
liable for
for disparatedisparate
test results. That
impact
discrimination only
only ififthe
theexams
exams at
at issue
issue were
were not job related
impact discrimination
and consistent
with business
necessity, or
or ifif there
there existed an
an equally
and
consistent with
business necessity,
valid,
alternative that
thatserved
served the
the City’s
City’s needs
needs but
valid, less discriminatory
discriminatory alternative
but
that the
the
that
the City
Cityrefused
refused to
to adopt.
adopt. §§2000e-2(k)(1)(A),
§§2000e–2(k)(1)(A), (C). Based
Based on the
record the
the parties developed
through discovery,
there is no
record
developed through
discovery, there
no substansubstan
tial
basis in
in evidence
evidence that
the test
test was
was deficient
deficient in
in either
eitherrespect.
respect.
tial basis
that the

Pp. 26–28.
26-28.
(ii)
(ii) The City’s assertions
assertions that
that the
the exams
exams at
at issue
issue were not job rere
consistent with
with business
business necessity
necessity are
contra
lated and consistent
are blatantly
blatantly contradicted by
by the record, which demonstrates
the detailed steps
taken to
demonstrates the
steps taken
develop
and administer
administer the
the tests and
and the
the painstaking
the
develop and
painstaking analyses
analyses of the
questions
asked to
to assure
assuretheir
their relevance
relevance to
to the
the captain
captain and
and lieuten
lieutenquestions asked
The testimony
testimony also
also shows
shows that
ant positions. The
that complaints
complaints that
that certain
certain
questions were
specifically apap
examination questions
were contradictory
contradictory or
or did
did not specifically
firefightingpractices
practices in
in the
the City
Citywere
were fully
fullyaddressed,
addressed, and
ply to firefighting
and that
that
City turned
turned aablind
blindeye
eyeto
toevidence
evidence supporting
supporting the
the exams’
exams’ valid
the City
validPp. 28-29.
28–29.
ity. Pp.
(iii)
also lack
lack a
a strong basis in
(iii) Respondents
Respondents also
in evidence
evidence showing an
equally valid,
valid, less
less discriminatory
discriminatory testing
testing alternative
alternative that
that the City, by
the test
test results,
results,would
wouldnecessarily
necessarily have
have refused
refused to adopt.
adopt.
certifying the
Respondents’ three
First, responrespon
Respondents’
threearguments
argumentstotothe
thecontrary
contraryall
allfail.
fail. First,
dents refer
testimony that
thataadifferent
differentcomposite-score
composite-score calculation
dents
refer to testimony
have allowed
to consider
consider black
black candidates
candidates for
then
would have
allowed the
the City to
for thenopen
positions, but
but they have
no evidence
evidence to
to show
show that
that the
open positions,
have produced no
candidate weighting
candidate
weighting actually
actually used
used was
wasindeed
indeedarbitrary,
arbitrary, or
or that
that the
different weighting
weighting would
equally valid
valid way
way to
to determine
determine
different
would be
be an
an equally
whether candidates
candidates are
for promotions.
promotions. Second,
Second, responrespon
whether
are qualified
qualified for
dents argue
City could
could have
have adopted
adopted aa different
dents
argue that
that the City
different interpreta
interpretation of its
its charter
charter provision limiting
limitingpromotions
promotions to
to the
the highest
highest scoring
scoring
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applicants, and
and that
that the
applicants,
the interpretation
interpretationwould
wouldhave
haveproduced
produced less
less disdis
criminatory
results; but
butrespondents’
respondents’ approach
approach would have
have violated
criminatory results;
Title VII’s
VII’s prohibition
prohibition ofofrace-based
race-based adjustment
adjustment of
test results,
results,
Title
of test

§2000e–2(l).
Third, testimony
testimony asserting
asserting that
thatthe
theuse
useofofan
anassessassess
§2000e-2(l). Third,
ment
center to evaluate
evaluate candidates’
candidates’ behavior
job tasks
tasks
ment center
behaviorin
in typical
typical job

would have had
had less
less adverse
adverseimpact
impact than
than written
written exams
not aid
aid
would
exams does
does not
respondents,
contradicted by
statements in
the record
record
respondents,as
asitit is
is contradicted
by other
other statements
in the
indicating
thatthe
theCity
Citycould
couldnot
nothave
haveused
usedassessment
assessment centers
centers for
indicating that
the exams
at issue.
issue. Especially when
when it
it is
the
exams at
is noted
noted that
that the
the strong-basisstrong-basis
in-evidence standard
standard applies
in-evidence
applies to
to this
thiscase,
case, respondents
respondents cannot create a
genuine issue
issue of
of fact
fact based
based on
on aa few
few stray
stray (and
(and contradictory) stategenuine
state
ments in
in the
the record.
record. Pp. 29–33.
29-33.
ments
alone cannot
cannot justify
the City’s
City’s reliance
reliance on
on
(iv) Fear
Fear of
of litigation
litigation alone
justify the

race to
to the
the detriment
detriment of
the examinations and
race
of individuals
individualswho
whopassed
passed the
qualified
promotions. Discarding
Discarding the
the test
test results
results was
was impermisimpermis
qualified for promotions.
sible
VII, and
and summary
summary judgment
judgment is appropriate for
peti
sible under
under Title
Title VII,
for peti-

tioners
certifies the
tioners on
on their
their disparate-treatment
disparate-treatmentclaim.
claim. If,
If, after
after itit certifies
test
results, the
faces aa disparate-impact
of
test results,
the City faces
disparate-impactsuit,
suit,then
then in
in light
light of

today’s
holding the
the City
City can avoid
avoid disparate-impact
disparate-impact liability
liability based
today’s holding
based on

the
strong basis
the strong
basis in
in evidence
evidencethat,
that,had
haditit not
not certified
certified the
the results,
results, it
it
would have
have been
beensubject
subjecttotodisparate-treatment
disparate-treatmentliability.
liability. Pp.
would
Pp. 33-34.
33–34.

530 F.
F. 3d
3d 87,
87, reversed
reversed and
and remanded.
remanded.

KENNEDY,
deliveredthe
the opinion
opinion of the
ROBERTS,
the Court,
Court,ininwhich
which
ROBERTS,
KENNEDY, J.,J.,delivered
C.J., and
andAALITO,
JJ.,joined.
joined. SCALIA,
J., filed
filed a
C.J.,
and SCALIA,
SCALIA, TTHOMAS,
HOMAS, and
LITO, JJ.,
SCALIA, J.,
a concurring
concurring opinion,
opinion, in
which
concurring opinion.
ALITO, J.,
concurring
opinion. ALITO,
J., filed
filed a
in which
SCALIA
andTTHOMAS,
JJ.,joined.
joined. G
GINSBURG,
filedaadissenting
dissenting opin
opinSCALIA and
HOMAS, JJ.,
INSBURG, J.,J.,
filed
ion,
and B
BREYER,
JJ.,joined.
joined.
ion, in
inwhich
whichSTEVENS,
STEVENS,SOUTER,
SOUTER, and
REYER, JJ.,
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Opinion of the
the Court
Court
Thisopinion
opinion is
is subject
subject to formal
formal revision
revision before
before publication
NOTICE: This
publication in
in the
printof
ofthe
theUnited
UnitedStates
StatesReports.
Reports. Readers
Readersare
arerequested
requested to
preliminary print
notify
Court of
of the
the United
notify the
the Reporter
Reporter of
of Decisions,
Decisions, Supreme
Supreme Court
United States,
States, WashWash
ington, D. C.
order
ington,
C. 20543,
20543, of
of any
any typographical
typographical or
or other
other formal
formal errors,
errors, in
in order
that
made before
before the
the preliminary
preliminary print
that corrections
corrections may
may be
be made
printgoes
goes to
to press.
press.
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STATES
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UNITED
STATES
_________________

Nos. 07–1428
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08-328
_________________

07-1428
07–1428

FRANK
PETITIONERS
FRANK RICCI,
RICCI, ET
ET AL.,
AL., PETITIONERS
v.
JOHN
ET AL.
AL.
JOHN DESTEFANO
DESTEFANOET

08-328
08–328

FRANK
PETITIONERS
FRANK RICCI,
RICCI, ET
ET AL.,
AL., PETITIONERS
v.
JOHN
ET AL.
AL.
JOHN DESTEFANO
DESTEFANOET

ON WRITS
WRITS OF
OF CERTIORARI
CERTIORARI TO
TO THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES COURT
COURT OF
APPEALS FOR
FOR THE
THE SECOND
SECOND CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT
APPEALS
[June 29, 2009]

JUSTICE
deliveredthe
theopinion
opinionof
ofthe
the Court.
Court.
JUSTICE KKENNEDY
ENNEDY delivered
In the
the fire
firedepartment
departmentofofNew
NewHaven,
Haven,Connecticut—as
Connecticut—as
In
emergency-service agencies
Nation—
in emergency-service
agencies throughout
throughout the Nation—
prize their
their promotion
promotion to
to and
and within
withinthe
theofficer
officer
firefighters prize
Anagency’s
agency’s officers
officers command
command respect
respect within
the
ranks. An
within the
in the
the whole
whole community;
community; and,
and, of
ofcourse,
course,
department and in
added responsibilities
responsibilities command
command increased
increasedsalary
salary
added
andand
benefits. Aware
Aware of
of the
the intense
intense competition
competition for
for promotions,
promotions,
New Haven, like
like many
many cities,
cities, relies
relies on
on objective
objective examinaexamina
tions to identify
identify the
the best
best qualified
qualified candidates.
candidates.
In 2003,
2003, 118 New
took examinations
examinations
In
New Haven
Haven firefighters
firefighters took
qualify for
for promotion
promotion to
tothe
therank
rankofoflieutenant
lieutenantoror
cap
to qualify
capPromotionexaminations
examinationsin in
New
Haven
(or City)
tain. Promotion
New
Haven
(or City)
were infrequent, so
so the
thestakes
stakeswere
werehigh.
high.TheThe
results
were
results
would
determine
which
firefighters
would
be
considered
would determine which firefighters would be considered
for promotions during
during the next two years, and
and the
the order
order in
in
would be
be considered.
considered. Many
Many firefighters
firefightersstudstud
which they would
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Court

ied for
for months, at
personal and
and financial
financial cost.
at considerable
considerable personal
cost.
When the examination results showed
that
white
candishowed that
candi
dates had outperformed
outperformed minority
minoritycandidates,
candidates, the
themayor
mayor
dates
other local
localpoliticians
politiciansopened
openeda apublic
public
debate
that
and other
debate
that
rancorous. Some
Somefirefighters
firefighters
argued
turned rancorous.
argued
the the
teststests
should be discarded
becausethe
the results
results showed
the tests
discarded because
showed the
be discriminatory.
discriminatory. They
They
threatened
a discrimination
to be
threatened
a discrimination
theCity
Citymade
madepromotions
promotionsbased
basedon
onthe
thetests.
tests.
lawsuit ififthe
firefighters said
saidthe
theexams
examswere
wereneutral
neutraland
andfair.
fair.
Other firefighters
in turn,
turn,threatened
threatenedaadiscrimination
discriminationlawsuit
lawsuit
And they, in
if if
racial disparity,
disparity, ignored
ignored
the City,
City, relying on the statistical racial
test results
results and
and denied
denied promotions
promotions to
to the
thecandidates
candidates
the test
In the
the end
end the City
City took
took the
the side
side
who had
had performed
performedwell.
well. In
those who
threwout
out
of those
who protested
protested the
the test
test results.
results. ItItthrew
thethe
examinations.
whiteand
and
Hispanic
firefighters
who likely
Certain white
Hispanic
firefighters
who likely
been promoted
good test
per
would have been
promoted based
based on
on their
their good
test performance sued
formance
suedthe
theCity
City and
and some
someofofits
itsofficials.
officials. Theirs
Theirs is
suit now
now before
before us.
The suit
suitalleges
alleges that,
that,by
bydiscarddiscard
the suit
us. The
test results,
results, the
theCity
Cityand
andthe
thenamed
namedofficials
officialsdisdis
ing the test
against the
the plaintiffs
plaintiffsbased
basedon
ontheir
their
race,
criminated against
race,
in in
Title VII
VIIofofthe
theCivil
CivilRights
RightsAct
Act
1964,
violation of both Title
ofof1964,
78 Stat.
Stat. 253,
253, as
as amended,
amended, 42
42 U.
U.S.
S. C.
C. §2000e
§2000e et
et seq.,
seq., and
Equal Protection
ProtectionClause
Clauseofofthe
theFourteenth
Fourteenth
Amend
the Equal
AmendTheCity
Cityand
andthe
the
officials
defendedtheir
their
actions,
ment. The
officials
defended
actions,
that ififthey
theyhad
hadcertified
certifiedthe
the
results,
they
could
arguing that
results,
they
could
have faced
VIIfor
foradopting
adopting aa practice
practice
have
facedliability
liability under Title
Title VII
that
had aa disparate
disparate impact
impacton
onthe
theminority
minorityfirefighters.
firefighters.
that had
DistrictCourt
Courtgranted
granted
summary
judgment
The District
summary
judgment
for for
the the
defendants, and
and the
the Court
Court of Appeals
Appeals affirmed.
affirmed.
We conclude
concludethat
that race-based
race-basedaction
actionlike
likethe
theCity’s
City’s in
in this
this
case is
unless the
the employer
employer
case
is impermissible
impermissible under
under Title
Title VII
VII unless
can demonstrate
demonstrate aa strong
strong basis
basis in
in evidence
evidencethat,
that, had
had itit not
not
the action,
action,it it
would
have
been
liable
under
taken the
would
have
been
liable
under
the the
disparate-impact statute. The
The
respondents,wewe
further
disparate-impact
respondents,
further
determine, cannot meet
meet that
thatthreshold
thresholdstandard.
standard.As As
determine,
a a
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result,
theCity’s
City’saction
actionin in
discarding
a
result, the
discarding
the the
teststests
was was
a
violation
of Title
TitleVII.
VII.
In light
our ruling
the
violation of
In light
of ourofruling
under under
the
statutes, we need
not reach the question whether
statutes,
need not
whether responrespon
dents’
actions may
may have
haveviolated
violatedthe
the
Equal
Protection
dents’ actions
Equal
Protection

Clause.

I
litigationcomes
comestoto
after
the parties’
This litigation
us us
after
the parties’
cross-cross
so we
motions for
for summary judgment, so
we set
set out
out the
the facts
facts in
in
some detail.
Asthe
theDistrict
District
Court
noted,
although
“the
some
detail. As
Court
noted,
although
“the
parties strenuously dispute the relevance
and legal
legal import
import
parties
relevance and
of, and
and inferences
to be
be drawn
drawn from,
from, many aspects
of this
this
of,
inferences to
aspects of
case,
facts are
are largely
largelyundisputed.”
undisputed.” 554
case, the
the underlying facts
F. Supp. 2d 142, 145 (Conn. 2006).

A
A
When the City
City of
ofNew
NewHaven
Havenundertook
undertooktotofillfill
vacant
When
vacant
and captain
captainpositions
positionsinin
department
lieutenant and
its its
firefire
department
(Department),
promotion and
and hiring
hiringprocess
process was
was govgov
(Department), the promotion
erned
in addition
additionto
tofederal
federaland
andstate
state
erned by
by the
the city
city charter, in
law.
The charter
charter establishes
establishes a
system. That
That system
system
law. The
a merit
merit system.
requires
Citytotofillfill
vacanciesinin
classified
civil
requires the City
vacancies
thethe
classified
civilservice
with the
themost
mostqualified
qualifiedindividuals,
individuals,asasdede
service ranks
ranks with
termined
job-related examinations.
examinations. After
Aftereach
each examiexami
termined by job-related
nation, the New
certifies
nation,
New Haven Civil
CivilService
Service Board
Board (CSB)
(CSB) certifies
a ranked
ranked list
the test.
test. Under
Under the
a
list of
of applicants
applicants who
who passed
passed the
charter’s “rule ofofthree,”
charter’s
three,”the
the
relevant
hiring
authority
relevant
hiring
authority
must fill
one candidate
candidate from
from the
the
must
filleach
each vacancy
vacancy by
by choosing
choosing one
top
scorers on the list.
list.Certified
Certified
promotional
lists
top three scorers
promotional
lists
remain valid
remain
valid for
for two
two years.
years.
City’s contract
contract with
withthe
the
New
Haven
firefighters’
The City’s
New
Haven
firefighters’
union
specifies additional
union specifies
additional requirements
requirements for
for the promotion
process.
process. Under
Under the
the contract,
contract, applicants
applicants for
for lieutenant
lieutenant and
captain
be screened
screened using
written and
and
captain positions were to be
using written
oral
examinations,
with
the
written
exam
accounting
for
oral examinations, with the written exam accounting for
60 percent
percent and
and the
the oral exam
60
exam 40 percent of an applicant’s
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total
score. To
Tositsit
examinations,
candidates
total score.
forfor
thethe
examinations,
candidates
for for
lieutenant
needed 30 months’
months’ experience
experience in
the DepartDepart
lieutenant needed
in the
ment,
high-school diploma,
ment, a high-school
diploma, and
and certain
certain vocational
vocational train
training
courses. Candidates
Candidatesfor
forcaptain
captain
neededone
oneyear’s
year’s
ing courses.
needed
service
in the
theDepartment,
Department,aahigh-school
high-school
service as
as aa lieutenant
lieutenant in
diploma, and
and certain
certain vocational training
training courses.
diploma,
courses.
reviewing bids
bids from
from various
various consultants,
consultants, the
the City
City
After reviewing
hired
Industrial/OrganizationalSolutions,
Solutions,Inc.
Inc. (IOS)
to
hired Industrial/Organizational
(IOS) to
develop
develop and
and administer
administer the
the examinations, at
at a cost to
to the
City
of $100,000.
$100,000. IOS is an Illinois
Illinoiscompany
company that
that specialspecial
City of
izes
in designing
designing entry-level
entry-leveland
andpromotional
promotional
examina
izes in
examinations
fireand
andpolice
police departments.
departments. InInorder
order
tions for fire
to to
fit fit
thethe
examinations
New Haven
Haven Department,
Department, IOS
IOS began
began
examinations to
to the New
the
test-design process
process by
byperforming
performingjobjob
analyses
the test-design
analyses
to to
identify
the
tasks,
knowledge,
skills,
and
abilities
that
are
identify the tasks, knowledge, skills, and abilities that are
essential
the lieutenant
lieutenantand
andcaptain
captainpositions.
positions.IOSIOS
essential for the
representatives
interviewedincumbent
incumbent
captains
representatives interviewed
captains
and and
lieutenants
and their
theirsupervisors.
supervisors.They
They
rode
with
lieutenants and
rode
with
andand
observed
Using information
informationfrom
from
observed other
other on-duty
on-duty officers.
officers. Using
those
and ride-alongs,
ride-alongs, IOS
IOS wrote
wrote job-analysis
job-analysis
those interviews
interviews and
questionnaires
administeredthem
themto to
most
of the
questionnaires and administered
most
of the
incumbent
battalion chiefs,
chiefs, captains,
captains, and
andlieutenants
lieutenantsinin
incumbent battalion
the
Atevery
everystage
stageof
of the
thejob
jobanalyses,
analyses, IOS,
the Department. At
by
choice, oversampled
by deliberate choice,
oversampledminority
minority firefighters
firefighters to
ensure
the results—which
results—which IOS
IOS would
would use
use to
to develop
develop
ensure that
that the
the
examinations—would not
favor white
white
the examinations—would
not unintentionally
unintentionally favor

candidates.
With the
the job-analysis
job-analysis information
informationininhand,
hand,IOS
IOS
devel
With
developed
the written
written examinations
oped the
examinations to
to measure
measure the
the candidates’
candidates’
job-related knowledge.
each test,
job-related
knowledge. For each
test, IOS
IOS compiled
compiled aa list
list
trainingmanuals,
manuals,Department
Departmentprocedures,
procedures,and
andother
other
of training
to use
use as
as sources
sources for
for the
thetest
testquestions.
questions.IOS
IOS
materials to
presented the
proposed sources
sources to
the New
NewHaven
Havenfire
fire
presented
the proposed
to the
and assistant
assistant fire
firechief
chiefforfor
their
approval.
Then,
chief and
their
approval.
Then,
using the approved
IOS drafted
drafted a
a multiple-choice
approved sources,
sources, IOS
for each
each position.
position. Each
Eachtest
test
had
100
questions,
test for
had
100
questions,
asas
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required
by CSB
CSB rules,
rules,and
andwas
waswritten
written
below
a 10th
required by
below
a 10thgrade
reading
level.
After
IOS
prepared
the
tests,
the
City
grade reading level. After IOS
the City
opened
It gave
gave candidates
candidates a
openedaa3-month
3-monthstudy
study period.
period. It
a list
list
that
identifiedthe
thesource
sourcematerial
materialfor
forthe
the
questions,in-in
that identified
questions,
cluding
the specific
specific chapters
chaptersfrom
fromwhich
which
questions
cluding the
thethe
questions
were taken.
taken.
were
developed the
oral examinations
examinations as
aswell.
well.These
These
IOS developed
the oral
concentrated
skills and
andabilities.
abilities.Using
Using
concentrated on
on job
job skills
thethe
job-job
analysis
analysis information,
information, IOS wrote hypothetical
hypothetical situations
situations to
test
incident-command skills,
test incident-command
skills, firefighting
firefighting tactics, interper
interpersonal
leadership, and
and management
management ability,
ability,among
among
sonal skills,
skills, leadership,
other
Candidateswould
wouldbe
bepresented
presented with
withthese
these
other things. Candidates
hypotheticals and
a panel
panel of
of three
three
hypotheticals
and asked
asked to
to respond
respond before a
assessors.
IOS assembled a
a pool of 30 assessors
who were
were superior
superior
assessors who
rank to
tothe
thepositions
positions being
being tested.
tested. AtAtthe
theCity’s
City’sinsisinsis
in rank
tence (because
(because of
controversy surrounding previous
previous exex
tence
of controversy
aminations),
from outside Connectiaminations), all
allthe
theassessors
assessors came from
Connecti
cut. IOS
to City
City officials
officials
IOSsubmitted
submittedthe
theassessors’
assessors’ resumes
resumes to
They were
were battalion
battalionchiefs,
chiefs, assistant
assistant chiefs,
chiefs,
for approval. They
chiefs from
departments of
similar sizes
sizes to
to New
New HaHa
and chiefs
from departments
of similar
ven’s throughout the
the country.
country.Sixty-six
Sixty-six
percent
of the
ven’s
percent
of the
panelists were
were minorities,
minorities,and
andeach
eachof of
nine
three
panelists
thethe
nine
threemember
assessmentpanels
panelscontained
containedtwo
two minority
minority memmember assessment
mem
bers. IOS
IOStrained
trainedthe
thepanelists
panelistsfor
forseveral
severalhours
hoursononthe
the
bers.
before ititadministered
administeredthethe
examinations,
teaching
day before
examinations,
teaching
them how
how to
to score
score the
the candidates’
candidates’ responses
responses consistently
using checklists of
of desired
desired criteria.
criteria.
Candidates took the
theexaminations
examinationsinin
November
and
Candidates
November
and
December
2003. Seventy-seven
the
December 2003.
Seventy-seven candidates completed
completed the
examination—43 whites,
whites, 19 blacks,
blacks, and
and 15
lieutenant examination—43
Hispanics. Of
Ofthose,
those,34
34candidates
candidates passed—25
passed—25 whites,
Hispanics.
whites, 6
blacks, and
554 F.
Eight
blacks,
and 3 Hispanics. 554
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d,
2d, at
at 145.
145. Eight
lieutenant positions
positions were vacant
of the examiexami
lieutenant
vacant at
at the time of
As the
the rule
ruleof
ofthree
threeoperated,
operated, this
this meant
meant that
that the
the
nation. As
candidates were
an immediate
immediate promopromo
top 10 candidates
were eligible
eligible for an
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tion
to lieutenant.
lieutenant. AllAll
werewhite.
white.
Ibid.
Subsequent
tion to
1010
were
Ibid.
Subsequent
vacancies
would
have
allowed
at
least
3
black
vacancies would have allowed at
black candidates
candidates
to be
consideredfor
forpromotion
promotion to
to lieutenant.
lieutenant.
to
be considered
Forty-one candidates
candidates completed
completed the
captain examinaexamina
Forty-one
the captain
tion—25
blacks, and
Hispanics. Of
Ofthose,
those, 22
22
tion—25 whites,
whites, 8 blacks,
and 8 Hispanics.
candidates passed—16
passed—16whites,
whites, 33 blacks,
blacks, and
and 33 Hispanics.
candidates
Ibid.
Sevencaptain
captainpositions
positions were
were vacant
vacant at
atthe
thetime
timeofof
Ibid. Seven
the
examination. Under
Underthe
therule
rule
three,
9 candidates
the examination.
of of
three,
9 candidates
were
for an
animmediate
immediatepromotion
promotiontoto
captain—7
were eligible for
captain—7
whites
whites and
and 22 Hispanics.
Hispanics. Ibid.
Ibid.
B
B
contract with
withIOS
IOScontemplated
contemplatedthat,
that,after
after
The City’s contract
examinations, IOS
IOS would
would prepare
prepare aatechnical
technicalreport
report
the examinations,
that
that described
described the
the examination
examinationprocesses
processes and
and methodolomethodolo
gies
and analyzed
analyzed the
theresults.
results.ButBut
in January
gies and
in January
2004,2004,
rather
than requesting
requesting the
the technical
technical report,
report, City
Cityofficials,
officials,
rather than
including
theCity’s
City’scounsel,
counsel,Thomas
ThomasUde,
Ude,
conveneda a
including the
convened
meeting
IOS Vice
Vice President
President Chad
Chad Legel.
Legel. (Legel was
meeting with
with IOS
the
leader of
of the
the IOS
IOS team
teamthat
thatdeveloped
developedand
andadminisadminis
the leader
tered
tests.) Based
Based on
on the
thetest
testresults,
results,the
theCity
City
offi
tered the tests.)
officials
expressed concern
discriminated
cials expressed
concernthat
that the
the tests had discriminated
against minority
against
minoritycandidates.
candidates. Legel
Legeldefended
defended the examinaexamina
tions’
validity,stating
statingthat
that
numerical
disparity
tions’ validity,
anyany
numerical
disparity
be- be
tween
white
and
minority
candidates
was
likely
tween white and minority candidates was likely duedue
to to
various
various external
external factors
factors and
and was
wasin
in line
line with
with results of the
Department’s previous promotional
promotional examinations.
Department’s
Several days
Several
days after
after the
the meeting,
meeting, Ude
Ude sent
sent aa letter
letter to
to the
CSB
to outline
outlineits
itsduties
dutieswith
with
respect
CSB purporting
purporting to
respect
to to
thethe
examination
Udestated
statedthat
thatunder
underfederal
federallaw,
law,
examination results. Ude
“a
demonstration of disparate impact,” standing
“a statistical
statistical demonstration
alone,
sufficientlyserious
seriousclaim
claimof of
racial
alone, “constitutes aa sufficiently
racial
discrimination
serveas as
a predicate
for employer
discrimination totoserve
a predicate
for employerinitiated,
voluntar[y]remedies—even
remedies—even . .. .. race-conscious
race-conscious
initiated, voluntar[y]
remedies.”
App. to Pet.
Pet. for
for Cert.
Cert. in
inNo.
No. 07-1428,
07–1428, p.
p. 443a;
443a;
remedies.” App.
see also
also 554
554 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d,
2d, at
at 145
145 (issue
(issue of
of disparate
disparate impact
impact
see
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“appears to have been raised
raised by
by .. .. .. Ude”).
Ude”).
1
1
CSB first
met to
toconsider
consider certifying
certifyingthe
theresults
resultson
on
The CSB
first met
22, 2004.
2004. Tina
Tina
Burgett,
director
of the
City’s
January 22,
Burgett,
director
of the
City’s
Department of
the meeting
meeting by
of Human
HumanResources,
Resources, opened
opened the
telling
the CSB
CSB that
that“there
“thereisisa asignificant
significant
disparate
im
telling the
disparate
impact on
on these
these two
two exams.”
exams.” App.
App. to
to Pet.
Pet. for
for Cert.
Cert. in
in No.
No. 07–
07pact
1428,
466a. She
Shedistributed
distributedlists
lists
showing
candi
1428, at
at 466a.
showing
thethe
candidates’ races
races and
and scores
scores(written,
(written, oral,
oral, and composite)
but
dates’
composite) but
not
theirnames.
names. Ude
Udealso
alsodescribed
describedthe
thetest
testresults
results
not their
asas
reflecting
very significant
significantdisparate
disparateimpact,”
impact,”
reflecting “a
“a very
id.,id.,
at at
477a,
he outlined
outlinedpossible
possiblegrounds
groundsforfor
CSB’s
477a, and he
thethe
CSB’s
refusing
refusing to
to certify
certify the results.
Although they
they did
did not
not know
know whether
whetherthey
theyhad
hadpassed
passed or
failed,
some firefighter-candidates
CSB
failed, some
firefighter-candidates spoke
spokeat
at the
the first
first CSB
meeting
in favor
favorofofcertifying
certifyingthe
the
test
results.
Michael
meeting in
test
results.
Michael
Blatchley
that “[e]very
“[e]very one”
one” of
of the
the questions
questions on the
Blatchley stated that
written
examination “came
“came from the
the [study]
[study] material.
material.. .. . .
written examination
[I]f
you read
read the
the materials
materialsand
andyou
youstudied
studiedthe
thematerial,
material,
[I]f you
you
done well
test.” App.
App.inin
No.
06–
you would have done
well on the test.”
No.
064996–cv
(CA2), pp.
pp. A772-A773
A772–A773(hereinafter
(hereinafterCA2
CA2App.).
App.).
4996-cv (CA2),
Frank
Ricci stated
stated that
thatthe
thetest
testquestions
questionswere
werebased
based on
on
Frank Ricci
the
Department’s own rules
rules and
and procedures
procedures and
and on
on “na“na
the Department’s
tionally
recognized” materials
materials that
thatrepresented
representedthe
the“ac“ac
tionally recognized”
cepted
firefighting.Id.,Id.,
at A785–A786.
cepted standard[s]”
standard[s]” for firefighting.
at A785-A786.
Ricci
stated that
thathe
hehad
had“several
“several
learning
disabilities,”
Ricci stated
learning
disabilities,”
including
dyslexia; that
that he
he had
had spent
spent more
more than
than $1,000
$1,000 to
including dyslexia;
purchase the
the materials
materials and pay his
his neighbor to
to read them
them
purchase
on
so he
could “give
[his]best
bestshot”;
shot”;and
andthat
thathehe
on tape so
he could
“give itit [his]
had
prepare” for the
the test.
test.
had studied
studied “8
“8 to 13 hours a day to prepare”
Id.,
at A786,
A786, A789.
A789. “I
don’t even
even know
made it,”
it,” Ricci
Ricci
Id., at
“I don’t
know if
if II made
told
theCSB,
CSB,“[b]ut
“[b]ut
people
who
passed
should
told the
thethe
people
who
passed
should
be be
promoted.
When your
your life’s
life’s on
on the
theline,
line,second
second best
best may
may
promoted. When
not be good
goodenough.”
enough.” Id.,
Id., at A787–A788.
A787-A788.
Other
firefightersspoke
spokeagainst
against
certifying
the test
Other firefighters
certifying
the test
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results.
Theydescribed
described the
the test
test questions
questions as
as outdated or
results. They
not
firefighting practices
practices in New
New Haven. Gary
Gary
not relevant to
to firefighting
Tinney
stated that
thatsource
sourcematerials
materials“came
“cameoutout
of New
Tinney stated
of New
York.
Their makeup
makeup of
oftheir
theircity
city
and
everything
York. .. .. . Their
and
everything
is is
totally
differentthan
thanours.”
ours.”Id.,Id.,
at A774–A775;
also
totally different
at A774-A775;
seesee
also
id.,
atA779,
A779,A780-A781.
A780–A781.And
And
criticized
the test
id., at
theythey
criticized
the test
materials, aa full
materials,
fullset
setof
of which
whichcost
cost about
about $500,
$500, for
for being
being too

expensive and
and too
too long.
long.
2
2
At aa second
CSB meeting,
meeting, on
on February
February 5,
5, the
the president
second CSB
the New
New Haven
Havenfirefighters’
firefighters’union
unionasked
askedthe
the
CSB
of the
CSB
to to
perform
determine whether the tests
perform aa validation
validation study to determine
were job-related.
job-related. Petitioners’
in this
were
Petitioners’ counsel
counsel in
this action
action argued
that
the CSB
CSB should
should certify the
the results.
results. AArepresentative
representative
that the
of
theInternational
International
Association
of Black
Professional
of the
Association
of Black
Professional
Firefighters,
Donald Day
Dayfrom
from
neighboring
Bridgeport,
Firefighters, Donald
neighboring
Bridgeport,
Connecticut,
away that
that
Connecticut, “beseech[ed]”
“beseech[ed]”the
theCSB
CSB“to
“to throw
throw away
test,” which
as “inherently
“inherently unfair”
test,”
which he
he described
described as
unfair”because
because of
the
racial distribution
distributionofofthe
theresults.
results.Id.,Id.,
at A830–A831.
the racial
at A830-A831.
Another
Bridgeport-based representative
representative of
of the
theassociaassocia
Another Bridgeport-based
tion,
Ronald Mackey,
Mackey, stated that
that aavalidation
validationstudy
studywas
was
tion, Ronald
necessary.
suggested that
the
necessary. He
He suggested
that the
the City
City could “adjust” the
test
resultstoto “meet
“meet the
the criteria
criteriaof of
having
a certain
test results
having
a certain
amount
minorities get
get elevated
elevated to
the rank
rank of
of LieutenLieuten
amount of
of minorities
to the
ant
Id.,atatA838.
A838.AtAt
end
this
meet
ant and Captain.” Id.,
thethe
end
of of
this
meeting, the
to ask
ask IOS
IOS to send a repreing,
the CSB
CSB members
members agreed
agreed to
repre
sentative
explain
it had developed
and
sentative totoexplain
how ithow
had developed
and
administered
theexaminations.
examinations.They
They
discussed
administered the
also also
discussed
asking
examinations and
asking a panel of experts to
to review the examinations
advise the
the CSB
CSB whether
whether to
to certify
certify the
the results.
results.
advise
3
3
At
the
At aa third
thirdmeeting,
meeting,on
onFebruary
February11,
11,Legel
Legel addressed
addressed the
CSB
on
behalf
of
IOS.
Legel
stated
that
IOS
had
previ
CSB on behalf of IOS. Legel stated that IOS had previously prepared
prepared entry-level
entry-level firefighter
firefighter examinations for
for the
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City
butnot
nota apromotional
promotional
examination.
explained
City but
examination.
He He
explained
that
IOS had
had developed
developed examinations
departments in
that IOS
examinations for
for departments
in
communities
demographics similar
to New
New Haven’s,
Haven’s,
communities with
with demographics
similar to
including Orange
County, Florida;
Florida; Lansing, Michigan; and
including
Orange County,
San Jose,
Jose,California.
California.
San
Legel
the exam-development
exam-development process
process to
Legel explained the
to the
CSB.
Hebegan
began by
by describing
describing the
thejob
jobanalyses
analyses IOS
IOS perper
CSB. He
formed
positions—the inter
formed of
of the
the captain
captain and
and lieutenant
lieutenant positions—the
interviews,
ride-alongs, and
and questionnaires
questionnaires IOS
IOSdesigned
designedtoto
views, ride-alongs,
“generate
list ofoftasks,
tasks,knowledge,
knowledge,skills
skillsand
and
abilities
“generate aa list
abilities
that
are considered
considered essential to performance”
performance” of the jobs.
jobs.
that are
Id.,
atA931-A932.
A931–A932.HeHe
outlined
how
prepared
Id., at
outlined
how
IOSIOS
prepared
the the
written
and oral
oralexaminations,
examinations,based
based on
on the
the job-analysis
job-analysis
written and
results,
to test
test most
mostheavily
heavilythose
thosequalities
qualitiesthat
that
results, to
thethe
re-re
sults
indicated
were
“critica[l]”
or
“essentia[l].”
Id.,
sults indicated were “critica[l]” or “essentia[l].” Id., at at
A931.
Andhe
he noted
noted that
thatIOS
IOStook
tookthe
thematerial
materialforfor
each
A931. And
each
test question directly
materials.
test
directly from
from the
the approved
approved source
source materials.
Legel
third-partyreviewers
reviewershad
hadscrutiscruti
Legel told
told the CSB that
that third-party
nized the
the examinations
examinations to
to ensure
ensurethat
that the
the written
written test
nized
test was
was
drawn
from the
thesource
sourcematerial
materialand
and
that
drawn from
that
thethe
oraloral
test test
accurately
thatcaptains
captainsand
and
accurately tested
tested real-world
real-world situations that
lieutenants
would face.
face. Legel
Legel
confirmed
that
lieutenants would
confirmed
that
IOSIOS
hadhad
selected
so that
thateach
eachthreethree
selected oral-examination
oral-examination panelists so
member assessment
panel included
included one
one white,
white, one black,
member
assessment panel

and one
Hispanic member.
one Hispanic
end of
of his
his remarks,
remarks, Legel
Legel “implor[ed]
“implor[ed]anyone
anyone
Near the end
that had
had .. .. .. concerns
concerns to
content of
of the
the exam.
exam.
that
to review the content
In
my
professional
opinion,
it’s
facially
neutral.
There’s
In my professional opinion, it’s facially neutral. There’s
thoseexaminations
examinations . .. .. that
thatshould
shouldcause
cause
nothing ininthose
somebody to
thatone
onegroup
groupwould
wouldperform
performdifferdiffer
somebody
to think
think that
Id., at
at A961.
A961.
ently than another group.”
group.” Id.,
4
4
the next
next meeting,
meeting, on
on March
March 11,
11, the CSB
CSB heard from
At the
about
three witnesses
witnessesitit had
had selected
selectedtoto“tell
“tellus
usaalittle
little bit
bit about
their
their views
views of
of the
the testing,
testing, the
theprocess,
process, [and] the methodolmethodol
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ogy.”
Id., at
at A1020.
A1020. The
The first,
first,Christopher
ChristopherHornick,
Hornick,spoke
spoke
ogy.” Id.,
to
theCSB
CSB
by telephone.
indus
to the
by telephone.
Hornick isisan an
industrial/organizational psychologist
trial/organizational
psychologist from
fromTexas
Texas who
who operates
operates
a
competes with
a consulting business
business that
that “direct[ly]”
“direct[ly]” competes
with IOS.
Id.,
at A1029.
A1029. Hornick,
Hornick,who
who had
had not
not “stud[ied]
“stud[ied] the
the test
test at
at
Id., at
length
or inindetail”
detail”and
and
had
“seen
analysis
length or
had
notnot
“seen
thethe
job job
analysis
data,”
CSB that
that the
the scores
scores indicated
data,” told the CSB
indicated aa “relatively
“relatively
high
adverse impact.”
Id.,atatA1028,
A1028,A1030,
A1030,A1043.
A1043.He
He
high adverse
impact.” Id.,
stated
“[n]ormally,whites
whitesoutperform
outperformethnic
ethnicminoriminori
stated that
that “[n]ormally,
ties
on the
the majority
majorityofofstandardized
standardizedtesting
testingprocedures,”
procedures,”
ties on
but
that he
he was
was “a little
littlesurprised”
surprised”by
by the
thedisparity
disparityininthe
the
but that
candidates’
candidates’ scores—although
scores—although“[s]ome
“[s]omeofofititisisfairly
fairly typical
typical
of
what we’ve
we’ve seen
seen in
inother
otherareas
areasofofthe
the
countr[y]
of what
countr[y]
andand
other
tests.” Id.,
Id.,atat
A1028–A1029.Hornick
Hornick
stated
other tests.”
A1028-A1029.
stated
thatthat
the
“adverse
impact
on
the
written
exam
was
somewhat
the “adverse impact on the written exam was somewhat
higher
but generally
generally in
inthe
therange
rangethat
thatwe’ve
we’veseen
seen profesprofes
higher but
sionally.”
Id.,at
atA1030-A1031.
A1030–A1031.
sionally.” Id.,
When
asked to
to explain
explainthe
theNew
New
Haven
results,
When asked
Haven
testtest
results,
Hornick
opined ininthe
thetelephone
telephoneconversation
conversationthat
that
Hornick opined
thethe
collective-bargaining
agreement’s requirement
requirement ofofusing
using
collective-bargaining agreement’s
written
andoral
oralexaminations
examinations
with
a 60/40
composite
written and
with
a 60/40
composite
score
disparity. He
Healso
also
score might
might account
account for
for the
the statistical
statistical disparity.
stated
that “[b]y not
nothaving
havinganyone
anyone
from
within
stated that
from
within
the the
[D]epartment
review” the
the tests
tests before
before they were adminisadminis
[D]epartment review”
tered—a
theCity
Cityhad
had
imposedto to
protect
tered—a limitation
limitation the
imposed
protect
thethe
security of the exam questions—“you
questions—“you inevitably
inevitably get
get things
things
security
in
there” that
thatare
arebased
basedon
onthe
thesource
source materials
materialsbut
butare
are
in there”
not
relevant
to
New
Haven.
Id.,
at
A1034–A1035.
Hor
not relevant to New Haven. Id., at A1034-A1035. Hornick suggested
that testing
nick
suggested that
testing candidates
candidates at
at an
an“assessment
“assessment
center”
rather than
thanusing
usingwritten
writtenand
andoral
oral
examinations
center” rather
examinations
“might
serve [the
[theCity’s]
City’s]needs
needsbetter.”
better.”Id.,Id.,
at A1039–
“might serve
at A1039A1040.
Hornickstated
statedthat
that
assessmentcenters,
centers,where
where
A1040. Hornick
assessment
candidates
respond just
as
candidates face
face real-world
real-world situations
situations and respond
just as
they
in the
the field,
field,allow
allowcandidates
candidates “to
“todemonstrate
demonstrate
they would in
how
would address
address a particular
particularproblem
problemas
asopposed
opposed
how they would
to
just verbally
verbally saying
saying ititororidentifying
identifyingthe
thecorrect
correctoption
option
to just
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on
Ibid.
on aa written
written test.”
test.” Ibid.
made clear
clear that
thathe
hewas
was“not
“not
suggestingthat
that
Hornick made
suggesting
[IOS]
somehow created
thathad
hadadverse
adverseimpacts
impacts
[IOS] somehow
created aa test that
that
should not
not have
have had.” Id.,
Id.,atatA1038.
A1038.He
Hedescribed
described
that ititshould
the
the IOS examinations as
as “reasonably
“reasonablygood
goodtest[s].”
test[s].” Id.,
Id., at
at
A1041.
He stated
stated that
thatthe
theCSB’s
CSB’s best
best option
option might
might be
be to
to
A1041. He
“certify
the list
listas
asititexists”
exists”and
andwork
worktotochange
changethe
theprocproc
“certify the
ess
futuretests,
tests,including
including
“[r]ewriting
the Civil
ess for future
byby
“[r]ewriting
the Civil
Service
Ibid.Hornick
Hornick
concluded
telephonic
Service Rules.”
Rules.” Ibid.
concluded
hishis
telephonic
remarks
the CSB
CSB that
that “for
“for the
thefuture,”
future,”his
hiscomcom
remarks by
by telling
telling the
pany
would like
like to
tohelp
helpyou
youififwe
wecan.”
can.”Id.,
Id.,
pany “certainly would
at at

A1046.
second witness
program
The second
witness was
wasVincent
Vincent Lewis,
Lewis, aa fire
fire program
of Homeland Security and a
specialist for
for the Department of
retired
fire captain
captainfrom
fromMichigan.
Michigan.Lewis,
Lewis,
who
is black,
retired fire
who
is black,
looked “extensively” at
at the
thelieutenant
lieutenantexam
examand
and
had looked
“a “a
littleless
less extensively” at
little
at the captain
captain exam.
exam. He stated
stated that
that
candidates “should
“should know
know that
thatmaterial.”
material.”
the candidates
Id., atId., at
A1048, A1052.
In Lewis’s
Lewis’s view,
view, the
the “questions
“questions were
were relerele
A1048,
A1052. In
vant for
for both
both exams,”
exams,” and the
the New
New Haven
Haven candidates
candidates had
advantage because
the
an advantage
becausethe
the study
study materials
materials identified the
particular book
book chapters
chapters from
fromwhich
whichthe
thequestions
questionswere
were
particular
other
departments,
contrast,
taken. InInother
departments,
by by
contrast,
“you“you
hadhad
to to
at A1053.
A1053. Lewis
Lewis
know basically
basically the
the .. .. .. entire
entire book.”
book.” Id., at
concluded that
likelywas
wasdue
duetotoaa
concluded
that any
any disparate impact likely
that“usually
“usuallywhites
whitesoutperform
outperformsome
someofofthe
themimi
pattern that
on testing,”
testing,”ororthat
that “more
“more whites
whites . ..... take
takethe
the
norities on
exam.” Id.,
Id., at
at A1054.
A1054.
exam.”
witness was
was Janet
Janet Helms,
Helms, aa professor
professor at
at BosBos
The final
final witness
College whose
ton College
whose“primary
“primary area
area of
of expertise”
expertise”isis “not
“not with
with
per se”
se” but
but in
in “race
“race and
and culture
cultureas
as they
they influinflu
firefighters per
ence performance
and other
otherassessment
assessment proceproce
ence
performance on
on tests and
dures.” Id.,
Id.,at
atA1060.
A1060. Helms
Helmsexpressly
expresslydeclined
declined the
the CSB’s
CSB’s
Atthe
theoutset,
outset, she
she noted
noted
offer to
to review
review the
the examinations.
examinations. At
that “regardless
“regardless of
of what
whatkind
kindofofwritten
written
give
that
testtest
wewe
give
in in
country .. .. .. we
we can
can just
just about
about predict
predict how
how many
many peopeo
this country
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ple
willpass
passwho
who
members
of under-represented
ple will
areare
members
of under-represented
groups.
Andyour
yourdata
data
inconsistent
groups. And
areare
notnot
thatthat
inconsistent
with with
what
at A1061.
A1061.
what predictions would say were
were the
the case.”
case.” Id.,
Id., at
Helms
nevertheless offered
offered several
several “ideas
“ideas about
about what
what
Helms nevertheless
might be
factors” to
to explain
explain statistical
statistical differences
might
be possible
possible factors”
differences
in
the results.
results. Id.,
Id.,atatA1062.
A1062.She
Sheconcluded
concludedthat
thatbecause
because
in the
67 percent
percent of
of the
the respondents to
to the
the job-analysis question67
question
naires
were white,
test questions
questions might
might have
have favored
favored
naires were
white, the test
white
candidates, because
fire
white candidates,
because“most
“mostofofthe
theliterature
literature on firefighters
shows that
that the
thedifferent
differentgroups
groupsperform
performthe
thejob
job
fighters shows
differently.”
Id.,atatA1063.
A1063.Helms
Helms
closedbybystating
stating
that
differently.” Id.,
closed
that
no
what test
testthe
theCity
Cityhad
hadadministered,
administered,it it
would
no matter what
would
have
revealed “a
“a disparity
disparitybetween
betweenblacks
blacksand
and
whites,
have revealed
whites,
Hispanics
test. Id.,
Id.,
Hispanics and
and whites,”
whites,” particularly
particularly on a written
written test.
at A1072.
at
5
5
the final
finalCSB
CSB meeting,
meeting, on
on March
March 18,
18, Ude (the City’s
At the
counsel) argued
against certifying
certifyingthe
theexamination
examination
counsel)
argued against
re-re
Discussing the
the City’s
City’s obligations
obligations under federal law,
sults. Discussing
Ude
of adverse
adverse impact
Ude advised
advised the
the CSB
CSB that
that a
a finding of
impact “is
“is
the
beginning, not
not the
the end,
end, ofofaareview
reviewofoftesting
testingproceproce
the beginning,
dures”
they violated
violated the
the disparatedisparate
dures” to
to determine whether they
impact
provision of
of Title
TitleVII.
VII.
focused
CSB
impact provision
UdeUde
focused
thethe
CSB
on on
determining
“whether
there
are
other
ways
to
test
for
determining “whether there are other ways to test for .. .. ..
those
positions that
that are
areequally
equallyvalid
validwith
with
less
adverse
those positions
less
adverse
impact.”
Id.,atatA1101.
A1101.Ude
Udedescribed
described Hornick
Hornickas
as having
having
impact.” Id.,
said
that the
thewritten
writtenexamination
examination
“had
one
most
said that
“had
one
of of
thethe
most
severe adverse
adverseimpacts
impactsthat
that he
he had
had seen”
seen”and
and that
that “there
“there
severe
are
much better
better alternatives
alternativestotoidentifying
identifying
[firefighting]
are much
[firefighting]
skills.”
Ibid.Ude
Udeoffered
offeredhis
his“opinion
“opinionthat
thatpromotions
promotions. .. .. .
skills.” Ibid.
as
resultofofthese
thesetests
testswould
wouldnot
not
consistent
with
as a result
bebe
consistent
with
federal
be consistent
consistent with
the purposes
purposes of
federal law,
law, would not be
with the
our
Civil Service
Service Rules
Rules or
or our
ourCharter[,]
Charter[,]nor
noris is
it the
in the
our Civil
it in
best
firefighters .. .. .. who
who took
took the
the exams.”
exams.”
best interests
interests of
of the
the firefighters
Id.,
A1103–A1104. He
He stated
stated that
that previous
previous Department
Id., at A1103-A1104.
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exams
kind of
of result,”
result,”and
andthat
thatpreviprevi
exams “have
“have not
not had
had this
this kind
ous
had not
not been
been “challenged
“challenged as
as having
havingadverse
adverse
ous results had
impact, whereas
whereas we
weare
areassured
assuredthat
thatthese
thesewill
willbe.”
be.” Id.,
Id., at
at
impact,

A1107, A1108.
CSB Chairman Segaloff
Segaloff asked
asked Ude
Ude several
severalquestions
questions
CSB
disparate-impact standard.
about the
the Title
Title VII
VII disparate-impact
“CHAIRPERSON SEGALOFF:
“CHAIRPERSON
SEGALOFF: [M]y
[M]y understanding
is
throw the
the exam
exam out
is the group .. .. .. that
that is making to throw
has
showing that
there is
is out
out there
there an
an
has the
the burden of showing
that there
exam that
that is
or likely
likely to
exam
is reasonably
reasonably probable or
to have
have less
less
of an
an adverse
adverseimpact.
impact. It’s
It’s not our burden to show
that
of
show that
there’s
exam out
that can
can be
be better.
better. We’ve
We’ve
there’s an
an exam
out there that
got an
an exam.
exam. We’ve
got aa result.
result. . . .
got
We’ve got
Mr. Chair,
Chair, IIpoint
pointout
outthat
thatDr.
Dr.Hornick
Hornick
“MR. UDE: Mr.
said
that.
He
said
that
there
are
other
tests
out
there
said that. He said that there are other tests out there
that
would have
have less
less adverse
that would
adverse impact
impact and
and that
that [would]
[would]
be more
more valid.
valid.
be
“CHAIRPERSON
SEGALOFF: You
Youthink
think
that’s
“CHAIRPERSON SEGALOFF:
that’s
enough
throw this
thistest
testupside-down
upside-down .... .. bebe
enough for
for us
us to
to throw
cause Dr.
Dr. Hornick
Hornick said
said it?
it?
cause
“MR.
think that
thatby
by itself
itselfwould
would be
be sufficient.
“MR. UDE:
UDE: II think
Yes.
alsowould
would
point
it isemthe em
Yes. I Ialso
point
outout
thatthat
. . . it. .is. the
ployer’s
the use
use of the
ployer’s burden
burden to
to justify
justify the
the examination.”
Id., at
Id.,
at A1108-A1109.
A1108–A1109.
DuBois-Walton, the
the City’s
City’schief
chiefadministrative
administrative
Karen DuBois-Walton,
officer,
spoke on
on behalf
behalfofofMayor
MayorJohn
John
DeStefano
and
officer, spoke
DeStefano
and
argued
against certifying
certifyingthe
the
results.
DuBois-Walton
argued against
results.
DuBois-Walton
stated
the results,
results, when
when considered
considered under
stated that
that the
under the
the rule
rule of
three
lieutenant
three and applied to
to then-existing captain and lieutenant
vacancies,created
createdaasituation
situation in
in which
which black
black and
and Hispanic
Hispanic
vacancies,
candidates
excluded from opporoppor
candidates were
were disproportionately
disproportionately excluded
tunity.
DuBois-Waltonalso
also relied
relied on
on Hornick’s
Hornick’s testimony,
tunity. DuBois-Walton
asserting
Hornick“made
“made ititextremely
extremelyclear
clearthat
that. .... .
asserting that
that Hornick
there are more
one’sability
ability to
there
more appropriate
appropriate ways
ways to
to assess
assess one’s
serve” as
asaacaptain
captainor
orlieutenant.
lieutenant. Id.,
serve”
Id., at
at A1120.
A1120.
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(the human
human resources
resources director) asked
asked the CSB
CSB
Burgett (the
discard the
theexamination
examinationresults.
results.She,
She,
relied
to discard
too,too,
relied
on on
Hornick’s
to show
show the
the existence
existence of
of alternative
alternative
Hornick’s statement to
testing
methods, describing
testing methods,
describing Hornick
Hornick as
as having
having “started
“started to
point out that
having
point
that alternative
alternativetesting
testingdoes
does exist”
exist” and
and as
as having
“begun
suggest that
there are
aresome
some different
differentways
waysofof
“begun to
to suggest
that there
doing
examinations.” Id.,
Id.,at
atA1125,
A1125, A1128.
A1128.
doing written
written examinations.”
Other witnesses addressed
addressedthe
theCSB.
CSB. They
They included
included the
the
Other
president
firefighters’ union,
union, who
who supsup
president of
of the New Haven firefighters’
ported
Hereminded
remindedthe
theCSB
CSBthat
that
Hornick
ported certification. He
Hornick
“also
concluded that
the tests
testswere
werereasonable
reasonable and
andfair
fair
“also concluded
that the
and
current structure
structuretotocertify
certifythem.”
them.”Id.,Id.,
and under the current
at at
A1137.
FirefighterFrank
FrankRicci
Ricciagain
again argued
argued for
for certificacertifica
A1137. Firefighter
tion; he
tion;
he stated
stated that
thatalthough
although“assessment
“assessment centers
centers in
in some
some
cases show
showless
lessadverse
adverseimpact,”
impact,”id.,
id., at
at A1140,
they were
cases
A1140, they
not
the current
current round
round of
of promopromo
not available alternatives for the
tions.
wouldtake
takeseveral
severalyears,
years, Ricci
Ricci explained,
explained, for
tions. ItItwould
for the
Department to
Department
to develop
develop an
an assessment-center
assessment-center protocol and
the
accompanying training
trainingmaterials.
materials.
Id.,
at A1141.
the accompanying
Id., at
A1141.
Lieutenant
Matthew Marcarelli,
Marcarelli,who
whohad
hadtaken
takenthe
thecapcap
Lieutenant Matthew
tain’s exam, spoke
spoke in
in favor
favor of
of certification.
certification.
tain’s
At
the close
close of
of witness
witness testimony,
testimony, the
theCSB
CSB voted
voted on
on aa
At the
motion
to certify
certifythe
theexaminations.
examinations.With
With
member
motion to
one one
member
recused, the
the CSB
CSB deadlocked
deadlocked22to
to2,
2,resulting
resulting in
in aa decision
recused,
not
Explaining his
his vote
vote to certify
not to
to certify
certify the
the results.
results. Explaining
certify the
results, Chairman
results,
Chairman Segaloff
Segaloff stated
stated that
that“nobody
“nobody convinced
convinced
me that
that we
that, in
me
we can
can feel comfortable that,
in fact,
fact, there’s
there’s some
some
likelihood that
that’s
likelihood
thatthere’s
there’sgoing
going to
to be
be an
an exam
exam designed
designed that’s
going to
to be
beless
lessdiscriminatory.”
discriminatory.” Id., at
going
at A1159-A1160.
A1159–A1160.
C
C
CSB’s decision
decision not
to certify
certifythe
theexamination
examinationre-re
The CSB’s
not to
led totothis
this
lawsuit.
plaintiffs—who
are the
sults led
lawsuit.
The The
plaintiffs—who
are the
here—are 17
petitioners here—are
17 white
white firefighters
firefighters and 1 Hispanic
firefighter
firefighterwho
whopassed
passed the examinations but
but were
were denied
denied a
chance at
at promotions
promotions when
when the
the CSB
CSB refused
refused to
to certify
certify the
the
chance
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test
results. They
They
include
named
plaintiff,
test results.
include
thethe
named
plaintiff,
FrankFrank
Ricci, who addressed
addressedthe
the CSB
CSBat
at multiple
multiple meetings.
sued the
the City,
City,Mayor
Mayor
DeStefano,DuBoisDuBoisPetitioners sued
DeStefano,
Walton,
Ude, Burgett,
Burgett,and
andthe
thetwo
two
CSB
members
who
Walton, Ude,
CSB
members
who
voted
certification. Petitioners
Petitionersalso
alsonamed
namedasasa a
voted against certification.
defendant
Boise Kimber,
Kimber,a aNew
New
Haven
resident
defendant Boise
Haven
resident
who who
voiced
the results.
results.Those
Those
voiced strong
strong opposition
opposition to
to certifying
certifying the
individuals
arerespondents
respondents ininthis
this
Court.
Petitioners
individuals are
Court.
Petitioners
filed
suitunder
underRev.
Rev.Stat.
Stat.§§1979
§§1979and
and1980,
1980,42
42U.
U.S.S.C.
C.
filed suit
§§1983 and
and 1985,
1985,alleging
alleging that
that respondents,
respondents, by
by arguing
arguing or
§§1983
voting
against certifying
certifyingthe
the
results,
violated
voting against
results,
violated
andand
con-con
spired
Equal Protection
Protection Clause
Clause of
Four
spired to
to violate the Equal
of the
the Fourteenth
Amendment. Petitioners
Petitionersalso
also filed
filedtimely
timelycharges
charges
teenth Amendment.
of
discrimination with
withthe
the
Equal
Employment
Opportu
of discrimination
Equal
Employment
Opportunity
Commission (EEOC);
(EEOC); upon
nity Commission
upon the
the EEOC’s
EEOC’s issuing
issuing right
rightto-sue
letters, petitioners
petitionersamended
amendedtheir
their
complaint
to-sue letters,
complaint
to to
assert
thatthe
the
City
violated
the disparate-treatment
assert that
City
violated
the disparate-treatment
prohibition
contained in
VII of
of the
the Civil
CivilRights
Rights Act
Act of
of
prohibition contained
in Title
Title VII

1964, as
as amended.
amended. See
U. S. C. §§2000e-2(a).
See 42 U.
§§2000e–2(a).
filed cross-motions
cross-motions for
The parties filed
for summary judgment.
Respondents asserted
good-faith belief
beliefthat
that
Respondents
assertedthey
they had
had aa good-faith
have violated
they would have
violated the
the disparate-impact
disparate-impact prohibition
prohibition
TitleVII,
VII,§2000e-2(k),
§2000e–2(k),had
hadthey
theycertified
certifiedthe
theexaminaexamina
in Title
follows,they
theymaintained,
maintained,that
thatthey
theycannot
cannot
tion results. ItItfollows,
be held
VII’s disparate-treatment
disparate-treatment proviprovi
be
held liable
liable under
under Title
Title VII’s
sion for attempting
attempting to
tocomply
complywith
withTitle
Title
VII’s
disparate
sion
VII’s
disparateimpact bar. Petitioners
Petitionerscountered
counteredthat
thatrespondents’
respondents’ goodgood
faith
faith belief
belief was
was not
not aa valid
validdefense
defense to allegations
allegations of
of dispadispa
rate treatment
treatment and unconstitutional
unconstitutional discrimination.
discrimination.
DistrictCourt
Court
granted
summary
judgment
The District
granted
summary
judgment
for for
respondents. 554
554 F.
described petitionpetition
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d
2d 142.
142. ItItdescribed
ers’ argument as “boil[ing]
“boil[ing] down
down to
tothe
theassertion
assertionthat
thatif if
ers’
[respondents] cannot
cannot prove
prove that
thatthe
thedisparities
disparities
[respondents]
on on
thethe
and Captain
Captain exams
exams were
were due
due to
toaaparticular
particular
Lieutenant and
inherentinin
those
exams,
then
should
flaw inherent
those
exams,
then
theythey
should
havehave
the results
results because
because there was
was no
no other
other alternaalterna
certified the
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tive
in place.”
place.” Id.,
Id.,atat
156.The
The
District
Court
concluded
tive in
156.
District
Court
concluded
that,
“[n]otwithstandingthe
theshortcomings
shortcomings in
inthe
theevidence
evidence
that, “[n]otwithstanding
on
effective alternatives, ititisisnot
notthe
thecase
casethat
that
on existing, effective
[respondents]
test where
where they
theycannot
cannot pinpin
[respondents] must
must certify
certify a test
point
itsdeficiency
deficiencyexplaining
explainingitsits
disparate
impact . . .
point its
disparate
impact
simply
because they
they have
have not
notyet
yet
formulated
a better
simply because
formulated
a better
selection
Ibid.It also
It also
ruled
respondents’
selection method.”
method.” Ibid.
ruled
thatthat
respondents’
“motivation
to avoid
avoid making
makingpromotions
promotionsbased
based on
on aatest
test
“motivation to
with
raciallydisparate
disparate impact
impact .... .. does
does not,
with aa racially
not, as
as aa matter
matter
of
constitute discriminatory
discriminatoryintent”
intent”under
underTitle
Title
of law, constitute
VII.VII.
Id.,
at 160.
160. The
TheDistrict
DistrictCourt
Courtrejected
rejectedpetitioners’
petitioners’equal
equal
Id., at
protection
on the
the theory
theorythat
thatrespondents
respondentshad
hadnot
not
protection claim on
acted
acted because
becauseofof“discriminatory
“discriminatory animus”
animus” toward
toward petition
petitioners.
Id.,atat162.
162.It concluded
It concluded
respondents’
actions
ers. Id.,
thatthat
respondents’
actions
were not
not “based
on race”
race” because
because“all
“all applicants
applicants took
took the
the
were
“based on
same test,
test, and
and the
the result
result was
the
same
was the
the same
same for all
all because
because the
test
results were
werediscarded
discarded and
andnobody
nobodywas
waspromoted.”
promoted.”
test results
Id., at
Id.,
at 161.
161.
fullbriefing
briefing
and
argument
by parties,
the parties,
After full
and
argument
by the
the the
Court
of Appeals
Appealsaffirmed
affirmedin in
a one-paragraph,
unpub
Court of
a one-paragraph,
unpublished
laterwithdrew
withdrewthat
thatorder,
order,issuissu
lished summary order; it
it later
ing
place
a nearly
identical,
one-paragraph
ing ininitsits
place
a nearly
identical,
one-paragraph
per per
curiam
opinion adopting
adoptingthe
theDistrict
District
Court’s
reasoning.
curiam opinion
Court’s
reasoning.
530
Three days
days later,
later, the
the Court
Courtofof
530 F.
F. 3d
3d 87
87 (CA2
(CA2 2008).
2008). Three
Appeals voted
voted 77 to
to 66 to
to deny
deny rehearing
rehearing en
en banc,
banc, over
over writ
writAppeals
ten dissents
ten
dissents by
by Chief
Chief Judge
Judge Jacobs
Jacobs and
and Judge
Judge Cabranes.
Cabranes.

530 F.
F. 3d 88.
This
action presents
presents two
two provisions
provisions ofofTitle
TitleVIIVII
to be
This action
to be
and reconciled,
reconciled, with
any, precedents
precedents in
interpreted and
with few, ifif any,
in
appeals discussing
Depending on
the courts of appeals
discussing the
the issue.
issue. Depending
of the
the statutory
statutoryclaim,
claim,aafundamental
fundamentalconcon
the resolution of
stitutional question
question could
could also
also arise.
We found it
prudent
stitutional
arise. We
it prudent
certiorari. 555 U.
U. S.
S. ___
___ (2009).
and appropriate
appropriate to
to grant certiorari.
We now
now reverse.
reverse.
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II
II
disparate
Petitioners raise aa statutory
statutory claim, under the disparateprohibitionofofTitle
Title
a constitutional
treatment prohibition
VII,VII,
andand
a constitutional
claim,
under the
theEqual
EqualProtection
Protection
Clause
Four
claim, under
Clause
of of
thethe
Fourteenth
Amendment. AAdecision
decisionforfor
petitioners
their
teenth Amendment.
petitioners
on on
their
statutory
claim
would
provide
the
relief
sought,
so
statutory claim would provide the relief sought, so we we
consider
first. See
SeeAtkins
Atkinsv.v.Parker,
Parker,472
472U.
U.S.
S. 115,
115, 123
123
consider itit first.
(1985); Escambia
McMillan,466
466U.U.S.S.48,
48,5151
(1985);
Escambia County
County v.
v. McMillan,
(1984) (per
will not
not decide
decide
(1984)
(percuriam)
curiam) (“[N]ormally
(“[N]ormally the
the Court
Court will
constitutional question
questionififthere
there
some
other
ground
a constitutional
is is
some
other
ground

upon which
which to
to dispose
dispose of the
the case”).
case”).

A
Title VII
VIIofofthe
the
Civil
Rights
of 1964,
Title
Civil
Rights
Act Act
of 1964,
42 U.42S.U.
C.S. C.
§2000e et
seq., as
amended, prohibits employment
employment disdis
§2000e
et seq.,
as amended,
crimination
on
the
basis
of
race,
color,
religion,
sex,
crimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or or
origin. Title
Title
prohibits
intentional
national origin.
VIIVII
prohibits
bothboth
intentional
dis- dis
crimination (known
(known as
as “disparate
“disparate treatment”)
treatment”)as
aswell
wellas,
as,
crimination
in some
cases,practices
practicesthat
thatare
are not
not intended
intended to
to discrimi
discrimisome cases,
nate but in
in fact
fact have
have aa disproportionately
disproportionatelyadverse
adverse effect
effect on
minorities
“disparate impact”).
impact”).
minorities (known
(known as
as “disparate
As
nondiscrimina
As enacted
enactedin
in 1964,
1964,Title
Title VII’s
VII’s principal nondiscriminaprovision held
heldemployers
employersliable
liable
only
disparate
tion provision
only
for for
disparate
Thatsection
sectionretains
retains
original
wording
treatment. That
itsits
original
wording
to- to
makes ititunlawful
unlawfulfor
foran
anemployer
employer “to
“to fail
fail or
or refuse
refuse
day. ItItmakes
hireorortotodischarge
dischargeany
any
individual,
or otherwise
to hire
individual,
or otherwise
to to
against any
anyindividual
individualwith
with
respect
to his
discriminate against
respect
to his
compensation, terms,
of employemploy
compensation,
terms, conditions,
conditions, or
or privileges of

ment, because
of such
suchindividual’s
individual’s race, color,
color, religion,
religion, sex,
because of
sex,
see also
also 78
78 Stat.
Stat. 255.
origin.” §2000e-2(a)(1);
§2000e–2(a)(1); see
or national origin.”
Disparate-treatment
present “the
“the most easily
easily under
underDisparate-treatment cases
cases present
stood type
Teamsters v. United
United States,
States,
stood
type of
of discrimination,”
discrimination,” Teamsters
431 U.
U. S. 324,
335, n.
n. 15 (1977),
and occur where an em324, 335,
(1977), and
em
has “treated
“treated [a]
[a]particular
particular
person
less
favorably
ployer has
person
less
favorably
others because
because of”
Watson v. Fort
Fort
than others
of”aa protected
protectedtrait.
trait. Watson
Trust,487
487U.U.S.S.977,
977,985-986
985–986(1988).
(1988).A A
Worth Bank &&Trust,
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disparate-treatment
plaintiffmust
must
establish “that
“that the
the
disparate-treatment plaintiff
establish
defendant
had aadiscriminatory
discriminatory
intent
or motive”
defendant had
intent
or motive”
for for
taking
Id., at
at 986.
986.
taking a job-related action.
action. Id.,
The
Rights Act
Act of
of 1964
1964 did
did not
not include
include an
an express
express
The Civil
Civil Rights
prohibition
on policies
policies or
or practices
practices that
thatproduce
produce aa dispadispa
prohibition on
rate
ButininGriggs
Griggsv.v.
DukePower
PowerCo.,
Co.,401
401U.
U.S.
S.
rate impact. But
Duke
424
(1971), the
interpreted the
theAct
Acttotoprohibit,
prohibit,
424 (1971),
the Court interpreted
in in
some
some cases,
cases,employers’
employers’facially
faciallyneutral
neutral practices
practicesthat,
that, in
in
fact,
“discriminatory in
inoperation.”
operation.”Id.,
Id.,
431.
fact, are “discriminatory
at at
431.
TheThe
Griggs
stated that
thatthe
the“touchstone”
“touchstone”for
fordisparatedisparate
Griggs Court stated
impact
liabilityisisthe
thelack
lackofof“business
“businessnecessity”:
necessity”:“If“Ifanan
impact liability
employment
operates to exclude
exclude [minori[minori
employment practice
practice which operates
ties] cannot be shown to
to be
related to job performance, the
the
ties]
be related
practice
prohibited.”Ibid.;
Ibid.;
also
at 432
practice is prohibited.”
seesee
also
id.,id.,
at 432
(em-(em
ployer’s
ployer’s burden
burden to
to demonstrate
demonstrate that
that practice has “a
“a mani
manifest
relationship to
tothe
theemployment
employmentinin
question”);
Albe
fest relationship
question”);
Albemarle
Paper Co.
Co. v.v.Moody,
Moody,422
422U.U.
405,
425
(1975).
marle Paper
S.S.405,
425
(1975).
Under those precedents,
precedents,ifif an
an employer
employer met
met its
its burden by
Under
showing
its practice
practice was job-related,
was
showing that
that its
job-related, the
the plaintiff
plaintiff was
required
that would
would have
have
required to
to show
show aa legitimate
legitimate alternative
alternative that
resulted
less discrimination.
discrimination. Ibid.
Ibid.(allowing
(allowingcomplaincomplain
resulted in less
ing
party totoshow
show“that
“thatother
other
tests
selection
devices,
ing party
tests
or or
selection
devices,
without
similarlyundesirable
undesirableracial
racial
effect,
would
also
without aasimilarly
effect,
would
also
serve the
the employer’s
employer’slegitimate
legitimate interest”).
interest”).
serve
Rights Act
Act of
of 1991,
1991,
Twenty years after
after Griggs, the
the Civil
Civil Rights
105 Stat.
Stat. 1071,
was enacted.
enacted. The
The Act
Act included
included a
a provision
provision
105
1071, was
codifying
prohibition on
on disparate-impact
disparate-impact discriminadiscrimina
codifying the
the prohibition
tion.
That
provision
is
now
in
force
along
with
thedispadispa
tion. That provision is now in force along with the
rate-treatment
section already
already noted.
noted. Under
Under
dispa
rate-treatment section
thethe
disparate-impact
statute, aa plaintiff
plaintiffestablishes
establishesa aprima
prima
facie
rate-impact statute,
facie
violation
by showing
showing that
that an
anemployer
employer uses
uses “a
“a particular
particular
violation by
employment
that causes
causes aa disparate
disparate impact
impacton
on
employment practice
practice that
the
basis of race,
race, color, religion, sex,
sex, or
or national
nationalorigin.”
origin.”
the basis
42 U.
U. S. C.
C. §2000e–2(k)(1)(A)(i).
§2000e-2(k)(1)(A)(i). An
42
An employer
employer may
may defend
defend
against
by demonstrating
demonstrating that
thatthe
thepractice
practice is
is “job
“job
against liability
liability by
related
for the
theposition
positionininquestion
questionand
and
consistent
with
related for
consistent
with
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business
Ibid.Even
Even
if the
employer
meets
business necessity.”
necessity.” Ibid.
if the
employer
meets
that
burden,however,
however,aaplaintiff
plaintiff
may
succeed
that burden,
may
still still
succeed
by by
showing
the employer
employer refuses
refuses to
to adopt
adopt an
an available
available
showing that
that the
alternative
employment practice
practice that
thathas
hasless
lessdisparate
disparate
alternative employment
impact
andserves
servesthethe
employer’s
legitimate
impact and
employer’s
legitimate
needs.needs.

§§2000e-2(k)(1)(A)(ii)
§§2000e–2(k)(1)(A)(ii) and (C).

B
B
allege that
when the
the CSB
CSB refused
refused to
Petitioners allege
that when
to certify
the captain and
and lieutenant
lieutenantexam
exam results
resultsbased
based on
on the
the race
race
of the
the successful
successfulcandidates,
candidates,itit discriminated
discriminated against
against them
them
in
violationofofTitle
Title
VII’s
disparate-treatment
provision.
in violation
VII’s
disparate-treatment
provision.
The
City counters
counters that
thatitsits
decisionwas
was
permissible
The City
decision
permissible
be-be
cause the
the tests
tests “appear[ed]
“appear[ed]to
toviolate
violateTitle
Title VII’s
VII’s disparatecause
disparate
impact provisions.” Brief
impact
Brieffor
forRespondents
Respondents 12.
analysis begins
begins with
withthis
thispremise:
premise:The
TheCity’s
City’s
Our analysis
ac-ac
tions
disparate-treatment prohibition
prohibition of
of
tions would violate the disparate-treatment
Title
VIIabsent
absentsome
somevalid
valid
defense.
All evidence
the evidence
Title VII
defense.
All the
demonstrates
City chose
chose not
exami
demonstrates that
that the
the City
not to
to certify
certify the examination results
of the
the statistical
statistical disparity
nation
results because
because of
disparitybased
based on
race—i.e.,
candidates had performed
performed when
race—i.e., how
how minority
minority candidates
compared
DistrictCourt
Courtput
put
comparedto
to white
white candidates.
candidates. As the District
it,
theCity
Cityrejected
rejectedthe
the
test
results
because
“too
many
it, the
test
results
because
“too
many
whites and not
minorities would
whites
not enough
enough minorities
would be
be promoted
promoted were
554
F.
Supp.
2d,
at
152;
the
lists
to
be
certified.”
at
152; see
see also
the lists to be certified.”
ibid.
arguments . .. .. .show
showthat
that
ibid. (respondents’ “own arguments
thethe
City’s
reasons for
for advocating
advocatingnon-certification
non-certificationwere
werere-re
City’s reasons
lated
to the
the racial
racialdistribution
distributionofof
results”).
Without
lated to
thethe
results”).
Without
some
justification,this
this
express,
race-baseddecideci
some other justification,
express,
race-based
sionmaking
Title VII’s
VII’scommand
command that
thatemployers
employers
sionmaking violates Title
cannot
adverse employment
employment actions
actions because
because of
of an
an
cannot take adverse
individual’s race.
individual’s
race. See
See §2000e-2(a)(1).
§2000e–2(a)(1).
DistrictCourt
Courtdiddid
adhere
to principle,
this principle,
The District
notnot
adhere
to this
however.
heldthat
that
respondents’“motivation
“motivation
avoid
however. ItItheld
respondents’
to to
avoid
making
promotions based
racially dispadispa
making promotions
basedon
onaa test
test with
with a racially
rate
impact .... .. does
does not,
not, as
as aamatter
matterofoflaw,
law,
constitute
rate impact
constitute
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discriminatory
intent.” 554
554 F.
discriminatory intent.”
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d,
2d,at
at 160.
160. And the
Government
in this
thisCourt.
Court.It It
Government makes
makes aa similar
similar argument in
contends
“structure of
of Title
TitleVII
VIIbelies
beliesany
anyclaim
claim
contends that
that the
the “structure
that
an employer’s
employer’s intent
VII’s dispadispa
that an
intent to
to comply
comply with
with Title
Title VII’s
rate-impact
provisions constitutes
constitutes prohibited
prohibited discriminadiscrimina
rate-impact provisions
tion
on the
thebasis
basisofofrace.”
race.”
Brief
for United
tion on
Brief
for United
StatesStates
as as
Amicus
11. But
But
both
of those
statements
Amicus Curiae 11.
both
of those
statements
turnturn
upon
theCity’s
City’s
objective—avoiding
disparate-impact
upon the
objective—avoiding
disparate-impact
liability—while
ignoringthe
theCity’s
City’sconduct
conduct in
in the
the name
name of
of
liability—while ignoring
reaching
thatobjective.
objective.Whatever
Whatever
City’s
ultimate
reaching that
thethe
City’s
ultimate
aim—however
intentionedororbenevolent
benevolentit might
it might
aim—however well intentioned
have
seemed—the City made
made itsitsemployment
employment
decision
have seemed—the
decision
because
rejected the test
test results
results solely
solely
becauseofofrace.
race. The
The City
City rejected
because
scoring candidates
candidates were
The
becausethe
the higher
higher scoring
were white.
white. The
question
is
not
whether
that
conduct
was
discriminatory
question is not whether that conduct was discriminatory
but
justification for
for its
its racerace
but whether the
the City
City had aa lawful
lawful justification

based
action.
based action.
We consider,
consider, therefore,
therefore, whether the
the purpose
purpose totoavoid
avoid
We
disparate-impact liability
liabilityexcuses
excuses what
whatotherwise
otherwisewould
would
disparate-impact
be prohibited
Courts
be
prohibited disparate-treatment
disparate-treatment discrimination.
discrimination. Courts
often confront
confront cases
casesin
in which
which statutes
statutes and
and principles
principles point
point
different directions.
directions. Our
Ourtask
taskisistotoprovide
provideguidance
guidanceto
to
in different
employers
and courts
courts for
for situations
situations when these
two prohi
prohiemployers and
these two
bitions could be in
in conflict absent
absent a rule
rule to
to reconcile
reconcile them.
In
In providing
providing this
thisguidance
guidance our
ourdecision
decision must
must be
be consistent
consistent
with the
theimportant
importantpurpose
purposeofofTitle
Title
VII—that
work
with
VII—that
thethe
workplace
be an
an environment
environment free
free of
of discrimination,
discrimination, where
place be
where race
is not
not aa barrier
barrier to
to opportunity.
opportunity.
With these
these principles
principles in
inmind,
mind,we
weturn
turn
parties’
With
to to
thethe
parties’
proposed means
reconciling the
the statutory
statutoryprovisions.
provisions.
proposed
means of
of reconciling
take aastrict
strict
approach,
arguing
under
Petitioners take
approach,
arguing
thatthat
under
Title VII,
VII,ititcannot
cannotbe
bepermissible
permissible for
for an
an employer
employer to take
Title
race-based
adverseemployment
employmentactions
actionsin
in order
order to
to avoid
race-based adverse
disparate-impact liability—even
the employer
employer knows
knows its
disparate-impact
liability—even if
if the
its
practice violates
violates the
the disparate-impact
disparate-impact provision.
provision. See
Brief
See Brief
Petitioners 43.
43. Petitioners
Petitionerswould
wouldhave
haveusus
hold
that,
for Petitioners
hold
that,
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under
TitleVII,
VII,
avoiding
unintentional
discrimination
under Title
avoiding
unintentional
discrimination
cannot
intentionaldiscrimination.
discrimination.That
That
assertion,
cannot justify
justify intentional
assertion,
however,
disparate
however, ignores
ignores the
the fact
fact that,
that, by codifying the disparateimpact provision
impact
provision in
in1991,
1991, Congress
Congress has expressly prohibprohib
ited
both types
types of discrimination.
discrimination. We
Wemust
mustinterpret
interpret
the
ited both
the
statute
to give
giveeffect
effecttotoboth
bothprovisions
provisionswhere
where
possible.
statute to
possible.
See,
e.g., United
UnitedStates
Statesv. Atlantic
v. Atlantic
Research
See, e.g.,
Research
Corp.,Corp.,
551
U. S.
S. 128, 137
137 (2007)
(2007) (rejecting
(rejecting an
an interpretation
interpretation
551 U.
that
would render
renderaastatutory
statutoryprovision
provision“a“a
deadletter”).
letter”).
that would
dead
We
cannotaccept
acceptpetitioners’
petitioners’
broad
and inflexible
We cannot
broad
and inflexible
formulation.
suggest that
an employer
employer in
in fact
fact must
must
Petitioners next suggest
that an
be
violation of
of the
the disparate-impact
disparate-impact provision
provision before
before itit
be in
in violation
can use
use compliance
compliance as
as aa defense
defenseinin aa disparate-treatment
disparate-treatment
can
suit.
Again,
this
is
overly
simplistic
and
toorestrictive
restrictiveofof
suit. Again, this is overly simplistic and too
Title
VII’spurpose.
purpose. The
Therule
rulepetitioners
petitionersoffer
offer
would
run
Title VII’s
would
run
counter
what we
we have
have recognized
recognized as
as Congress’s
Congress’s intent
counter to what
intent
that
“voluntarycompliance”
compliance”be
be“the
“thepreferred
preferredmeans
meansof of
that “voluntary
achieving the
the objectives
objectivesofofTitle
Title VII.”
VII.” Firefighters
achieving
Firefightersv.
v.CleveCleve
land, 478
also Wygant
Wygant v.
v. Jackland,
478 U.
U. S.
S. 501,
501, 515
515 (1986);
(1986); see
see also
Jack
son
of Ed.,
Ed., 476
476 U.
U.S.
S. 267,
267, 290
290 (1986)
(1986) (O’Connor,
(O’Connor, J.,
J.,
son Bd.
Bd. of
concurring
part and
andconcurring
concurring ininjudgment).
judgment).ForbidForbid
concurring in
in part
ding
employers to act
act unless
unless they
they know,
know,with
withcertainty,
certainty,
ding employers
that
practiceviolates
violates
disparate-impact
provision
that aapractice
thethe
disparate-impact
provision
would
compliance efforts
Even
would bring
bring compliance
efforts to
to aa near
near standstill.
standstill. Even
in
thelimited
limitedsituations
situations
when
restricted
standard
in the
when
thisthis
restricted
standard
could
before tak
could be
be met,
met, employers
employers likely
likely would hesitate before
taking voluntary
wrong in
in
ing
voluntary action
action for
for fear
fear of
of later
later being
being proven wrong
the course
of litigation
litigation and
the
course of
and then
then held
held to
to account
account for dispadispa
rate
rate treatment.
treatment.
the opposite
opposite end
end of
of the
thespectrum,
spectrum,respondents
respondents and
and
At the
the Government assert that
that an
belief
the
an employer’s
employer’s good-faith belief
that
itsactions
actionsare
arenecessary
necessary to
tocomply
comply with
withTitle
Title
VII’s
that its
VII’s
disparate-impact
provision should
should be
beenough
enoughtotojustify
justify
disparate-impact provision
race-conscious
Butthe
theoriginal,
original,
foundational
race-consciousconduct.
conduct. But
foundational
prohibition
of Title
TitleVII
VII
bars
employers
from
taking
prohibition of
bars
employers
from
taking
ad- ad
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verse action “because
of . . .. race.”
verse
“because of
race.” §2000e-2(a)(1).
§2000e–2(a)(1). And
when
Congress codified
when Congress
codifiedthe
the disparate-impact
disparate-impact provision
provision in
in
1991,
1991, itit made
made no
no exception
exceptiontotodisparate-treatment
disparate-treatmentliability
liability
for
actions taken
good-faith effort
comply with
the
for actions
taken in
in aa good-faith
effort to comply
with the
new,
Allow
new, disparate-impact
disparate-impact provision
provision in
in subsection
subsection(k).
(k). Allowing
employers to
disparate-treatment prohibiprohibi
ing employers
to violate the disparate-treatment
tion
based on a mere
mere good-faith
good-faith fear of
of disparate-impact
disparate-impact
tion based
liability would
action at
at the
the slightest
slightest
liability
wouldencourage
encourage race-based
race-based action
hint
of disparate
disparate impact. AAminimal
minimalstandard
standardcould
couldcause
cause
hint of
employers
of lawful
lawfuland
andbeneficial
beneficial
employers to
to discard
discard the
the results of
promotional
promotional examinations
examinations even
evenwhere
wherethere
thereisislittle
little if
if any
evidence
Thatwould
would
evidence of
of disparate-impact
disparate-impactdiscrimination.
discrimination. That
amount
de facto
facto quota
quota system,
system, in
in which
which aa“focus
“focus on
on
amount to aa de
statistics
could put
putundue
unduepressure
pressureon
onemployers
employerstoto
statistics .. .. . could
adopt inappropriate
inappropriate prophylactic
adopt
prophylactic measures.”
measures.” Watson,
Watson, 487
487
U.
opinion). Even
Evenworse,
worse, an
an employer
employer
U. S.,
S., at
at 992
992 (plurality
(plurality opinion).
could discard
discard test
test results (or
could
(or other
other employment
employment practices)
practices)
with the
preferred racial
racial
with
the intent
intentof
ofobtaining
obtainingthe
theemployer’s
employer’s preferred
balance.
That operational
operational principle
principle could
could not be justified,
balance. That
justified,
for
VIIisisexpress
express in
for Title
Title VII
in disclaiming any
any interpretation
interpretation of
its
requirements as
as calling
callingfor
foroutright
outrightracial
racial
balancing.
its requirements
balancing.
§2000e–2(j).
§2000e-2(j). The purpose
purposeof
ofTitle
Title VII
VII “is
“is to promote
promote hiring
hiring
on
basis of
than on
on the
the basis
basis
on the
the basis
of job
job qualifications,
qualifications, rather
rather than
of race
race or
or color.”
color.” Griggs,
of
Griggs, 401
401 U.
U. S.,
S., at 434.
searching for aa standard
standard that
thatstrikes
strikesa amore
moreapproappro
In searching
priate
balance, we
we note
note that
thatthis
this
Court
considered
priate balance,
Court
hashas
considered
casessimilar
similar to
to this
this one,
albeit in
in the context of the
the Equal
Equal
cases
one, albeit
Protection
Clause
of
the
Fourteenth
Amendment.
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. TheThe
Court has held that
Court
that certain
certain government
government actions
actions to
to remedy
remedy
past
racial discrimination—actions
discrimination—actionsthat
thatare
are
themselves
past racial
themselves
based
where there
thereisisa a
based on
on race—are
race—are constitutional
constitutional only where
‘strong basis
basis in
in evidence’
evidence’””that
that the
the remedial
remedial actions were
““ ‘strong
necessary.
J. A.
A.Croson
Croson Co.,
Co., 488
488 U.
U. S.
S. 469,
469,
necessary. Richmond v. J.
500 (1989)
opin
500
(1989) (quoting
(quoting Wygant,
Wygant,supra,
supra,at
at 277
277(plurality
(plurality opinion)). This
whether the
the
Thissuit
suitdoes
does not
not call
call on
on us
us to consider whether
constraints under
under Title
TitleVII
VIImust
must
parallel
statutory constraints
bebeparallel
in in
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all respects
to those
thoseunder
underthe
theConstitution.
Constitution. That
not
all
respects to
Thatdoes
does not
mean
constitutional authorities
authoritiesare
areirrelevant,
irrelevant,
how
mean the constitutional
however.
Ourcases
cases discussing
discussing constitutional
constitutionalprinciples
principlescan
can
ever. Our
provide
helpful guidance
guidance in
inthis
thisstatutory
statutory
context.
provide helpful
context.
SeeSee
Watson, supra,
supra, at
at 993
993(plurality
(plurality opinion).
Watson,
Writing for
foraaplurality
plurality
Wygant
and
announcing
Writing
in in
Wygant
and
announcing
thethe
strong-basis-in-evidence
Powell recogrecog
strong-basis-in-evidencestandard,
standard, Justice
Justice Powell
nized
the tension
tensionbetween
betweeneliminating
eliminatingsegregation
segregationand
and
nized the
discrimination
on the
the one
one hand
hand and
and doing
doing away
away with
withallall
discrimination on
governmentally
imposed discrimination
based on race
race on
governmentally imposed
discrimination based
the
other. 476
476 U. S.,
277. The
Theplurality
plurality
stated
the other.
S., at 277.
stated
thatthat
those
are not always
always harmoharmo
those “related
“related constitutional
constitutional duties are
nious,”
that “reconciling
“reconciling them
them requires
requires .... .. employers
employers
nious,” and that
to
act with
withextraordinary
extraordinarycare.”
care.”Ibid.
Ibid.
plurality
to act
TheThe
plurality
re- re
quired
a
strong
basis
in
evidence
because
“[e]videntiary
quired a strong basis in evidence because “[e]videntiary
support
for the
theconclusion
conclusionthat
thatremedial
remedialaction
action
is war
support for
is warranted
becomes crucial when
when the
theremedial
remedialprogram
program
ranted becomes
is is
challenged
The
challengedin
in court
court by
bynonminority
nonminority employees.”
employees.”Ibid.
Ibid. The
Court applied the
standard in
observing that
that
Court
the same
same standard
in Croson,
Croson, observing
“an amorphous
claim that
that there
past discrimina
discrimina“an
amorphous claim
there has
has been
been past
tion
cannot justify
justifythe
theuse
use
unyielding
racial
tion . .. .. cannot
of of
an an
unyielding
racial
quota.” 488
quota.”
488 U.
U. S.,
S., at
at 499.
The same
same interests
interests are
are at
at work
work in
in the
the interplay
interplay between
between
the
disparate-treatment and
and disparate-impact
disparate-impact provisions
provisions
the disparate-treatment
of
VII.Congress
Congresshas
has imposed
imposed liability
liabilityon
onemployers
employers
of Title
Title VII.
for
unintentional discrimination
discriminationininorder
ordertotorid
rid
the
work
for unintentional
the
workplace
place of
of“practices
“practicesthat
thatare
arefair
fair in
in form,
form, but
but discriminatory
discriminatory
in
operation.” Griggs,
Griggs, supra,
supra, at
at 431.
431. But
Butit it
has
alsopropro
in operation.”
has
also
hibited
employers from
from taking
takingadverse
adverseemployment
employmentacac
hibited employers
tions
“because of”
race. §2000e-2(a)(1).
§2000e–2(a)(1). Applying
Applyingthe
the
of” race.
tions “because
strong-basis-in-evidence
gives effect
effect
strong-basis-in-evidencestandard
standardtotoTitle
Title VII
VII gives
to
boththe
the
disparate-treatment
disparate-impact
to both
disparate-treatment
andand
disparate-impact
provisions,
of one
one in
in the
the name
name of
of comcom
provisions, allowing
allowing violations of
pliance
withthe
theother
otheronly
only
in certain,
narrow
circum
pliance with
in certain,
narrow
circumstances.
The standard
standard leaves
leaves ample
ample room
room for
for employers’
employers’
stances. The
voluntary
compliance efforts,
efforts, which
which are
areessential
essentialtotothe
the
voluntary compliance
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statutory
scheme and
and to
toCongress’s
Congress’s efforts
efforts totoeradicate
eradicate
statutory scheme
workplace
See Firefighters,
Firefighters, supra,
supra, at
at 515.
515.
workplace discrimination.
discrimination. See
And
thestandard
standardappropriately
appropriately
constrains
employers’
And the
constrains
employers’
discretion
in making
makingrace-based
race-based decisions:
decisions: It
limitsthat
that
discretion in
It limits
discretion
to cases
cases in
inwhich
whichthere
thereis is
a strong
basis
discretion to
a strong
basis
in in
evidence
disparate-impact liability,
liability,butbut
is so
not so
evidence of
of disparate-impact
it isitnot
restrictive
that ititallows
allowsemployers
employers to
to act
act only
only when
when there
restrictive that
is a
a provable,
provable, actual
actual violation.
violation.
is
Resolving the
conflict in
inthis
thisway
wayallows
allowsthe
the
Resolving
the statutory
statutory conflict
disparate-impact
work in
inaamanner
mannerthat
thatisis
disparate-impact prohibition
prohibition to work
consistent
including the
the
consistent with
with other
other provisions
provisions of
of Title
Title VII,
VII, including
prohibition
on adjusting
adjustingemployment-related
employment-relatedtest
testscores
scores
prohibition on
on
basis of
See §2000e–2(l).
like
on the
the basis
of race.
race. See
§2000e-2(l). Examinations like
those
City create
create legitimate
legitimate expectaexpecta
those administered
administered by
by the
the City
tions
on the
the part
partofofthose
thosewho
whotook
tookthe
thetests.
tests.AsAs
is the
tions on
is the
case
any promotion
promotion exam,
exam, some
some of
ofthe
thefirefighters
firefighters
case with
with any
here
invested substantial
substantialtime,
time,
money,
personal
here invested
money,
andand
personal
commitment
Employment tests
commitment in
in preparing
preparing for
for the
the tests.
tests. Employment
can
an important
importantpart
partofof
a neutral
selection
system
can be an
a neutral
selection
system
that
safeguards against the
the very
very racial
racialanimosities
animositiesTitle
Title
that safeguards
VII
was intended to
Here, however,
however, the
VII was
to prevent.
prevent. Here,
the firefight
firefighters
saw their
their efforts
efforts invalidated
invalidatedby
bythe
theCity
City
sole
reli
ers saw
in in
sole
reli-

ance upon
upon race-based
race-basedstatistics.
statistics.
If
on the
the candiIf an
an employer
employer cannot
cannot rescore
rescore a test
test based
based on
candi
dates’ race,
follows aafortiori
fortiorithat
that
dates’
race, §2000e–2(l),
§2000e-2(l), then
then it
it follows
it it
the greater
greater step
step of
of discarding
discarding the
the test
test altoalto
may not take the
gether to achieve
achieve a more
more desirable
desirable racial
racial distribution
distributionofof
gether
promotion-eligible
candidates—absent
a
strong
basis in
in
promotion-eligible candidates—absent a strong basis
evidence that
test was
was deficient
deficientand
andthat
thatdiscarding
discarding
evidence
that the test
results is
is necessary
necessary to avoid
avoid violating
violatingthe
thedisparatedisparate
the results
provision. Restricting
Restricting
employer’s
ability
impact provision.
an an
employer’s
ability
to to
discard test
test results
results (and
(and thereby
thereby discriminate
discriminateagainst
against
discard
candidates on
basis of their
their race)
race) also
also is
is inin
qualified candidates
on the basis
keeping with
with Title
TitleVII’s
VII’s
expressprotection
protection
bona
fide
keeping
express
of of
bona
fide
See §2000e-2(h)
§2000e–2(h) (“[N]or
promotional examinations.
examinations. See
(“[N]or shall
be an
an unlawful
unlawfulemployment
employment practice
practice for
for an
an employer
employer to
itit be
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give
and to
toact
actupon
uponthethe
results
of any
professionally
give and
results
of any
professionally
developed
admini
developedability
ability test
test provided
provided that
that such test,
test, its administration
oraction
actionupon
uponthe
theresults
results
is not
designed,
stration or
is not
designed,
in- in
tended or
or used
to discriminate
discriminate because
of race”);
race”); cf.
cf. AT&T
AT&T
tended
used to
because of

Corp. v. Hulteen,
(2009) (slip
(slip op.,
op., at
at 8).
Hulteen, 556
556 U.
U.S.
S. ___,
___, ___
___ (2009)
For the
we adopt
adopt the
the strong-basis-inthe foregoing
foregoing reasons,
reasons, we
strong-basis-in
evidence
standard as
asaamatter
matter of
of statutory
statutory construction to
evidence standard
resolve any
between the
resolve
any conflict
conflict between
the disparate-treatment
disparate-treatment and
disparate-impact provisions
provisions of
ofTitle
Title VII.
VII.
Our statutory
the constitution
constitutionstatutory holding
holdingdoes
does not address
address the
ality of
of the
the measures
measures taken here
here in
in purported
purported compliance
compliance
ality
with Title
TitleVII.
VII.
do hold
not hold
that meeting
with
We We
alsoalso
do not
that meeting
the the
strong-basis-in-evidence
standard would
would satisfy
satisfy the
the Equal
Equal
strong-basis-in-evidence standard
Protection Clause
case. As
As we
we explain
explain below,
below,
Protection
Clause in
in aa future
future case.
because
met their
theirburden
burdenunder
under
because respondents
respondentshave
have not
not met
Title VII,
VII,we
weneed
need not
not decide
decide whether
Title
whether aa legitimate
legitimate fear of
disparate impact
impact is
is ever
eversufficient
sufficient to
tojustify
justify discriminatory
discriminatory
treatment under the
the Constitution.
Constitution.
question an
Nor do we question
an employer’s
employer’s affirmative
affirmative efforts
efforts to
ensure that
ensure
that all
all groups have
have aa fair
fair opportunity
opportunity to apply for
promotions and to
to participate
participateinin
process
which
promotions
thethe
process
by by
which
promotions
will be
promotions will
be made.
made. But
Butonce
oncethat
thatprocess
process has
has been
been
established and
and employers have
have made
made clear
clear their
their selection
selection
theymay
maynot
notthen
then
invalidate
results,
criteria, they
invalidate
the the
test test
results,
thus upsetting
legitimate expectation not
not to
upsetting an
an employee’s
employee’s legitimate
be judged
Doing so,
so, absent a strong
be
judged on
on the
the basis
basis of
of race.
race. Doing
basis in evidence
evidence of
of an
an impermissible
impermissibledisparate
disparateimpact,
impact,
basis
amounts to
to the sort
sort of
of racial
racial preference
preference that
thatCongress
Congress has
disclaimed, §2000e–2(j),
§2000e-2(j),and
andisisantithetical
antithetical to the notion of
workplace where
whereindividuals
individuals
guaranteed
a workplace
areare
guaranteed
equalequal
opportunity
opportunityregardless
regardless of
of race.
race.
Title VII
VIIdoes
does not
notprohibit
prohibitananemployer
employerfrom
fromconsiderconsider
Title
before administering
test or
or practice,
practice, how
how to
to design
design
ing, before
administering a test
that test
test or
or practice
practice in
in order
order to
to provide
provide aa fair
fairopportunity
opportunity
that
allindividuals,
individuals,regardless
regardlessofoftheir
their
race.
when,
for all
race.
AndAnd
when,
thetest-design
test-designstage,
stage,an
anemployer
employerinvites
invites
com
during the
com-
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ments to
to ensure the
the test
test is fair,
ments
fair, that
thatprocess
process can
can provide a
common
ground
for
open
discussions
toward
that end.
end. We
common ground for open discussions toward that
We
hold
only that,
that,under
underTitle
Title
VII,
before
employer
hold only
VII,
before
an an
employer
cancan
engage
in intentional
intentionaldiscrimination
discrimination
for asserted
the asserted
engage in
for the
purpose
dispa
purpose of
of avoiding
avoiding or
or remedying
remedying an
an unintentional
unintentional disparate
impact, the
theemployer
employermust
musthave
havea a
strong
basis
rate impact,
strong
basis
in in
evidence
willbe
besubject
subjecttotodisparate-impact
disparate-impact
evidence to
to believe
believe itit will
liability
fails
to take
race-conscious,
discrimina
liability ififit it
fails
to take
the the
race-conscious,
discriminatory action.
tory
C
C
City argues
argues that,
that,even
evenunder
underthe
thestrong-basis-instrong-basis-in
The City
evidence
standard, its
its decision
decision to
to discard
discard the
the examination
examination
evidence standard,
Thatisisincorrect.
incorrect.
results was
was permissible
permissibleunder
underTitle
Title VII.
VII. That
Even if
if respondents were
were motivated
motivated as
as aa subjective
subjective matter
matter
desiretotoavoid
avoid
committing
disparate-impact
by aa desire
committing
disparate-impact
dis- dis
crimination,
there is no support
support for
for
crimination, the
the record
record makes
makes clear there
conclusion that
respondents had an objective,
objective, strong
the conclusion
that respondents
basis in
evidence to
tests inadequate,
inadequate, with
with some
some
basis
in evidence
to find
find the tests
consequent disparate-impact
in violation
violationofofTitle
Title
consequent
disparate-impactliability
liability in
VII.
VII.
this basis,
basis, we
weconclude
conclude that
thatpetitioners
petitionershave
have
met
On this
met
their obligation
obligation to
to demonstrate
demonstrate that
thatthere
thereisis“no
“nogenuine
genuine
their
issue
asto
toany
anymaterial
material fact”
fact” and
and that
that they
they are
are “entitled
“entitled to
issue as
judgment
as
a
matter
of
law.”
Fed.
Rule
Civ.
Proc.
56(c).
judgment as a matter of law.” Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 56(c).
On a
a motion
motion for
for summary judgment,
judgment, “facts
“facts must
must be
be viewed
the light
lightmost
most favorable
favorable to
to the
the nonmoving
nonmoving party only
only ifif
in the
is aa‘genuine’
‘genuine’ dispute
disputeas
astotothose
thosefacts.”
facts.”Scott
Scott
there is
v. v.
Harris, 550
550 U.
U.S.S.372,
372,380
380(2007).
(2007). “Where
“Where the
the record
record
Harris,
trierofoffact
facttoto
taken as a whole could
could not
not lead
lead aa rational
rational trier
find
for
find for
for the
the nonmoving
nonmoving party,
party, there
there is
is no
no genuine
genuine issue
issue for
trial.” Matsushita
Matsushita
Elec.
Industrial
v. Zenith
Radio
trial.”
Elec.
Industrial
Co. Co.
v. Zenith
Radio
Corp., 475
475 U.
U. S.
S. 574,
574, 587
587(1986)
(1986)(internal
(internal quotation
quotation marks
marks
thisCourt,
Court,the
the
City’s
only
defenseisisthat
that
omitted). InInthis
City’s
only
defense
it it
acted to
comply with
withTitle
TitleVII’s
VII’s
disparate-impact
provi
acted
to comply
disparate-impact
provision. To
Tosucceed
succeed on
their motion,
motion, then,
then, petitioners
petitionersmust
must
sion.
on their
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demonstrate
therecan
canbe
beno
nogenuine
genuinedispute
disputethat
that
demonstrate that
that there
there
basis in
evidence for
to concon
there was no strong
strong basis
in evidence
for the
the City
City to
clude
face disparate-impact
certified
clude it
it would face
disparate-impact liability
liability ifif ititcertified
the examination results.
the
results. See
SeeCelotex
Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477
477
U.
317, 324 (1986)
(1986) (where the
the nonmoving
nonmoving party
party“will
“will
U. S.
S. 317,
bear the
the burden
burden of
of proof
proof at
at trial
trial on
the
bear
on aa dispositive issue,” the
nonmoving
bears the
theburden
burdenofofproduction
productionunder
under
nonmoving party bears
Rule
“designate specific
Rule 56 to “designate
specific facts
facts showing
showingthat
that there
there is
a
genuine issue
issueforfor
trial” (internal
(internal quotation
quotationmarks
marks
a genuine
trial”
omitted)).
The
racial adverse
adverse impact
impacthere
herewas
was
significant,
The racial
significant,
andand
petitioners
that the
theCity
Citywas
wasfaced
faced with
withaa
petitioners do not dispute that
prima
facie case
case ofofdisparate-impact
disparate-impactliability.
liability.
On the
prima facie
On the
captain
exam, the
pass rate
white candidates
candidates was
was 64
64
captain exam,
the pass
rate for white
percent
but
was
37.5
percent
for
both
black
and
Hispanic
percent but was 37.5 percent for both black and Hispanic
candidates.
Onthe
thelieutenant
lieutenant
exam,
pass
candidates. On
exam,
thethe
pass
raterate
for for
white
candidates was 58.1
58.1 percent; for black
black candidates,
candidates,
white candidates
31.6 percent;
percent; and
and for
for Hispanic
Hispanic candidates,
candidates, 20
20 percent.
percent. The
31.6
pass
minorities, which
whichwere
wereapproximately
approximatelyoneone
pass rates
rates of minorities,
half the
rates for
for white
white candidates, fall
fall well
the
half
the pass
pass rates
well below
below the
80-percent
the EEOC
EEOC to
toimplement
implementthe
the
80-percent standard
standard set
set by the
disparate-impact
provision ofofTitle
Title
CFR
disparate-impact provision
VII.VII.
See See 29 CFR
§1607.4(D)(2008)
(2008)(selection
(selectionrate
ratethat
that is
is less
less than
than 80 per§1607.4(D)
per
cent
rate for
forthe
thegroup
groupwith
withthe
thehighest
highestrate
rate
cent “of
“of the rate
willwill
generally
regarded by the
the Federal
Federal enforcement
enforcement agenagen
generally be regarded

cies
as evidence
evidence of
of adverse
adverse impact”);
impact”); Watson,
Watson, 487
487 U.
U. S.,
S., at
at
cies as

995–996,
n. 3 (plurality
(plurality opinion)
opinion) (EEOC’s 80-percent
995-996, n.
standard
is
“a
rule
of
thumb
the
courts”).
Based
standard is “a rule of thumb forforthe
courts”).
Based
on on
how
passing candidates
how the passing
candidates ranked
ranked and
and an
an application of
the “rule
the
“rule of
of three,” certifying
certifying the
the examinations
examinations would
would have
have
meant
that the
the City
Citycould
couldnot
nothave
haveconsidered
considered black
black cancan
meant that
didates
any of
of the
thethen-vacant
then-vacantlieutenant
lieutenantoror
captain
didates for any
captain
positions.
Based
degree of
Based on
on the
the degree
of adverse
adverseimpact
impact reflected
reflected in
in the
results, respondents were
were compelled
compelled to
to take
take aa hard
hard look
look at
at
results,
the
examinations totodetermine
determinewhether
whether
certifying
the examinations
certifying
the the
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results
would have
have had
hadan
animpermissible
impermissibledisparate
disparateimim
results would
pact.
Theproblem
problemfor
forrespondents
respondents isisthat
thata aprima
prima
facie
pact. The
facie
case
case of
of disparate-impact
disparate-impactliability—essentially,
liability—essentially, a threshold
showing
significant statistical
statisticaldisparity,
disparity,Connecticut
Connecticut
showing of
of a significant
v.
457 U.
U. S.
S. 440,
440, 446
446 (1982),
(1982), and nothing more—is
more—is
v. Teal, 457
far
from aastrong
strongbasis
basisininevidence
evidencethat
thatthe
the
City
would
far from
City
would
have
been liable
under Title
TitleVII
VIIhad
had
it certified
have been
liable under
it certified
thethe
re- re
sults.
Thatisisbecause
because the
theCity
Citycould
couldbe
beliable
liablefor
fordispadispa
sults. That
rate-impact
discrimination only
only ififthe
theexaminations
examinationswere
were
rate-impact discrimination
not job related
related and consistent with
with business
or if
if
not
business necessity, or
there existed
an equally
equally valid,
valid, less-discriminatory
less-discriminatory alterna
alternathere
existed an
tive
that served
served the City’s needs
needs but
City refused
refused
tive that
but that
that the City
to adopt. §2000e-2(k)(1)(A),
(C). We
there is
is no
to
§2000e–2(k)(1)(A), (C).
We conclude
conclude there
strong
basis in
inevidence
evidence totoestablish
establishthat
that
strong basis
thethe
testtest
waswas
deficient
in either
either of
ofthese
these respects.
respects. We
Weaddress
address each
each of
of
deficient in
the
points in
inturn,
turn,based
basedon
onthe
therecord
recorddeveloped
developed by
by
the two points
the parties
the
parties through
through discovery—a
discovery—a record that
that concentrates
concentrates
in
substantial part
partononthe
the
statements
various
witnesses
in substantial
statements
various
witnesses

made to
to the
the CSB.

1
1
There is
is no genuine
genuine dispute
dispute that
that the examinations
examinations were
were
job-related and consistent
consistent with
with business
business necessity.
necessity. The
The
job-related
City’s
assertions to
to the
thecontrary
contrary
“blatantly contracontra
City’s assertions
areare “blatantly
dicted
by the
therecord.”
record.”Scott,
Scott,
supra,
at 380.
The CSB
dicted by
supra,
at 380.
The CSB
heard
statements from
from Chad
Chad Legel
Legel(the
(theIOS
IOSvice
vicepresipresi
heard statements
dent)
as city
city officials
officials outlining
outliningthe
thedetailed
detailedsteps
steps
dent) as well as
IOS
took totodevelop
developand
andadminister
administer
examinations.
IOS took
thethe
examinations.
IOS
devised the
the written
writtenexaminations,
examinations,which
which
were
IOS devised
were
thethe
focus
CSB’s inquiry,
after painstaking
painstakinganalyses
analyses of
of
focus of
of the
the CSB’s
inquiry, after
the
captain and
and lieutenant
lieutenantpositions—analyses
positions—analyses in
inwhich
which
the captain
IOS made
made sure
sure that
that minorities
minorities were overrepresented.
IOS
overrepresented. And
IOS drew the questions
material approved
IOS
questions from source
source material
approved by
the
Ofthe
theoutside
outsidewitnesses
witnesses who
who appeared
appeared
the Department. Of
before
the
CSB,
only
one,
Vincent
Lewis,
had
reviewed
the
before the CSB, only one, Vincent
examinations
was the
one with
examinations in
in any detail, and he was
the only
only one
with
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any
firefighting experience.
experience. Lewis
Lewisstated
statedthat
thatthe
the“ques“ques
any firefighting
tions
were relevant
relevant for
forboth
bothexams.”
exams.”CA2
CA2
App.
A1053.
tions were
App.
A1053.
The
witness who had seen
seen any
of the
the exex
The only
only other witness
any part
part of
aminations,
Hornick (a
(a competitor
competitor of
ofIOS’s),
IOS’s),
aminations, Christopher Hornick
criticized
that no
no one
one within
withinthe
theDepartment
Departmenthad
had
criticized the fact that
reviewed
tests—a condition
condition imposed
imposed by
by the
theCity
Cityto to
reviewed the tests—a
protect
integrityof
ofthe
theexams
exams in
inlight
lightofofpast
pastalleged
alleged
protect the integrity
security
breaches. But
ButHornick
Hornick
stated
exams
security breaches.
stated
thatthat
the the
exams

“appea[r]
and recommended
recommended that
that
“appea[r] to
to be
be . . .. reasonably good” and
Id., at
at A1041.
A1041.
the CSB
CSB certify
certify the
the results.
results. Id.,
thatthe
theexaminations
examinations
were
job-related,
Arguing that
were
notnot
job-related,
respondents
note
some
candidates’
complaints
that certain
certain
respondents note some candidates’ complaints that
questions were
not spespe
examination questions
were contradictory
contradictory or
or did not
firefighting practices
practices in
But
cifically apply to firefighting
in New Haven.
Haven. But
Legel
told
the
CSB
that
IOS
had
addressed
those
con
Legel told the CSB that IOS had addressed those concerns—that it
entertained “a
“a handful”
handful” of
of challenges
challenges to
cerns—that
it entertained
to the
validity of
ofparticular
particularexamination
examinationquestions,
questions,that
that
it “re
validity
it “reviewed those challenges
challenges and
and provided
provided feedback
feedback [to
[tothe
the
viewed
City]
City] as
as to
to what
what we
we thought
thoughtthe
thebest
bestcourse
course of action was,”
and that
that he
he could
could remember
remember at
at least
least one
one question IOS had
(“offer[ing] credit
credit to
to everybody
everybody for
thrown out (“offer[ing]
for that
that particu
particuquestion”). Id.,
Id.,atatA955-A957.
A955–A957.For
For
part,
Hornick
lar question”).
hishis
part,
Hornick
“suspect[ed] that
some of the criticisms
criticisms . .. ... [lev[lev
said he “suspect[ed]
that some
eled] by
by candidates”
candidates”were
werenot
notvalid.
valid. Id.,
Id., at
at A1035.
A1035.
moreover, turned
blind eye
eye to evidence
evidence that
The City,
City, moreover,
turned a blind
that
supported the
exams’ validity.
Althoughthe
the
City’s
con
supported
the exams’
validity. Although
City’s
conwithIOS
IOScontemplated
contemplatedthat
that
IOS
would
prepare
tract with
IOS
would
prepare
a a
technical
report
consistent
with
EEOC
guidelines
technical report consistent with EEOC guidelines for for
examination-validity
for
examination-validity studies,
studies, the
the City
Citymade
made no
no request for
Afterthe
theJanuary
January2004
2004meeting
meetingbetween
between Legel
Legel
its report. After
some of
city-official respondents,
respondents, in which
which Legel
Legel
and some
of the
the city-official
defended the
examinations, the
the City
Citysought
soughtnono
further
defended
the examinations,
further
information
information from
fromIOS,
IOS,save
save its
itsappearance
appearance at
at aa CSB
CSB meetmeet
toexplain
explainhow
howit developed
it developed
administered
ing to
andand
administered
the the
examinations. IOS
IOSstood
stoodready
readytoto
provide
respondents
examinations.
provide
respondents
with detailed
detailed information
informationtotoestablish
establishthe
thevalidity
validity
with
of of
thethe
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exams,
but respondents
respondents did
did not
not accept
accept that
that offer.
offer.
exams, but

2
Respondents
also lacked
lacked aa strong
strong basis
basis in
in evidence
of an
an
Respondents also
evidence of
equally
less-discriminatory testing
testing alternative
alternativethat
that
equally valid, less-discriminatory
the
City,bybycertifying
certifying
examination
results,
would
the City,
thethe
examination
results,
would
necessarily
have refused
refused to
toadopt.
adopt.Respondents
Respondents
raise
necessarily have
raise
three
each argument
three arguments to
to the
the contrary, but each
argument fails.
fails.
First,
respondents refer
before the
First, respondents
refer to
to testimony before
the CSB
CSB that
that
a
differentcomposite-score
composite-scorecalculation—weighting
calculation—weightingthethe
a different
written
andoral
oralexamination
examinationscores
scores30/70—would
30/70—wouldhave
have
written and
allowed the City
City to
consider
two
black
candidates
for
thento consider
then
open
lieutenant positions
positionsand
andone
oneblack
black
candidate
open lieutenant
candidate
for for
then-open
positions. (The
(The City
Cityused
useda a 60/40
then-open captain positions.
weighting
the New
New Haven
weighting as required
required by
by its
its contract
contract with
with the
firefighters’
union.) But
But
respondents
have
produced
firefighters’ union.)
respondents
have
produced
nono
evidence
show that
thatthe
the60/40
60/40weighting
weighting
was
indeed
evidence to
to show
was
indeed
arbitrary.
fact,because
because that
that formula
formulawas
was the
the result
result of
of a
arbitrary. InInfact,
union-negotiated
collective-bargaining agreement,
agreement,we we
union-negotiated collective-bargaining
presume
negotiated that
thatweighting
weightingfor
fora a
presume the
the parties negotiated
ra-ra
tional
reason. Nor
Nordoes
doesthe
therecord
recordcontain
containany
anyevidence
evidence
tional reason.
that
the 30/70
30/70 weighting would be an
that the
an equally
equally valid
valid way to
determine
candidates possess
possess the
determine whether candidates
the proper
proper mix
mix of
job
knowledge and
situational skills
skillstotoearn
earnpromotions.
promotions.
job knowledge
and situational
Changing
the weighting
weightingformula,
formula,moreover,
moreover,could
could
well
Changing the
well
have
prohibition of
of altering
alteringtest
testscores
scores
have violated
violated Title
Title VII’s prohibition
on
basis of
of race.
race. See
See§2000e-2(l).
§2000e–2(l).OnOn
record,
on the basis
thisthis
record,
there is no basis to
to conclude
conclude that
that a 30/70
30/70 weighting
weighting was an
an
there
equally valid
equally
valid alternative
alternativethe
theCity
Citycould
couldhave
have adopted.
adopted.
Second, respondents
theCity
City
could
have
Second,
respondents argue
argue that
that the
could
have
adopted
different interpretation
interpretationofofthe
the
“rule
of three”
adopted aa different
“rule
of three”
that would
lessdiscriminatory
discriminatory results.
results. The
that
would have
have produced
produced less
rule,
in the
theNew
NewHaven
Haven city
citycharter,
charter,requires
requiresthe
theCity
Citytoto
rule, in
promote
“those applicants
the three
three highhigh
promote only
only from
from “those
applicants with
with the
est
scores” on
promotional examination.
examination. New
NewHaven,
Haven,
est scores”
on a
a promotional
Conn.,
Art. XXX,
XXX,§160
§160 (1992).
(1992).
Conn., Code
Code of
of Ordinances,
Ordinances,Tit.
Tit. I,
I, Art.
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A
state court
court has
has interpreted
interpretedthe
thecharter
chartertoto
prohibit
A state
prohibit
so-so
called
called “banding”—the
“banding”—the City’s
City’s previous practice of
of rounding
rounding
scores
nearest whole
whole number
number and
and considering
considering all
all
scores to
to the
the nearest
candidates with
with the
candidates
the same
same whole-number
whole-number score
score as being of
one
Banding
allowed
to consider
one rank. Banding
allowed
thethe
CityCity
to consider
threethree
ranks
candi
ranks of candidates
candidates (with
(with the
the possibility
possibility of
of multiple
multiple candidates
each rank)
rank) for
forpurposes
purposes of
of the
the rule
ruleofofthree.
three.
dates filling
filling each
See
NewHaven,
Haven,No.
No.CV000444614,
CV000444614,2004
2004WL
WL
See Kelly v.v. New
114377, *3
*3 (Conn.
(Conn. Super.
Super. Ct.,
Ct., Jan. 9, 2004). Respondents
114377,
Respondents
claim
that employing
employing banding
banding here
here would
would have
have made four
claim that
four
black
one Hispanic candidates
candidates eligible for
for then-open
then-open
black and one
lieutenant and
lieutenant
and captain
captain positions.
A
state court’s
court’s prohibition
prohibitionofofbanding,
banding,asasa matter
a matter
A state
of of
municipal
may not eliminate
eliminate bandband
municipal law under the charter, may
ing
as a
alternative under
under Title
Title VII.
VII.See
See42
42U.
U.S.
S.C.
C.
ing as
a valid
valid alternative
§2000e-7. We
need not
not resolve
resolvethat
that point,
point, however.
however. Here,
§2000e–7.
We need
banding
valid alternative
alternativefor
forthis
thisreason:
reason:Had
Had
banding was
was not
not a valid
the
Cityreviewed
reviewedthe
theexam
exam
results
adopted
the City
results
andand
thenthen
adopted
banding to
to make
make the
the minority
minority test
appear higher,
higher, it
it
banding
test scores
scores appear
would
have violated
violated Title
TitleVII’s
VII’s
prohibition
of adjusting
would have
prohibition
of adjusting
test
results on
onthe
thebasis
basisofofrace.
race. §2000e-2(l);
§2000e–2(l); see
see also
also
test results

Chicago Firefighters
Firefighters Local
Local 22 v.
v. Chicago,
Chicago, 249
249 F.
F. 3d
3d 649,
649, 656
(CA7 2001)
2001) (Posner,
(Posner,J.)
J.)(“We
(“Wehave
haveno
nodoubt
doubtthat
that ifif banding
banding
were adopted
adopted in
order to
tomake
makelower
lowerblack
blackscores
scoresseem
seem
were
in order
would indeed
indeed be
be .. .. .. forbidden”).
higher, itit would
forbidden”). As aa matter
matter of
was not
alternative available
available to
to the
the City
City
law, banding was
not an alternative
when it
it was
was considering
considering whether
whether to
to certify
certifythe
theexaminaexamina
when
tion results.
and finally,
finally,respondents
respondentsrefer
refertotostatements
statementsbyby
Third, and
in his
histelephone
telephone interview
interviewwith
withthe
theCSB
CSBregardregard
Hornick in
alternativestotothe
the
written
examinations.
Hornick
ing alternatives
written
examinations.
Hornick
“belie[f]” that
thatan
an“assessment
“assessmentcenter
centerprocess,”
process,”
stated his “belie[f]”
have evaluated candidates’
which would have
candidates’ behavior
behavior in
in typi
typijob tasks,
tasks, “would have
have demonstrated
demonstrated less
lessadverse
adverse
cal job
CA2 App.
App. A1039.
A1039. But
But Hornick’s
Hornick’s brief
brief mention
mention of
of
impact.” CA2
alternative
not raise
alternative testing
testingmethods,
methods, standing
standingalone,
alone, does
does not
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a
genuine issue
issue of
material fact
fact that
thatassessment
assessment centers
centers
a genuine
of material
were
time of
of the
the examinations
examinations
were available
available to
to the
the City
City at the time
and
that they
theywould
wouldhave
haveproduced
produced less
less adverse
adverse impact.
and that
Other
statements to the
the CSB
CSB indicated
indicated that
thatthe
theDepartDepart
Other statements
ment could
centers for
for the 2003
ment
could not
not have
have used
used assessment
assessment centers
examinations.
Supra,atat14.
14.And
And
although
respondents
examinations. Supra,
although
respondents
later
argued to
CSB that
Hornick had
had pushed
pushed the
later argued
to the
the CSB
that Hornick
the City
City
to
that
to reject
reject the
the test
test results,
results, supra,
supra, at
at 15–17,
15-17, the
the truth
truth is that
the
essence ofofHornick’s
the essence
Hornick’s remarks
remarks supported
supported its
its certifying
certifying
the
test results.
results.See
SeeScott,
Scott,550
550U.U.
380.
Hornick
the test
S.,S.,atat
380.
Hornick
stated
that adverse
adverse impact
impact ininstandardized
standardizedtesting
testing“has
“has
stated that
been
in
existence
since
the
beginning
of
testing,”
CA2
App.
been in existence since the beginning of testing,”
A1037,
in New
New Haven’s
Haven’s test results
A1037, and
and that
that the
the disparity
disparity in
was
“somewhat higher but
butgenerally
generallyinin
range
was “somewhat
thethe
range
thatthat
we’ve
seen
professionally.”
Id.,
at
A1030–A1031.
He
told
we’ve seen professionally.” Id., at A1030-A1031. He told
the
CSB he
hewas
was“not
“not
suggesting”
“somehow
the CSB
suggesting”
thatthat
IOSIOS
“somehow
created
adverse impacts
created aa test
test that
that had adverse
impactsthat
that it
it should not
have
Id., at
atA1038.
A1038. And
Andhe
hesuggested
suggested that
the CSB
CSB
have had.”
had.” Id.,
that the
should
Id., at
at A1041.
A1041.
should “certify
“certify the
the list
list as it
it exists.” Id.,
Especially
when ititisisnoted
noted
that
strong-basis-in
Especially when
that
the the
strong-basis-inevidence
applies, respondents
respondents cannot
cannot create
create aa
evidence standard
standard applies,
genuine issue
issue of
of fact
fact based
on aa few
few stray
stray (and contradicgenuine
based on
contradic
tory)
statements in
inthe
therecord.
record.And
And
there
no doubt
tory) statements
there
is noisdoubt
respondents
the mark
markby
byrelying
relyingentirely
entirelyonon
respondents fall
fall short
short of the
isolated
statements byby
Hornick.
Hornick
hadnotnot
isolated statements
Hornick.
Hornick had
“stud[ied]
the test
test at
atlength
lengthororinindetail.”
detail.”
at A1030.
“stud[ied] the
Id.,Id.,
at A1030.
And
as he
he told
toldthe
theCSB,
CSB,hehe
a “direct
competitor”
And as
is is
a “direct
competitor”
of of
IOS’s.
Id.,
at
A1029.
The
remainder
of
his
remarks
IOS’s. Id., at A1029. The remainder of his remarks
showed that
that Hornick’s primary
to the
the
showed
primaryconcern—somewhat
concern—somewhat to
frustration
CSB members—was
members—was marketing
his services
services
frustration ofofCSB
marketing his
for
future, not
not commenting
commenting on
on the
the results
results of
of the
the tests
tests
for the future,
the
Cityhad
hadalready
already
administered.
the City
administered.
See,See,
e.g., e.g.,
id., atid., at
A1026,
Hornick’s
A1026, A1027,
A1027, A1032,
A1032, A1036,
A1036, A1040,
A1040, A1041.
A1041. Hornick’s
hinting
had its
itsintended
intendedeffect:
effect:The
TheCity
Cityhas
hassince
sincehired
hired
hinting had
him
as aa consultant.
consultant. As
Asforfor
the
other
outside
witnesses
him as
the
other
outside
witnesses
who
spoke to
to the
theCSB,
CSB,Vincent
VincentLewis
Lewis
(the
retired
who spoke
(the
retired
fire fire
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captain)
the CSB
CSB should
should certify
certifythe
thetest
testresults.
results.
captain) thought the
And Janet
Helms
(the
Boston
College
professor)
declined
Janet Helms (the Boston College professor) declined
to
review the
the examinations
examinations and
and told
toldthe
theCSB
CSBthat,
that,
to review
asas
aa
society, “we
“we need
society,
need to develop
develop a new
new way
way of
ofassessing
assessing peopeo
ple.” Id.,
the
ple.”
Id.,at
atA1073.
A1073. That
Thattask
taskwas
wasbeyond
beyond the
the reach
reach of the
CSB,
concerned with
adequacy of
CSB, which
which was concerned
with the adequacy
of the
the test
results before
it.
results
before it.
3
3
On the
the record before
before us,
us, there
there is
is no
no genuine
genuine dispute
dispute that
that
Citylacked
lackedaastrong
strongbasis
basisinin
evidenceto to
believe
the City
evidence
believe
it it
face disparate-impact
disparate-impact liability
liability
it certified
would face
if itifcertified
the the
examination
Inother
otherwords,
words,there
thereisisno
noevidence
evidence
examination results.
results. In
—let alone the
the required
required strong basis in
in evidence—that the
the
—let
tests
were flawed
flawed because
because they
they were
were not
notjob-related
job-relatedoror
tests were
because
becauseother,
other,equally
equally valid
valid and
and less
less discriminatory
discriminatory tests
were
Fear of
of litigation
litigationalone
alone cannot
cannot
were available
available to
to the
the City.
City. Fear
justify
an employer’s
employer’s reliance on race
race to
detriment of
of
justify an
to the detriment
individuals who
the examinations
examinations and
and qualified
qualified for
for
individuals
who passed
passed the
promotions.
TheCity’s
City’sdiscarding
discardingthe
the
test
results
promotions. The
test
results
waswas
impermissible
VII,and
andsummary
summaryjudgment
judgmentisis
impermissible under
under Title
Title VII,
appropriate
for petitioners
petitionerson
ontheir
their
disparate-treatment
appropriate for
disparate-treatment
claim.

*
*
*
The record
record in
in this
this litigation
that, at
at
litigationdocuments
documents aa process
process that,
outset, had
had the
the potential
potentialtotoproduce
produceaatesting
testingproceproce
the outset,
No individindivid
dure that
that was true
true to
to the
the promise
promise of
ofTitle
Title VII:
VII: No
ual
should face
face workplace
workplace discrimination
discrimination based
based on
on race.
race.
ual should
Respondents
Respondentsthought
thought about
about promotion
promotion qualifications
qualifications and
relevant
experience in
They were
were careful to
relevant experience
in neutral
neutral ways.
ways. They
ensure
in the
the design
design of the test
test
ensure broad
broad racial
racial participation
participation in
itself
and its
itsadministration.
administration.
As have
we have
discussed
itself and
As we
discussed
at at
length,
was open
open and
and fair.
fair.
length, the
the process
process was
The
problem,
of
course,
is
that
after
The problem, of course, is that after
the the
teststests
werewere
completed,
the raw
raw racial
racial results
the predominant
predominant
completed, the
results became
became the
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rationale
the City’s
City’s refusal
refusal to
tocertify
certifythe
theresults.
results.The
The
rationale for the
injury
arises in
in part
partfrom
fromthe
thehigh,
high,and
andjustified,
justified,expectaexpecta
injury arises
tions of the
the candidates
candidates who
who had
hadparticipated
participated in
in the
the testing
testing
tions
process
terms the
theCity
City
had
established
process on
on the terms
had
established
for for
the the
promotional
process. Many of
of the
the candidates
candidates had studied
promotional process.
for
months, atatconsiderable
considerablepersonal
personaland
andfinancial
financial
for months,
ex-ex
pense, and
and thus
thus the
the injury
injury caused
by the
the City’s reliance on
pense,
caused by
raw
racial statistics
statistics at
atthe
theend
endofofthe
theprocess
process was
was all
all the
the
raw racial
more
severe. Confronted
Confrontedwith
witharguments
argumentsboth
both
more severe.
forfor
andand
against
the test
testresults—and
results—and threats
threatsofofaalawlaw
against certifying the
suit
either way—the
way—the City
City was
was required to make
make aa difficult
suit either
difficult
inquiry. But
inquiry.
Butitsitshearings
hearingsproduced
producedno
nostrong
strongevidence
evidence of
of a
disparate-impact
City was
was not
notentitled
entitled
disparate-impact violation,
violation, and the City
to
based solely
to disregard the tests based
solely on
on the
the racial
racial disparity
disparity
in
the
results.
in the results.
holding today
todayclarifies
clarifieshow
how
Title
VII applies
Our holding
Title
VII applies
to to
resolve
competing expectations
expectationsunder
under
disparate
resolve competing
thethe
disparatetreatment
and disparate-impact
disparate-impactprovisions.
provisions.If, after
If, after
treatment and
it it
certifies
the City
Cityfaces
faces a disparate-impact
certifies the test results, the
suit,
then in
inlight
lightofofour
ourholding
holdingtoday
todayit it
should
clear
suit, then
should
bebe
clear
that
the City
Citywould
would avoid
avoid disparate-impact
disparate-impact liability
liabilitybased
based
that the
on
strong basis
basis in
in evidence
evidence that,
that, had
hadititnot
notcertified
certified
on the strong
the
results,it it
would
have
been
subject
to disparate
the results,
would
have
been
subject
to disparatetreatment
liability.
treatment liability.
Petitioners
entitled to
tosummary
summaryjudgment
judgmenton
ontheir
their
Petitioners are entitled
Title
VIIclaim,
claim,
and
therefore
need
decide
Title VII
and
wewe
therefore
need
not not
decide
the the
underlying
constitutional question.
question. The
Thejudgment
judgmentofofthe
the
underlying constitutional
Court of
Court
of Appeals
Appeals is
is reversed,
reversed, and
and the
the cases
cases are remanded
for further
consistent with
with this
this opinion.
for
furtherproceedings
proceedings consistent

It
It is
is so
so ordered.
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JUSTICE
concurring.
JUSTICE SSCALIA,
CALIA, concurring.

join the
the Court’s
Court’s opinion
opinion in
in full,
full,but
butwrite
writeseparately
separatelytoto
I join
observe
itsresolution
resolutionofofthis
this
dispute
merely
post
observe that
that its
dispute
merely
postpones the
the evil
evil day
day on
onwhich
which the
the Court
Court will
will have to
to confront
confront
pones
the
question: Whether, or to
to what
whatextent,
extent,are
arethe
thedispadispa
the question:
rate-impact
provisions
of
Title
VII
of
the
Civil
Rights
Act
rate-impact provisions of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964
1964 consistent
consistent with
with the
theConstitution’s
Constitution’sguarantee
guaranteeofof
equal
protection? The
The question
question isisnot
notan
aneasy
easyone.
one.See
See
equal protection?
generally Primus,
Primus, Equal Protection and Disparate
Disparate Impact:
Impact:
generally

Round Three,
Three, 117 Harv.
Harv. L.
L. Rev.
Rev. 493
493 (2003).
difficulty isisthis:
this:Whether
Whetherorornot
notTitle
Title
VII’s
dispa
The difficulty
VII’s
dispaprovisionsforbid
forbid “remedial” race-based
race-based
rate-treatment provisions
actions when
oth
actions
when aa disparate-impact
disparate-impact violation
violation would not otherwise result—the
result—the question resolved
by the
the Court today—
resolved by
today—
is clear
clear that
that Title
TitleVII
VIInot
notonly
onlypermits
permitsbut
butaffirmatively
affirmatively
itit is
requires such
actions when aa disparate-impact
disparate-impact violation
violation
requires
such actions
otherwise result.
result. See
Seeante,
ante,atat20-21.
20–21.
if the
would otherwise
ButBut
if the
Federal Government
on
Federal
Government is
is prohibited
prohibited from
from discriminating
discriminating on
basis of
of race,
race, Bolling
Bollingv.v.Sharpe,
Sharpe,347
347U.U.S.S.497,
497,500
500
the basis
(1954),
then surely
surely it
it is also prohibited
prohibited from enacting laws
(1954), then
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mandating
thatthird
third
parties—e.g.,employers,
employers,whether
whether
mandating that
parties—e.g.,
private,
municipal—discriminate on
on the
the basis
basis of
private, State, or municipal—discriminate
race. See
race.
See Buchanan v.
v. Warley,
Warley, 245
245 U.
U. S.
S. 60, 78-82
78–82 (1917).
(1917).
As
disparate
As the
the facts
facts of
of these
these cases
casesillustrate,
illustrate, Title
Title VII’s
VII’s disparateimpact provisions place a
a racial
racial thumb
impact
thumb on
on the
the scales,
scales, often
requiring
employers to
toevaluate
evaluatethe
theracial
racial
outcomes
requiring employers
outcomes
of of

their
their policies,
policies,and
andtotomake
makedecisions
decisionsbased
based on
on (because
(because of)
those
racial outcomes.
outcomes. That
That type of racial
those racial
racial decisionmaking
decisionmaking
as the
explains, discriminatory.
See ante,
ante, at 19;
19;
is, as
the Court
Court explains,
discriminatory. See
Personnel
Administrator ofofMass.
Personnel Administrator
Mass.v.v.Feeney,
Feeney, 442 U.
U. S.
S. 256,
279 (1979).
be sure, the disparate-impact
disparate-impact laws
laws do
do not
not mandate
mandate
To be
quotas, but ititisisnot
notclear
clearwhy
why
that
should
imposition of quotas,
that
should
provide a
safe harbor.
Wouldaaprivate
privateemployer
employernot
notbebe
provide
a safe
harbor. Would
guilty
of
unlawful
discrimination
if
he
refrained
guilty of unlawful discrimination if he refrained from from
establishing aa racial
racialhiring
hiring
quota
intentionally
establishing
quota
butbut
intentionally
de- de
signed his
his hiring
hiringpractices
practices
to achieve
same
signed
to achieve
the the
same
end?end?
Intentionaldiscrimination
discriminationisisstill
stilloccuroccur
Surely he
he would.
would. Intentional
just one
one step
step up the chain.
chain. Government
Government compulsion
compulsion
ring, just
such design
design would
would therefore
thereforeseemingly
seeminglyviolate
violateequal
equal
of such
protection principles.
Norwould
wouldititmatter
matter
that
Title
protection
principles. Nor
that
Title
VII VII
requires consideration of
of race
race on
on aa wholesale,
wholesale,rather
rather than
than
retail, level.
level. “[T]he Government
Government must
must treat
treatcitizens
citizensasas
retail,
notas
assimply
simplycomponents
componentsofofa racial,
a racial,
individuals, not
reli-reli
gious, sexual
national class.”
class.” Miller
Miller
v. Johnson,
515
gious,
sexual or
or national
v. Johnson,
515
U. S.
S. 900,
900, 911
911 (1995)
(1995)(internal
(internal quotation
quotation marks
marks omitted).
And of course
course the
the purportedly
purportedly benign motive
motive for
for the dispadispa
provisions cannot
See Ada
Ada
rate-impact provisions
cannot save
save the
the statute.
statute. See
rand
rand Constructors,
Constructors, Inc.
Inc.v.v.Peña,
Peña, 515
515 U.
U.S.
S. 200,
200, 227
227 (1995).
It might
mightbe
bepossible
possible to
to defend
defend the law
law by
by framing
framingititasas
It
tool used to
genuine, inten
simply an evidentiary tool
to identify
identify genuine,
intendiscrimination—to “smoke
“smoke out,”
out,”as
asititwere,
were,dispadispa
tional discrimination—to
See Primus,
Primus, supra,
supra, at
at 498-499,
498–499, 520-521.
520–521.
rate treatment. See
impact isissometimes
sometimes (though
(thoughnot
notalways,
always,see
see
Disparate impact
Watson v.
Worth Bank
Bank &&Trust,
Trust,487
487U.U.S.S.977,
977,992
992
Watson
v. Fort
Fort Worth
(1988)
(plurality opinion))
something illicit,
illicit, so
(1988) (plurality
opinion)) a signal of something
so a
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regulator
might allow
allowstatistical
statisticaldisparities
disparitiestotoplay
play
some
regulator might
some
role
in the
theevidentiary
evidentiaryprocess.
process.Cf.Cf.
McDonnell
Douglas
role in
McDonnell
Douglas
Corp. v.
v. Green,
Green, 411
411U.
U. S.
S.792,
792,802–803
802-803(1973).
(1973). But
But arguaCorp.
argua
bly
the disparate-impact
disparate-impact provisions
provisions sweep
sweep too
too broadly to
bly the
be fairly
fairly characterized
they fail
fail to
be
characterized in
in such
such a fashion—since
fashion—since they
provide
affirmative defense
defense for good-faith
good-faith (i.e.,
(i.e., nonranonra
provide an affirmative
cially
motivated) conduct,
conduct, or perhaps
perhaps even
even for good
good faith
cially motivated)
faith
plus
hiringstandards
standardsthat
thatare
areentirely
entirely
reasonable.See
See
plus hiring
reasonable.
post,
15–16,and
andn.n.11(GINSBURG,
(GINSBURG, J.,
dissenting) (de(de
post, at 15-16,
J., dissenting)
scribing the demanding
scribing
demanding nature
nature of
of the
the“business
“business necessity”
necessity”
defense).
is aa question
question that
thatthis
thisCourt
Courtwill
will
have
defense). This is
have
to to
consider
course. ItItisisone
onething
thing
free
plaintiffs
consider in
in due course.
to to
free
plaintiffs
from
from proving
proving an
an employer’s
employer’sillicit
illicit intent,
intent, but quite another
to
preclude the
the employer
employer from
fromproving
provingthat
that
motives
to preclude
its its
motives

were pure
pure and its
its actions
actions reasonable.
reasonable.
The Court’s resolution
resolution of
of these
these cases
cases makes it
it unnecesunneces
resolve these
But the
the war
war between
between
sary to
to resolve
thesematters
matters today.
today. But
disparate impact
impact and
andequal
equal
protection
be waged
disparate
protection
will will
be waged
sooner
or later,
later, and
and it
it behooves
usto
to begin
beginthinking
thinking about
sooner or
behooves us
how—and on
on what
what terms—to
between them.
them.
terms—to make
make peace
peace between
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JUSTICE
with whom
JUSTICE AALITO,
LITO, with
whomJUSTICE
JUSTICE SCALIA
SCALIA and
and JUSTICE
JUSTICE
THOMAS
join,concurring.
concurring.
T
HOMAS join,
join the
the Court’s
Court’s opinion in
full. I Iwrite
writeseparately
separatelyonly
only
I join
in full.
because the
while claiming
claimingthat
that
“[t]he
Court’s
because
the dissent, while
“[t]he
Court’s
of the
thefacts
factsleaves
leavesout
outimportant
importantparts
parts
recitation of
of of
thethe
post, at
at 22(opinion
(opinionofofGINSBURG,
GINSBURG, J.),
provides an
story,” post,
J.), provides
incomplete description
to New
New HaHa
incomplete
description of
of the
the events
events that
that led to
ven’s decision
of its
its exam.
exam. The
Thedisdis
ven’s
decision to
to reject
reject the
the results of
sent’s omissions
because, when
all of
of the
the
sent’s
omissions are
are important
important because,
when all
evidence in
record isistaken
takeninto
intoaccount,
account,it is
it clear
is clear
evidence
in the record
even if
and III-A
III–Aofofthe
the
that, even
if the legal analysis
analysis in
in Parts
Parts II
II and
dissent were accepted,
affirmance of
of the
the decision below is
is
accepted, affirmance
untenable.
untenable.

I
When an
an employer
in a disparate-treatment
employer in
disparate-treatment case
case under
Title VII
VIIofofthe
theCivil
Civil
Rights
of 1964
claims
Title
Rights
ActAct
of 1964
claims
thatthat
an an
employment decision,
such as
as the
the refusal
refusal to promote,
employment
decision, such
promote, was
was
based
on aa legitimate
legitimate reason,
based on
reason, two
two questions—one
questions—one objective
one subjective—must
objective
and one
subjective—must be
be decided.
decided. The
The first,
first, objective
question is
the reason
reason given
given by
by the
theemployer
employer isis
question
is whether the
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one
that isislegitimate
legitimateunder
under
Title
SeeMary’s
St. Mary’s
one that
Title
VII.VII.
See St.
Honor
Center v.
Honor Center
v. Hicks,
Hicks, 509
509 U.
U. S.
S. 502,
502,506–507
506-507(1993).
(1993). If
If
the
reason provided
employer is
legitimate on
on
the reason
provided by
by the
the employer
is not
not legitimate
its
face, the employer
employer is liable.
liable. Id.,
Id.,atat
509.The
The
second,
its face,
509.
second,
subjective
an
subjective question
question concerns
concernsthe
theemployer’s
employer’sintent.
intent. If
If an
employer offers
offers aa facially
facially legitimate
legitimate reason
for its
employer
reason for
its decision
decision
but
turnsout
outthat
that
this
explanation
was
a pretext
but ititturns
this
explanation
was
justjust
a pretext
for
discrimination, the
the employer
employer is
See id.,
for discrimination,
is again
again liable.
liable. See
id., at
at
510-512.
510–512.
The question
question on
on which
which the
the opinion
opinion of
of the
the Court
Court and the
dissenting opinion
dissenting
opinion disagree
disagree concerns
concerns the
the objective
objective compocompo
nent
of the
thedetermination
determinationthat
that
must
made
when
nent of
must
be be
made
when
an an
employer
an employment
employment decision,
decision, like
likethe
theone
one
employer justifies
justifies an
made
in this
thislitigation,
litigation,
ground
a contrary
made in
onon
thethe
ground
thatthat
a contrary
decision
have created
created aarisk
riskof of
disparate-impact
decision would
would have
disparate-impact
liability.
The
Court
holds—and
I entirely
agree—that
liability. The
Court
holds—and
I entirely
agree—that
concern
disparate-impact liability
liabilityis is
a legitimate
concern about
about disparate-impact
a legitimate
reason for
for aa decision
decision of
ofthe
the type
type involved
involved here
here only
only ifif there
there
reason
was
basis in
in evidence
evidence to
to find
findthe
thetests
testsinin
was aa “substantial basis
adequate.”
The Court
Court ably
ably demonstrates
demonstrates that
adequate.” Ante, at
at 26.
26. The
that
in
this litigation
litigationno
no reasonable
reasonable jury
in this
jury could
could find
find that
that the
the city
city
of New Haven
and thereof
Haven (City)
(City)possessed
possessed such evidence
evidence and
there
fore
judgment for
for petitioners
petitionersisisrequired.
required.Be-Be
fore summary judgment
cause
correctly holds
holds that
thatrespondents
respondents cannot
cannot
cause the
the Court
Court correctly
satisfy this
the Court
satisfy
this objective
objective component,
component, the
Court has
has no
no need
need to
discuss
discuss the
the question
question of
ofthe
the respondents’
respondents’actual
actualintent.
intent. As
the Court puts
the
puts it,
it,“[e]ven
“[e]ven ififrespondents
respondents were
were motivated as
a subjective
subjective matter
matter by a desire to
to avoid committing
committing dispaa
dispa
rate-impact
discrimination, the
the record
record makes
makes clear
clear there
there
rate-impact discrimination,
is
support for
for the
the conclusion
conclusion that
that respondents
respondents had an
an
is no support
objective,
basis in
in evidence
evidence to
to find
findthe
thetests
tests
objective, substantial
substantial basis
inadequate.”
Ibid.
inadequate.” Ibid.
The dissent advocates
different objective
advocates aa different
objective component
component of
the
governing standard.
standard. According
According
dissent,
the governing
to to
thethe
dissent,
the the
objective component
component should
should be
be whether
whether the evidence
objective
evidence propro
vided
“good cause”
decision, post,
post, at
19, and
and the
the
vided “good
cause” for
for the
the decision,
at 19,
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dissent
argues—incorrectly, in
view—that no
no reasonreason
dissent argues—incorrectly,
in my view—that
able juror could
fail
to
find
that
such
evidence
was
present
could fail to find that such evidence was
here.
Buteven
even ififthe
thedissent
dissent were
were correct
correct on this
this point,
point, II
here. But
assume that
that the dissent
assume
dissent would
would not
not countenance
countenance summary
judgment
for respondents
respondents ififrespondents’
respondents’ professed
professed concon
judgment for
cern
disparate-impact litigation
litigationwas
wassimply
simplyaaprepre
cern about disparate-impact
text.
Therefore,the
thedecision
decisionbelow,
below, which
whichsustained
sustained the
the
text. Therefore,
entry
of summary
summaryjudgment
judgmentfor
forrespondents,
respondents,cannot
cannotbebe
entry of
affirmed
unless no
no reasonable
reasonable jury
jurycould
couldfind
find
that
affirmed unless
that
the the
City’s
asserted reason
reason for
forscrapping
scrapping
test—concern
City’s asserted
its its
test—concern
about
disparate-impact liability—was
liability—was aa pretext
pretextand
andthat
that
about disparate-impact
the
reason was
namely, the
the desire
desire
the City’s real reason
was illegitimate,
illegitimate, namely,
to
racial constituency.
constituency.
to placate
placate aa politically
politically important
important racial
II
II
A
initiallydescribed
described by
by the
thedissent,
dissent, see
see post,
post, at
at 2-12,
2–12,
As initially
process by
reached the
decision not
the process
by which
which the
the City
City reached
the decision
not to
accept the test
testresults
resultswas
wasopen,
open,
honest,
serious,
accept
honest,
serious,
andand
deliberative.
Buteven
even the District
DistrictCourt
Courtadmitted
admittedthat
that“a
“a
deliberative. But
jury
could rationally
infer that
thatcity
cityofficials
officialsworked
worked behind
behind
jury could
rationally infer
the
scenes to
tosabotage
sabotagethe
the
promotional
examinations
the scenes
promotional
examinations
because
that,were
werethe
theexams
examscertified,
certified,
because they
they knew that,
thethe
Mayor
incur the
the wrath
wrathofof[Rev.
[Rev.Boise]
Boise] Kimber
Kimberand
and
Mayor would incur
other influential
African-American
other
influentialleaders
leaders of
of New
New Haven’s African-American
community.”
554 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d
2d 142,
142,162
162(Conn.
(Conn.2006),
2006),
community.” 554
summarily aff’d,
(per curiam).
curiam).
summarily
aff’d,530
530 F.
F. 3d
3d 87
87 (CA2
(CA2 2008) (per
admission finds
findsample
ample
support
in record.
the record.
This admission
support
in the
Reverend
whom the
the District
DistrictCourt
Courtre-re
Reverend Boise
Boise Kimber,
Kimber, to whom
ferred,
politicallypowerful
powerfulNew
NewHaven
Havenpastor
pastorand
anda a
ferred, is aa politically
self-professed““‘kingmaker.’
‘kingmaker.’” ” App.
App. to
to Pet.
Pet. for
for Cert.
Cert. in
in No.
self-professed
07-1428,
also id.,
id., at
at 909a.
07–1428, p. 906a; see
see also
909a. On
Onone
oneoccasion,
occasion,
“[i]n front
frontof
ofTV
TVcameras,
cameras, he threatened
“[i]n
threatened aa race
race riot
riot during
during
murder trial
trial
black
arrested
for killing
the murder
of of
thethe
black
manman
arrested
for killing
Christian Prince.
Prince. He
Hecontinues
continuesto
tocall
callwhites
whites
white Yalie Christian
they question his
Id., at
at 931a.
931a.
racist ifif they
his actions.”
actions.” Id.,
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Reverend Kimber’s
seven-term New
Reverend
Kimber’s personal
personal ties
ties with
with seven-term
Haven
John DeStefano
DeStefano (Mayor)
back more
more
Haven Mayor John
(Mayor) stretch back
than
decade. InIn1996,
1996,forfor
example,Mayor
Mayor
DeStefano
than aa decade.
example,
DeStefano
testified for
testified
for Rev.
Rev. Kimber
Kimber as
as aa character
character witness
witness when
when Rev.
Rev.
Kimber—then the
Kimber—then
the manager
manager of
of aa funeral
funeralhome—was
home—was proseprose
cuted and
and convicted
for stealing prepaid
cuted
convicted for
prepaid funeral
funeralexpenses
expenses
from
an elderly
elderly woman
woman and
and then
thenlying
lyingabout
aboutthe
thematter
matter
from an
under oath. See
Kimber has
under
See id.,
id., at
at 126a,
126a, 907a.
907a. “Reverend
“Reverend Kimber
played aa leadership
leadership role
role in
in all
all of
politiplayed
of Mayor
Mayor DeStefano’s
DeStefano’s politi
cal
campaigns, [and] isisconsidered
considered aavaluable
valuablepolitical
political
cal campaigns,
supporter
at 126a.
126a. According
According to the
supporter and
and vote-getter.”
vote-getter.” Id., at
Mayor’s
campaign manager
manager (who
currently his
his
Mayor’s former
former campaign
(who is
is currently
executive assistant),
assistant), Rev.
Rev.Kimber
Kimber is
is an
an invaluable
invaluable political
political
executive
asset
people and
asset because
because“[h]e’s
“[h]e’s very
very good
good at
at organizing people
putting
together
field
operations,
as
a
result
of
his ties
ties to
to
putting together field operations, as a result of his
labor,
prominence in
labor, his prominence
in the
the religious community and his
long-standing
908a (internal
long-standing commitment
commitment to
to roots.”
roots.” Id.,
Id., at 908a
(internal
quotation
quotation marks
marks and
and alteration
alteration omitted).
In
2002, the Mayor
Mayor picked
picked Rev.
Rev. Kimber to
to serve
serve as the
In 2002,
Chairman of
Chairman
of the
the New
New Haven
Haven Board
Board of
of Fire
Fire Commissioners
Commissioners
(BFC),
he had
had no
no experience
experience in
(BFC), “despite
“despite the
the fact
fact that
that he
in the
profession,
administration, [or] municipal
municipalmanagemanage
profession, fire
fire administration,
ment.”
Id.,atat127a;
127a;see
seealso
alsoid.,
id.,atat928a-929a.
928a–929a.In In
ment.” Id.,
thatthat
capacity,
told firefighters
firefightersthat
that
certain
new
capacity, Rev.
Rev. Kimber told
certain
new
recruits
would not
not be
be hired
hiredbecause
because ““ ‘they just
just have
have too
too
recruits would
Thanawala, New
New Haven
Haven
many
vowels in
their name[s].’
name[s].’ ”” Thanawala,
many vowels
in their
Fire
Steps Down
Fire Panel Chairman Steps
Down Over
Over Racial
Racial Slur,
Slur, Hart
Hartford
Courant,
June
13,
2002,
p.
B2.
After
protests
about
ford Courant, June 13, 2002, p. B2. After protests about
this
comment, Rev. Kimber
stepped down as
this comment,
Kimber stepped
as chairman
chairman of
the
ibid.; see
see also
also App. to Pet.
Pet. for
for Cert.
Cert. ininNo.
No.0707–
the BFC, ibid.;
1428,
1428, at
at 929a,
929a, but
but he remained
remained on
on the
the BFC and retained
“a direct
direct line
“a
line to the
the mayor,” id.,
id., at
at 816a.
816a.
after the
the test
test results
results were
were revealed
revealed
Almost immediately after
in
“earlyJanuary”
January”2004,
2004,Rev.
Rev.Kimber
Kimber
called
City’s
in “early
called
thethe
City’s
Chief
Administrative Officer,
Officer,Karen
KarenDubois-Walton,
Dubois-Walton,who
who
Chief Administrative
“acts ‘on
‘on behalf
behalf of
of the
the Mayor.’
Mayor.’”” Id.,
Id., at
812a. Duboisat 221a, 812a.
Dubois
“acts
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Walton
and Rev.
Rev. Kimber
Kimber met
metprivately
privatelyinin
office
Walton and
herher
office
be-be
cause
express his opinion”
opinion” about
about the
thetest
test
cause he
he wanted
wanted “to
“to express
results
and “to
“tohave
havesome
some influence”
influence”over
overthe
theCity’s
City’sre-re
results and
sponse.
at 815a-816a.
815a–816a. As
As discussed
discussed in
further detail
detail
sponse. Id.,
Id., at
in further
below, Rev.
Rev. Kimber
Kimber adamantly
adamantly opposed
certification of the
the
below,
opposed certification
test
results—a fact
factthat
thathehe
someonein in
Mayor’s
test results—a
or or
someone
thethe
Mayor’s
office eventually
eventually conveyed
tothe
theMayor.
Mayor. Id.,
Id., at
office
conveyed to
at 229a.
229a.
B
B
2004, Tina
Burgett (the
(the director
director of
of the
the
On January 12, 2004,
Tina Burgett
City’s Department
sent an
an e-mail
e-mail to
Department of
of Human
HumanResources)
Resources) sent
Dubois-Walton to coordinate the City’s
City’s response
response to the test
results.
Burgettwanted
wanted to
to clarify
clarify that
thatthe
theCity’s
City’sexecutive
executive
results. Burgett
officials would
officials
would meet
meet “sans the Chief, and that
thatonce
once we had
a
better fix
fixon
onthe
thenext
next
steps
would
meet
a better
steps
wewe
would
meet
withwith
the the
Mayor
(possibly) and
two Chiefs.”
Chiefs.” Id.,
Id.,atat
446a.
Mayor (possibly)
and then
then the two
446a.
The
“two Chiefs”
Chiefs” are
areFire
FireChief
ChiefWilliam
William
Grant
(who
The “two
Grant
(who
is is
white)
and Assistant
AssistantFire
FireChief
ChiefRonald
RonaldDumas
Dumas
(who
white) and
(who
is is
African-American).
Bothchiefs
chiefs
believed
African-American). Both
believed
thatthat
the the
test test
results
at 228a,
228a, 817a.
results should
should be
be certified.
certified. Id., at
817a. Petitioners
allege,
record suggests,
suggests, that
the Mayor
Mayorand
andhis
his
allege, and
and the record
that the
staff colluded
staff
colluded “sans
“sans the Chief[s]”
Chief[s]” because
because “the defendants
defendants
did
notwant
wantGrant’s
Grant’s
or Dumas’
views
be publicly
did not
or Dumas’
views
to betopublicly
known;
accordingly both
bothmen
menwere
were
prevented
by the
known; accordingly
prevented
by the
Mayor
and
his
staff
from
making
any
statements
regard
Mayor and his staff from making any statements regarding
Id.,atat228a.1
228a.1
ing the matter.”
matter.” Id.,
The
day, on
on January
January13,
13,2004,
2004,Chad
ChadLegel,
Legel,who
who
The next day,
designed the
Chicago to
had designed
the tests,
tests, flew
flew from Chicago
to New Haven
meet with
withDubois-Walton,
Dubois-Walton, Burgett,
Burgett,and
andThomas
ThomasUde,
Ude,
to meet
at 179a.
179a. “Legel
the City’s corporate counsel.
counsel. Id., at
“Legel outlined
outlined
the merits of the examination and why
why city officials should
be confident in
in the
thevalidity
validity
results.”
be
of of
thethe
results.”
Ibid. Ibid.
But But
——————
1
1Although
Although the
the dissent
dissent

disputes it,
it, see
post, at
at 33–34,
33-34, n. 17, the
the record
disputes
see post,

inference that
See
certainly permits the inference
that petitioners’ allegation
allegation is
is true.
true. See
App. to Pet.
Pet. for
for Cert.
Cert. ininNo.
No.07-1428,
07–1428,pp.
pp.846a-851a
846a–851a (deposition
(deposition of
of
App.
Dubois-Walton).
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according
Legel, Dubois-Walton
Dubois-Walton was
was “argumentative”
“argumentative”
according to
to Legel,
and
had already
already made
made up
up her
hermind
mindthat
that
and apparently had
thethe
tests
Id.,atat179a-180a.
179a–180a.Again
Again
tests were ““ ‘discriminatory.’
‘discriminatory.’”” Id.,
according
“[a] theme”
theme” of
ofthe
themeeting
meetingwas
was“the
“the
according to
to Legel, “[a]
political
and racial
racial overtones
overtones of
going on
political and
of what
what was going
on in
in the
City.”
Id.,atat181a.
181a. “Legel
“Legel came
came away
away from
from the
the January
January
City.” Id.,
13, 2004
2004 meeting with
withthe
theimpression
impressionthat
that
defendants
defendants
were
toward discarding
discarding the
the examination
examination
were already leaning toward
results.”
Id.,at
at180a.
180a.
results.” Id.,
22, 2004,
2004, the Civil
CivilService
Service Board
Board (CSB
(CSB or
or
On January 22,
Board)
immedi
Board) convened
convenedits
itsfirst
first public
public meeting.
meeting. Almost immediately, Rev. Kimber
Kimber began
to exert
exert political
political pressure
the
ately,
began to
pressure on the
CSB.
Hebegan
begana aloud,
loud,minutes-long
minutes-longoutburst
outburst
that
CSB. He
that
re- re
quired
the CSB
CSB Chairman
Chairmantotoshout
shouthim
him
down
and
hold
quired the
down
and
hold
him out
him
out of
of order three times. See
See id.,
id., at
at187a,
187a, 467a-468a;
467a–468a;
see
No. 06-4996-cv
06–4996–cv (CA2),
(CA2), pp.
pp.A703-A705.
A703–A705.
see also
also App.
App. in
in No.
Reverend
public meeting,
meeting,arguing
arguing
Reverend Kimber
Kimber protested the public
that
he and
and the
theother
otherfire
firecommissioners
commissionersshould
shouldfirst
firstbebe
that he
allowed
CSB in
App.to
toPet.
Pet.for
for
allowed to
to meet
meet with
with the CSB
in private. App.
Cert. in
Cert.
in No.
No. 07-1428,
07–1428, at
at 188a.
188a.
Four
the CSB’s
CSB’s first
firstmeeting,
meeting, Mayor
MayorDeSteDeSte
Four days after the
fano’s
executive aide sent
sent an
ane-mail
e-mailtoto
Dubois-Walton,
fano’s executive
Dubois-Walton,
Burgett,
and Ude.
Ude.Id.,Id.,
at 190a.
The message
clearly
Burgett, and
at 190a.
The message
clearly
indicated that
indicated
that the
the Mayor
Mayorhad
hadmade
made up
up his
his mind
mindto
tooppose
oppose
certification of
certification
of the
the test
test results
results (but
(but nevertheless
nevertheless wanted to
concealthat
that fact
fact from
from the
the public):
public):
conceal
“I
wanted to
to make
make sure
sure we
we are
are all
allon
onthe
thesame
samepage
page
“I wanted
that
for
this meeting
meeting tomorrow.
tomorrow. . . . [L]et’s remember,
remember, that
for this
these
not against
against certification
certificationyet.
yet.SoSo
these folks
folks are not
we we
can’t
them that
that is
is our
our position;
position; we
we have
have
can’t go
go in
in and
and tell them
to
and most
most
to deliberate and
and arrive
arrive there as the fairest and
cogent outcome.”
outcome.” Ibid.
Ibid.
cogent
February 5,5,2004,
2004,the
the
CSB
convened
second
On February
CSB
convened
its its
second
public
meeting. Reverend
ReverendKimber
Kimber
again
testified
public meeting.
again
testified
and and
threatened
CSB with
withpolitical
politicalrecriminations
recriminationsif they
if they
threatened the CSB
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voted to
to certify
certify the
the test
test results:
results:
voted
“I
look at
at this
this[Board]
[Board]tonight.
tonight.I look
I look
three
whites
“I look
at at
three
whites
and one Hispanic
Hispanic and no blacks. . . . II would hope
and
hope that
that
you
put yourself
yourself in
inthis
thistype
typeofofposition,
position,aa
you would
would not put
political ramification
political
ramificationthat
thatmay
maycome
comeback
back upon
upon you
you as
as
you
sit on
onthis
this[Board]
[Board]
and
decide
future
you sit
and
decide
thethe
future
of a of a
department
and the
thefuture
future
those
who
being
department and
of of
those
who
areare
being
promoted.
.
.
.
.
.
“(APPLAUSE).” Id.,
Id.,atat492a
492a(emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).

One of
of the
the CSB members “t[ook]
“t[ook] great
greatoffense”
offense” because
because he
believed that
that Rev.
Rev.Kimber
Kimber “consider[ed] [him]
[him] aabigot
bigot
believed
because [his]
Id.,atat496a.
496a.The
The
offended
because
[his] face
face is
is white.”
white.” Id.,
offended
CSB member
voted not to
to certify
certifythe
thetest
testrere
CSB
member eventually
eventually voted
Id.,at
at586a-587a.
586a–587a.
sults. Id.,
One of Rev.
Rev. Kimber’s
Kimber’s “friends
“friendsand
andallies,”
allies,”Lieutenant
Lieutenant
One
Tinney, also
also exacerbated
exacerbated racial
tensions before
before the
Gary Tinney,
racial tensions
CSB. Id.,
Id.,atat129a.
129a.After
After
some
firefighters
applauded
CSB.
some
firefighters
applauded
in in
of certifying
certifyingthe
the
results, “Lt.
“Lt. Tinney
Tinneyexex
support of
testtest
results,
claimed, ‘Listen to the Klansmen behind us.’”” Id.,
at
225a.
Id., at 225a.
to the
the Mayor’s
Mayor’s office.
office. See,
See,
Tinney also has strong ties to
e.g., id.,
he
e.g.,
id., at
at 129a–130a,
129a-130a,816a–817a.
816a-817a. After
After learning
learning that
that he
had not scored
well enough
on the
the captain’s exam to
to earn
scored well
enough on
a promotion,
promotion, Tinney called Dubois-Walton and arranged a
meeting in her
her office.
office. Id.,
Id.,
830a–831a,
836a.
Tinney
meeting
at at
830a-831a,
836a.
Tinney
alleged that
thewhite
whitefirefighters
firefighters
had
cheated
their
alleged
that the
had
cheated
onon
their
exams—an
accusation that
that Dubois-Walton
to the
the
exams—an accusation
Dubois-Walton conveyed
conveyed to
Board without
without first
firstconducting
conductinganan
investigation
Board
investigation
intointo
its its
Id.,atat837a-838a;
837a–838a;see
see also
also App.
App. 164
164 (statement
veracity. Id.,
of CSB
CSB Chairman,
Chairman, noting
noting the
the allegations
allegations of
of cheating).
cheating). The
allegation turned
to Pet.
Pet. for
for Cert.
Cert.
turned out
out to
to be
be baseless.
baseless. App. to
in
in No. 07-1428,
07–1428, at
at 836a.
836a.
Dubois-Walton
cheating allegation,
allegation,
Dubois-Walton never
never retracted
retracted the
the cheating
but she and
and other
other executive
executive officials
officials testified
testified several times
times
before the
CSB. InInaccordance
accordance with
withdirections
directionsfrom
fromthe
the
before
the CSB.
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Mayor’s office to
to make the CSB meetings appear deliberaMayor’s
delibera
tive, see
id.,
at
190a,
executive
officials
remained
see
190a, executive officials remained publicly
uncommitted
about certification—while
certification—whilesimultaneously
simultaneously
uncommitted about
“work[ing]
as aa team”
team” behind
behind closed
closed doors
doors with
the secresecre
“work[ing] as
with the
tary
of the
the CSB
CSB to
todevise
devise aa political
politicalmessage
message that
that would
would
tary of
convince
convince the
the CSB
CSB to
to vote
vote against
against certification,
certification, see
see id.,
id., at
at
447a.
Atthe
thepublic
publicCSB
CSBmeeting
meeting on
on March
March11,
11, 2004,
2004, for
for
447a. At
example,
one board
board
example, Corporation
Corporation Counsel
Counsel Ude
Ude bristled
bristled at one
member’s suggestion
suggestionthat
that City
City officials
member’s
officials were
were recommendrecommend
ing
against certifying
certifyingthe
thetest
testresults.
results.
at 215a
ing against
SeeSee
id.,id.,
at 215a
(“Attorney
Ude took
took offense,
offense, stating,
stating, ‘Frankly,
‘Frankly,because
because II
(“Attorney Ude
would
recommendation—I would
have
would never make a recommendation—I
would not have
made
Butwithin
withindays
daysofof
made aa recommendation
recommendationlike
like that’
that’ ”).
”). But
making
thatpublic
publicstatement,
statement,Ude
Udeprivately
privately
other
making that
toldtold
other
members of
of the
the Mayor’s
Mayor’s team
team “the
“the ONLY
ONLY way we get to a
members
decision not
not to
to certify
certify is” to
on something
something other
other than
than
decision
to focus
focus on
“a
big discussion
discussion re: adverse
adverse impact”
Id.,atat
458a–
“a big
impact” law. Id.,
458a459a.
As part
part of its
its effort
As
effort to
to deflect
deflect attention
attention from
from the
the specifics
specifics
of
City relied
relied heavily
heavily on
on the
the testimony
testimony of
of Dr.
Dr.
of the
the test,
test, the City
Christopher Hornick,
Christopher
Hornick, who
who isisone
one of
of Chad
Chad Legel’s
Legel’s competicompeti
tors
thetest-development
test-developmentbusiness.
business.Hornick
Hornick
never
tors ininthe
never
“stud[ied]
the test
test [that
[thatLegel
Legeldeveloped]
developed] at
atlength
lengthororinin
“stud[ied] the
detail,”
id., at
at549a;
549a; see
see also
also id.,
id., at
at203a,
203a, 553a,
553a, but
but HorHor
detail,” id.,
nick
did review
reviewand
andrely
relyupon
uponliterature
literature
sent
to him
nick did
sent
to him
by by
Burgett
tocriticize
criticizeLegel’s
Legel’stest.
test.ForFor
example,
Hornick
Burgett to
example,
Hornick
“noted
the literature
literaturethat
that
[Burgett]
sent
“noted in the
[Burgett]
sent
thatthat
the the
testtest
was
customized to
was not
not customized
to the
the New
New Haven
Haven Fire
Fire Department.”
Id.,
at 551a.
551a. The
TheChairman
Chairmanofofthe
theCSB
CSBimmediately
immediatelycorcor
Id., at
rected
Id.,atat552a
552a(“Actually,
(“Actually,
it was,
Hor
rected Hornick.
Hornick. Id.,
it was,
Dr.Dr.
Hornick”). Hornick
nick”).
Hornickalso
alsorelied
reliedon
onnewspaper
newspaperaccounts—again,
accounts—again,
sent
to him
himbybyBurgett—pertaining
Burgett—pertaining
to the
controversy
sent to
to the
controversy
surrounding
the certification
certificationdecision.
decision. See
Seeid.,
id.,at at
204a,
surrounding the
204a,
557a.
AlthoughHornick
Hornickagain
againadmitted
admittedthat
that
had
557a. Although
hehe
had
no no
knowledge about
about the
the actual
actual test that
knowledge
thatLegel
Legel had
haddeveloped
developed
and that
that the
and
the City
Cityhad
had administered,
administered, see
see id., at
at 560a-561a,
560a–561a,
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the
Cityrepeatedly
repeatedlyrelied
relied
upon
Hornick
a testing
the City
upon
Hornick
as aas
testing
“guru”
in the
the CSB
CSB Chairman’s
“guru” and, in
Chairman’s words,
words, “the
“the City
City ke[pt]
ke[pt]
quoting
him as
as aa person
person that
thatwe
weshould
shouldrely
relyupon
uponmore
more
quoting him
than
anybody else
else [to
[toconclude
concludethat
thatthere]
there]
a better
than anybody
is aisbetter
way—a
better mousetrap.”2
mousetrap.”2 App.
App.
in No. 06-4996-cv
06–4996–cv
way—a better
in No.
(CA2), at
A1128. Dubois-Walton
Dubois-Walton later
lateradmitted
admittedthat
thatthe
the
(CA2),
at A1128.
rewarded Hornick for
for his
his testimony
testimony by
by hiring
hiringhim
himtoto
City rewarded
develop and
test. App.
App.totoPet.
Pet.
develop
and administer
administer an
an alternative test.
Cert. in
inNo.
No.07-1428,
07–1428,atat854a;
854a;see
seealso
alsoid.,
id.,atat562a562a–
for Cert.
563a (Hornick’s
business from
on
563a
(Hornick’s plea
plea for
for future
future business
from the
the City
City on
the basis of
of his
his criticisms
criticisms of
of Legel’s
Legel’s tests).
some point
pointprior
priorto to
CSB’s
public
meeting
At some
thethe
CSB’s
public
meeting
on on
18, 2004,
2004, the Mayor
Mayor decided
decided to
to use
use his
hisexecutive
executive
March 18,
authority to
todisregard
disregardthe
thetest
testresults—even
results—evenif ifthe
the
CSB
authority
CSB
ultimately
voted
to
certify
them.
Id.,
at
819a–820a.
ultimately voted to certify them. Id., at 819a-820a. Ac-Ac
cordingly, on the
the evening
evening of
of March
March17th,
17th,Dubois-Walton
Dubois-Walton
cordingly,
to the
the Mayor,
Mayor, the
theMayor’s
Mayor’sexecutive
executive assisassis
sent an e-mail to
Burgett, and
and attorney Ude, attaching
tant, Burgett,
attaching two
two alternative
alternative
press releases.
457a. The
Thefirst
firstwould
wouldbe
beissued
issuedifif
press
releases. Id.,
Id., at 457a.
CSB voted not to
to certify
certifythe
thetest
testresults;
results;the
the
second
the CSB
second
would be issued
issued (and
(and would
would explain
explain the
the Mayor’s
Mayor’s invocation
invocation
executive authority)
theCSB
CSB voted
voted to
to certify
certifythe
the
of his executive
authority) ifif the
results. Id.,
Id.,
217a–218a,
590a–591a,
819a–820a.
test results.
at at
217a-218a,
590a-591a,
819a-820a.
an hour
hour after
afterDubois-Walton
Dubois-Waltoncirculated
circulatedthe
thealternaalterna
Half an
drafts, Burgett
Burgettreplied:
replied:“[W]ell,
“[W]ell,that
that
seemstotosay
sayit it
tive drafts,
seems
Let’shope
hope draft
draft#2
#2hits
hitsthe
theshredder
shreddertomorrow
tomorrownite.”
nite.”
all. Let’s
Id.,
Id., at
at 457a.
457a.
——————
2
2The
TheCity’s
City’s heavy
heavy reliance
reliance on
on Hornick’s
Hornick’s testimony
testimony makes
makes the
the two
chiefs’
See supra,
While Hornick
Hornick
chiefs’ silence
silenceall
allthe
themore
morestriking.
striking. See
supra,at
at 5.5. While
ornothing
nothingabout
about the
thetests
tests he
he criticized,
criticized, the
the two
two chiefs
chiefs were
were
knew little
little or
involved “during
lengthy process
process that
the devising
devising of
of the
the
involved
“during the
the lengthy
that led
led to
to the
administration of
of these
these exams,”
exams,” App.
in No.
No. 07-1428,
07–1428,
administration
App. to
to Pet.
Pet. for
for Cert.
Cert. in

847a, including
Cityofficials
officialson
on the
the extensive
extensive job
at 847a,
including “collaborating with
with City
analyses
that were done,” “selection
“selection of
of the
the oral
oral panelists,” and
analyses that
and selection
selection
content and
exams,” id.,
847a–
of “the proper content
and subject
subject matter
matter of
of the
the exams,”
id., at
at 847a848a.
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Soon after
the CSB
CSB voted
voted against
against certification,
certification,Mayor
Mayor
Soon
after the
DeStefano
appeared
at
a
dinner
event
and
“took
credit
DeStefano appeared at a dinner event and “took credit for
the
of the examination
Id., at
at 230a.
230a.
the scu[tt]ling
scu[tt]ling of
examination results.”
results.” Id.,
C
C
into account
account all
allthe
theevidence
evidenceinin
summary
Taking into
thethe
summary
record, aa reasonable
reasonable jury
follow
judgment record,
jury could
could find
find the followAlmost
soon
as the
disclosed
the racial
ing. Almost
as as
soon
as the
City City
disclosed
the racial
makeup of
of the
the list
list of
makeup
of firefighters
firefighterswho
whoscored
scored the highest on
the
exam, the
theCity
City
administration
lobbied
by an
the exam,
administration
waswas
lobbied
by an
influential
communityleader
leader to
to scrap
scrap the test results, and
influential community
the
City administration
administrationdecided
decidedon
onthat
thatcourse
courseofofaction
action
the City
before
assessment of
before making
making any
any real assessment
of the
the possibility
possibility of a
disparate-impact
To achieve
achieve that
that end,
end, the
the City
City
disparate-impact violation.
violation. To
administration
concealedits its
internal
decision
but
administration concealed
internal
decision
but
worked—as
turned out,
out,successfully—to
successfully—to persuade
persuade
worked—as things
things turned
the
acceptance of
the CSB that
that acceptance
of the
the test
test results
results would
would be
be ille
illegal
expose the
disparate-impact liabilliabil
gal and would expose
the City
City to disparate-impact
ity.
Butininthe
theevent
eventthat
thatthe
theCSB
CSBwas
wasnot
notpersuaded,
persuaded, the
ity. But
Mayor,
wielding ultimate
ultimatedecisionmaking
decisionmakingauthority,
authority,was
was
Mayor, wielding
prepared
the CSB
CSB immediately.
immediately. Taking
Taking
this
prepared to
to overrule the
this
view
the evidence,
evidence, a reasonable
reasonable jury
could easily
easily find
find
view of the
jury could
that
the City’s
City’sreal
realreason
reasonfor
forscrapping
scrappingthe
thetest
testresults
results
that the
was
concern about
aboutviolating
violatingthe
the
disparate-impact
was not aa concern
disparate-impact
provision
VIIbut
butaasimple
simple desire
desire to
to please
please aa politi
provision of
of Title
Title VII
politically
important racial
racial constituency.
constituency. ItItisisnoteworthy
noteworthythat
that
cally important
the
SolicitorGeneral—whose
General—whose position
positionon
onthe
the
principal
the Solicitor
principal
legal
issue in
in this
thiscase
caseisislargely
largely
aligned
with
legal issue
aligned
with
the the
dis- dis
sent—concludes
districtcourt
courtnor
northe
the
sent—concludesthat
that “[n]either
“[n]either the district
court of
whether, viewcourt
of appeals
appeals . . .. adequately considered
considered whether,
view
ing
evidence in
most favorable to
ing the evidence
in the
the light
light most
to petitioners,
a genuine
genuine issue
issue of
of material
material fact remained whether
a
whether responrespon
dents’
purpose to
to comply
comply with
withTitle
Title
dents’ claimed purpose
VIIVII
waswas
a a
pretext
for intentional
intentionalracial
racialdiscrimination
discrimination
Brief
pretext for
. . . . . .”
.” Brief
for
United States
States as
as Amicus Curiae
for United
Curiae 6;
6; see
see also
alsoid.,
id., at
at 32–
32-

33.
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III
III
willnot
notcomment
comment at
at length
length on
on the
the dissent’s
dissent’s criticism
I will
criticism of
my analysis, but
two
points
require
a
response.
but two points require a response.
firstconcerns
concernsthethe
dissent’s
statement
The first
dissent’s
statement
that I that I
“equat[e]
political considerations
considerations with
with unlawful
unlawfuldiscrimidiscrimi
“equat[e] political
nation.”
Post,
at
36.
The
dissent
misrepresents
myposiposi
nation.” Post, at 36. The dissent misrepresents my
tion:
draw no
no such
such equation. Of
Ofcourse
course “there are
are many
tion: II draw
ways
politician can
can attempt
attempt to
to win
winover
overaaconcon
ways in
in which a politician
stituency—including
racialconstituency—without
constituency—withoutenen
stituency—including aa racial
gaging
Post, at
at 36-37.
36–37. But—
But—
gaging in
in unlawful
unlawful discrimination.” Post,
as
assume the
thedissent
dissentwould
would
agree—there
some
as IIassume
agree—there
areare
some
things
that aa public
publicofficial
officialcannot
cannotdo,
do, and
and one
one of
of those
those is
things that
engaging
intentional racial
racialdiscrimination
discriminationwhen
whenmakmak
engaging in
in intentional

ing employment
employment decisions.
decisions.
second point
point concerns
concerns the
thedissent’s
dissent’smain
main
argu
The second
arguefforts by
by the
theMayor
Mayorand
andhis
hisstaff
staff
scuttle
ment—that efforts
to to
scuttle
test results
results are
are irrelevant
irrelevantbecause
because the
the ultimate
ultimatedecideci
the test
sion was
was made
made by
by the
theCSB.
CSB.According
According
to the
dissent,
sion
to the
dissent,
“[t]he
at 34,
“[t]he relevant
relevantdecision
decision was
was made
made by the
the CSB,”
CSB,” post, at
is “scant
“scant cause
cause to suspect”
suspect” that
anything done
done
and there is
that anything
opponents of
by the
the opponents
of certification,
certification, including
including the
the Mayor and
staff, “prevented
“prevented the
theCSB
CSBfrom
fromevenhandedly
evenhandedlyassessassess
his staff,
the reliability
reliabilityof of
exams
and
rendering
inde
ing the
thethe
exams
and
rendering
an an
independent, good-faith
good-faith decision
decision on
on certification,”
certification,” post,
at 36.
post, at
Adoption of
of the
thedissent’s
dissent’sargument
argument
would
implicitly
Adoption
would
implicitly
decide an
important question
question ofofTitle
TitleVIIVII
decide
an important
lawlaw
thatthat
this this
Court has
circumstances in
in which
which an
has never
never resolved—the
resolved—the circumstances
employer may
based on
employer
may be
be held
held liable
liable based
on the
the discriminatory
discriminatory
intent of
of subordinate
subordinate employees
employees who
intent
who influence
influence but
but do not
make the
employment decision.
make
the ultimate
ultimate employment
decision. There is a large
body
of court
court of appeals
law on
on this
this issue,
body of
appeals case
case law
issue, and
and these
these
cases disagree
See EEOC v.
cases
disagreeabout
aboutthe
theproper
proper standard.
standard. See
BCI Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola Bottling
Bottling Co.
Co. of
of Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, 450 F. 3d 476,
484–488 (CA10
(CA10 2006)
2006) (citing
(citingcases
casesand
anddescribing
describing
484-488
thethe
approaches taken
Onestandard
standardisis
approaches
takenin
in different
different Circuits). One
thesubordinate
subordinate “exerted
“exerted influenc[e]
influenc[e] over
overthe
the
whether the
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titular
decisionmaker.” Russell
Russellv.v.McKinney
McKinneyHosp.
Hosp.VenVen
titular decisionmaker.”
ture,
235 F.
F. 3d
3d 219,
219, 227
227 (CA5
(CA5 2000);
2000); see
see also
also Poland
Poland v.
v.
ture, 235

Chertoff, 494 F. 3d 1174, 1182 (CA9
(CA9 2007)
2007) (A
(A subordinate’s
subordinate’s
bias is
is imputed
imputedtotothe
theemployer
employerwhere
wherethe
the
subordinate
bias
subordinate
“influenced or was
was involved
involvedininthe
thedecision
decisionoror
decision
“influenced
decisionprocess”). Another is whether
whether the
the discriminatory
discriminatory
making process”).
input “caused
“caused the adverse
adverse employment
See BCI
BCI
input
employment action.”
action.” See
Coca-Cola
Bottling Co.
supra, at
at 487.
Coca-Cola Bottling
Co. of
of Los Angeles,
Angeles, supra,
the present
present cases,
cases, a reasonable
reasonable jury
could certainly
certainly
In the
jury could
thatthese
these standards
standards were
were met.
met.The
The
dissent
makes
find that
dissent
makes
much of the
the fact
fact that
thatmembers
membersofofthe
theCSB
CSBswore
sworeunder
under
much
that their
theirvotes
voteswere
werebased
based on
on the
thegood-faith
good-faith belief
belief
oath that
that
that certification
certificationof
of the
the results
results would
would have
have violated federal
See post,
post, at
Butthe
thegood
good faith
faithof
of the
the CSB
CSB memmem
law. See
at 34.
34. But
bers
would
not
preclude
a
finding
that
the
presentations
bers would not preclude a finding that the presentations
engineered by the
theMayor
Mayorand
and
influenced
engineered
hishis
staffstaff
influenced
or or
caused
the CSB
CSB decision.
decision.
caused the
The least
least employee-friendly
employee-friendly standard
standard asks
asks only
only whether
whether
actualdecisionmaker”
decisionmaker”acted
acted
discriminatory
“the actual
withwith
discriminatory
intent,
Hill v.v.Lockheed
intent, see
see Hill
Lockheed Martin
MartinLogistics
Logistics Management,
Management,
354 F.
F. 3d 277,
277, 291
291 (CA4
(CA4 2004)
2004) (en
(en banc),
banc), and
and ititisis
Inc., 354
telling that,
that,even
even under this
this standard,
standard, summary judgment
telling
for respondents would
would not
not be proper.
proper. This
Thisisisso
sobecause
because a
reasonable jury
could certainly find
findthat
thatinin
New
Haven,
reasonable
jury could
New
Haven,
CSB—wielded the
final decisionmakdecisionmak
the Mayor—not the CSB—wielded
the final
power. After
Afterall,all,
Mayor
claimed
authority
ing power.
thethe
Mayor
claimed
thatthat
authority
and was
was poised
poised to
to use
useitit in
in the
the event that
that the
the CSB
CSB decided
decided
to
accept
the
test
results.
See
supra,
at
9.
If
the
Mayor
to accept the test results. See supra, at 9. If the Mayor
had the
the authority
the
authorityto
tooverrule
overruleaaCSB
CSBdecision
decision accepting
accepting the
test results, the Mayor also presumably
presumably had
had the
the authority
authority
to overrule
overrule the CSB’s
decisionrejecting
rejectingthe
thetest
testresults.
results. In
In
CSB’s decision
light of
of the
theMayor’s
Mayor’sconduct,
conduct, ititwould
wouldbebequite
quitewrong
wrong
light
to to
out petitioners’
petitioners’case
case on
onthe
theground
groundthat
that
CSB
throw out
thethe
CSB
was the
the ultimate
ultimate decisionmaker.
decisionmaker.
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*
*
*
*
firefighters who
who seek
seek only aa fair
fairchance
chance
Petitioners are firefighters
move up
their chosen
chosen profession.
to move
up the
the ranks
ranks in
in their
profession. In
In order
to
qualifyfor
forpromotion,
promotion,they
they
made
personal
sacrifices.
to qualify
made
personal
sacrifices.
Petitioner Frank
Petitioner
FrankRicci,
Ricci, who
who is
is dyslexic,
dyslexic, found
found ititnecessary
necessary
to
“hir[e]someone,
someone, at
at considerable
considerable expense,
expense, to
to “hir[e]
to read onto
audiotape
content of
books and
audiotape the
the content
of the books
and study
study materials.”
App. to
to Pet.
Pet. for
for Cert.
Cert. in
in No.
No. 07–1428,
07-1428, at
at 169a.
169a. He “studied
“studied
App.
an
average of
of eight
eighttotothirteen
thirteen
hours
a day
. , even
an average
hours
a day
. . . ., .even
listening
audiotapes
tapeswhile
while
driving
his car.”
listening totoaudio
driving
his car.”
Ibid. Ibid.
Petitioner Benjamin
Petitioner
Benjamin Vargas,
Vargas, who is Hispanic, had to “give
up
part-time job,”
job,” and
and his
hiswife
wifehad
hadtoto“take
“takeleave
leavefrom
from
up a part-time
her
own job
job ininorder
ordertoto
take
care
of their
three
young
her own
take
care
of their
three
young
children
while Vargas
Vargasstudied.”
studied.”Id.,Id.,
at 176a. “Vargas
children while
at 176a.
devoted
missed two
his
devoted countless
countlesshours
hours to
to study
study . . .. ,, missed
two of his
children’s birthdays
of vacation
vacation time,”
time,”
children’s
birthdays and
and over
over two weeks
weeks of
and
“incurred significant
significantfinancial
financial
expense”during
during
and “incurred
expense”
thethe
three-month
Id., at
at 176a-177a.
176a–177a.
three-month study
study period.
period. Id.,
were denied
deniedpromotions
promotionsforfor
which
Petitioners were
which
they they
qualified
because of
qualified because
ofthe
therace
raceand
andethnicity
ethnicity of
of the
the firefight
firefighters
achieved the
scores on
exam.
ers who achieved
the highest scores
on the
the City’s exam.
The
DistrictCourt
Court
threw
on summary
The District
threw
out out
theirtheir
case case
on summary
judgment,
all but
butconceded
conceded that
judgment, even
even though
though that
that court all
that a
jury
could find
findthat
thatthe
the
City’s
asserted
justification
was
jury could
City’s
asserted
justification
was
pretextual.
TheCourt
Court
of Appeals
summarily
pretextual. The
of Appeals
thenthen
summarily
af- af
firmed that
firmed
that decision.
decision.
that petitioners’
petitioners’ situation
situationisis“unfor“unfor
The dissent
dissent grants
grants that
tunate”
this Court’s
Court’s
tunate” and that
that they “understandably attract
attract this
sympathy.”
Post, at
at1,1,39.
39.But
But
“sympathy”
is not
what
sympathy.” Post,
“sympathy”
is not
what
petitioners
have aa right
righttotodemand.
demand.What
What
they
have
petitioners have
they
have
a a
right to
the law—of
right
todemand
demand is
is evenhanded
evenhanded enforcement of the
Title
VII’sprohibition
prohibition
against
discrimination
based
Title VII’s
against
discrimination
based
on on
race.
Andthat
thatisiswhat,
what,
until
today’s
decision,
been
race. And
until
today’s
decision,
hashas
been
denied them.
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SUPREME
OF OF
THETHE
UNITED
STATES
SUPREMECOURT
COURT
UNITED
STATES
_________________

Nos. 07–1428
07-1428 and
and 08–328
08-328
_________________

07-1428
07–1428

FRANK
PETITIONERS
FRANK RICCI,
RICCI, ET
ET AL.,
AL., PETITIONERS
v.
JOHN
ET AL.
AL.
JOHN DESTEFANO
DESTEFANOET

08-328
08–328

FRANK
PETITIONERS
FRANK RICCI,
RICCI, ET
ET AL.,
AL., PETITIONERS
v.
JOHN
JOHN DESTEFANO
DESTEFANOET
ET AL.
AL.

ON WRITS
WRITS OF
OF CERTIORARI
CERTIORARI TO
TO THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES COURT
COURT OF
APPEALS FOR
FOR THE
THE SECOND
SECOND CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT
APPEALS
[June 29, 2009]

JUSTICE
GINSBURG,
with whom
JUSTICE G
INSBURG, with
whomJUSTICE
JUSTICESTEVENS,
STEVENS, JUSJUSTICE SSOUTER,
andJJUSTICE
join,dissenting.
dissenting.
OUTER, and
USTICE BBREYER
REYER join,
TICE

assessing claims
claims ofofrace
racediscrimination,
discrimination, “[c]ontext
“[c]ontext
In assessing
matters.”
Grutterv.v.Bollinger,
Bollinger,539
539U.U.S.S.306,
306,327
327(2003).
(2003).
matters.” Grutter
In
1972, Congress
Congress extended
of the
theCivil
CivilRights
Rights
In 1972,
extendedTitle
Title VII
VII of
Act
of
1964
to
cover
public
employment.
At
that
time,
Act of 1964 to cover public employment. At that time,
municipal
fire departments
departments across
across the country,
country, including
including
municipal fire
New
Haven’s, pervasively discriminated
discriminated against
against minoriminori
New Haven’s,
ties.
The extension
extension of
to cover
cover jobs
ties. The
of Title
Title VII
VII to
jobsin
in firefighting
firefighting
effected no
no overnight
overnight change.
change. ItIttook
of persistent
persistent
effected
tookdecades
decades of
effort,
to open
open firefighting
effort, advanced
advancedby
byTitle
TitleVII
VII litigation,
litigation, to
firefighting
posts to
to members
membersof
ofracial
racial minorities.
minorities.
posts
The
firefighterswho
whoscored
scored high
high on
on New
New Haven’s
Haven’s
The white
white firefighters
promotional
exams understandably
understandably attract
attractthis
this
Court’s
promotional exams
Court’s
sympathy.
Butthey
they
had
vested
right
to promotion.
sympathy. But
had
nono
vested
right
to promotion.
Nor have
have other
other persons
persons received promotions in
in preference
preference
to
NewHaven
Havenmaintains
maintainsthat
thatit it
refused
certify
to them. New
refused
toto
certify
the test results
it believed,
for good
cause,that
that it
it
the
results because
because it
believed, for
good cause,
would
disparate-impact suit
would be
be vulnerable
vulnerable to
to aa Title
Title VII
VII disparate-impact
suit ifif
it
relied on
on those results.
The Court
Court today
today holds that
it relied
results. The
that New
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Haven
demonstrated “a strong
strong basis
basis in
in evidence”
evidence”
Haven has not demonstrated
for
its plea.
plea. Ante,
Ante, at
at2.
2.InInsosoholding,
holding,the
theCourt
Courtpretends
pretends
for its
that “[t]he
the
that
“[t]heCity
Cityrejected
rejectedthe
thetest
testresults
resultssolely
solelybecause
because the
higher
scoring candidates
That
higher scoring
candidateswere
werewhite.”
white.” Ante,
Ante, at
at 20.
20. That
pretension,
essential to
to the
theCourt’s
Court’sdisposition,
disposition,ignores
ignores
pretension, essential
substantial
evidence of multiple
multipleflaws
flawsininthe
the
tests
New
substantial evidence
tests
New
Haven
similarlyfails
failsto
toacknowledge
acknowledge the
Haven used.
used. The Court
Court similarly
better
tests used
used in
in other
other cities,
cities,which
whichhave
haveyielded
yieldedless
less
better tests

racially
raciallyskewed
skewedoutcomes.1
outcomes.1
order ofofthis
thisCourt,
Court,
New
Haven,
a city
in which
By order
New
Haven,
a city
in which
African-Americans and Hispanics
Hispanics account
account for
fornearly
nearly6060
African-Americans
percent of
of the
the population,
it was
population, must
must today
today be
be served—as
served—as it
the days
days ofofundisguised
undisguiseddiscrimination—by
discrimination—byaafire
firedede
in the
in which
whichmembers
members of
of racial
racialand
andethnic
ethnicminoriminori
partment in
ties
are rarely
rarely seen
seen in
command positions.
In arriving
arrivingatat
ties are
in command
positions. In
order, the Court
Court barely
barely acknowledges
acknowledges the
its order,
the pathmarking
pathmarking
decision in
in Griggs
Griggs v.
v. Duke
Duke Power
Power Co.,
Co., 401
401 U.
U. S.
S. 424
424 (1971),
explained the
thecentrality
centrality
of the
disparate-impact
which explained
of the
disparate-impact
concept to
The Court’s
Court’s
concept
to effective
effectiveenforcement
enforcementofofTitle
TitleVII.
VII. The
and opinion,
opinion,I anticipate,
I anticipate,
not have
staying
order and
willwill
not have
staying
power.

I
A
The
of the
the facts
facts leaves
leaves out
The Court’s
Court’s recitation
recitation of
out important
important
Firefightingisisaaprofession
profession in
parts of the
the story.
story. Firefighting
in which the
legacy
racial discrimination
discriminationcasts
castsanan
especially
long
legacy of racial
especially
long
shadow.
In extending
extending Title
TitleVII
VIItotostate
stateand
andlocal
localgoverngovern
shadow. In
ment
employers in
in 1972,
1972, Congress
Congress took
took note
note ofofa aU.U.
ment employers
S.S.
——————
1
1Never
Nevermind
mind the
the

flawed tests
tests New Haven used and the better
flawed
better selecselec
tion
concurring opinion
opinion urges.
LITO’s concurring
tion methods
methodsused
usedelsewhere,
elsewhere,JUSTICE
JUSTICE AALITO’s
Overriding all
else, racial
by aa strident
strident AfricanAfricanOverriding
all else,
racial politics,
politics, fired
fired up
up by
American pastor,
See ante,
Even
American
pastor, were
wereat
at work
work in
in New
New Haven.
Haven. See
ante,at
at4–9.
4-9. Even
detached and disinterested
disinterested observer,
observer, however,
however, would
have every
every
a detached
would have
reason to
such racially
racially skewed
skewed results
results occur
occur in
New
reason
to ask:
ask: Why
Why did such
in New
Haven, when
tests likely
likelywould
wouldhave
haveproduced
produced less
less dispropordispropor
Haven,
when better tests
tionate results?
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Commission on
onCivil
Civil Rights
Rights (USCCR)
(USCCR)report
report finding
finding racial
racial
Commission
“more
discrimination
municipal
employment
discrimination ininmunicipal
employment
eveneven
pervasive
private sector.”
sector.” H.
H.R.
R.Rep.
Rep. No.
No. 9292–
pervasive than
than in
in the private
238,
(1971). According
According to
tothe
thereport,
report,overt
overtracism
racism
238, p.
p. 17 (1971).
was partly
partly to
too was
was aa failure
failure on
on the
the part
part of
was
to blame,
blame, but
but so
so too
municipal
employers to
toapply
applymerit-based
merit-basedemployment
employment
municipal employers
principles.
making
hiring
promotion
decisions,
principles. InIn
making
hiring
and and
promotion
decisions,
public employers
often “rel[ied]
“rel[ied] on
on criteria
criteria unrelated to job
public
employers often
performance,”
nepotism or
or political
politicalpatronage.
patronage.
performance,” including
including nepotism
118 Cong.
Cong. Rec.
Rec. 1817
1817(1972).
(1972). Such
Such flawed
flawed selection meth118
meth
ods served
servedto
toentrench
entrenchpreexisting
preexistingracial
racial hierarchies.
hierarchies. The
ods
USCCR
USCCR report
report singled
singled out
out police
police and
and fire
fire departments for
for
having
“[b]arrierstotoequal
equalemployment
employment. . .. .greater
. greater
having “[b]arriers
. . .. . .
than
in any
any other
other area
area of
of State or local government,”
than in
government,” with
with
African-Americans
“hold[ing]
almost
no
positions
in
the
African-Americans “hold[ing] almost no positions in the
officer
Ibid.
National
Commission
officer ranks.” Ibid.
SeeSee
alsoalso
National
Commission
on on
Fire
Prevention and
and Control,
Control,America
AmericaBurning
Burning5 (1973)
5 (1973)
Fire Prevention
(“Racial
minorities are
are under-represented
under-represented in
in the
thefire
firedede
(“Racial minorities
partments
nearly
every
community
in which
partments ininnearly
every
community
in which
they they
live.”).
In the
the
The city
city of New Haven (City) was no exception.
exception. In
early 1970’s,
early
1970’s, African-Americans and
and Hispanics
Hispanicscomposed
composed
30
percent of New Haven’s
Haven’s population, but
but only
only 3.6
3.6 perper
30 percent
cent
502 firefighters.
Theracial
racialdisparity
disparityinin
cent of
of the
the City’s
City’s 502
firefighters. The
the officer ranks
“[O]f the 107
the
ranks was
was even
even more pronounced:
pronounced: “[O]f
officers in
in the Department
officers
Department only
onlyone
one was
was black, and he held
the
lowest rank
rankabove
aboveprivate.”
private.”
Firebird
of New
the lowest
Firebird
Soc.Soc.
of New
Haven, Inc.
Inc. v. New Haven Bd. of Fire
Haven,
Fire Comm’rs,
Comm’rs, 66 F. R. D.
457, 460 (Conn. 1975).
Following a lawsuit
ibid.,
lawsuit and
and settlement
settlement agreement,
agreement, see
see ibid.,
City initiated
initiatedefforts
effortstotoincrease
increaseminority
minorityrepresentarepresenta
the City
inthe
theNew
NewHaven
Haven
Fire
Department
(Department).
tion in
Fire
Department
(Department).
Those litigation-induced efforts
effortsproduced
producedsome
somepositive
positive
Those
change. New
New Haven’s
Haven’s population includes
includes a greater
greater propro
change.
1970’s:
of minorities
minoritiestoday
today
than
it indid
portion of
than
it did
thein the
40 percent
percentofofthe
the
City’s
residents
African
Nearly 40
City’s
residents
are are
African-
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American and
and more
more than
than 20
20 percent
percent are
are Hispanic.
Hispanic. Among
American
Among
entry-level
firefighters,minorities
minoritiesareare
underrepre
entry-level firefighters,
stillstill
underrepresented,
so. As
Asof
of 2003,
2003, African-Americans
African-Americans
sented, but
but not
not starkly
starkly so.
and Hispanics
Hispanics constituted
the
and
constituted 30
30 percent
percent and 16 percent of the
City’s
firefighters, respectively.
respectively. InInsupervisory
supervisorypositions,
positions,
City’s firefighters,
however,
significant disparities
disparitiesremain.
remain.
Overall,
however, significant
Overall,
the the
senior
percent
senior officer
officer ranks
ranks (captain and higher) are nine percent
African-American
Only one
one of
African-American and
and nine
nine percent
percent Hispanic.
Hispanic. Only
the
Department’s 21
21 fire
firecaptains
captainsis is
African-American.
the Department’s
African-American.
See
06–4996–cv (CA2),
(CA2), p. A1588 (hereinafter
See App.
App. in
in No. 06-4996-cv
CA2
App.). It is
It against
is against
backdrop
of entrenched
CA2 App.).
this this
backdrop
of entrenched
inequality
thatthe
the
promotion
process
at issue
in this
inequality that
promotion
process
at issue
in this
litigation should
litigation
shouldbe
beassessed.
assessed.
B
B
of its
its charter,
charter,New
NewHaven
Havenmust
mustuse
usecompeticompeti
By order of
vacancies in
officer and other
tive examinations to
to fill
fill vacancies
in fire officer
civil-service
civil-service positions.
positions. Such examinations,
examinations, the
the City’s
City’s civil
civil
service
specify, “shall be
be practical
practical ininnature,
nature,shall
shall
service rules
rules specify,
relate
fairly measure
measure the relative fitness
relate to matters which fairly
and
capacity of the applicants
applicants to
to discharge
discharge the
the duties
dutiesofof
and capacity
the
they seek,
seek, and shall take
take into
into account
account
the position which they
character,
training, experience,
experience, physical
physical and
and mental
mentalfitfit
character, training,
ness.” Id.,
variety
ness.”
Id., at
at A331.
A331. The
TheCity
Citymay
maychoose
choose among aa variety
of
methods, including
and oral
oral exams
exams and
and
of testing
testing methods,
including written
written and
“[p]erformance
to demonstrate
demonstrate skill
skilland
andability
ability
“[p]erformance tests
tests to
in in
performing
Id., at
at A332.
A332.
performing actual
actual work.”
work.” Id.,
Haven, the
the record
record indicates,
indicates, did
didnot
notclosely
closelyconcon
New Haven,
sider
what sort
sortofof“practical”
“practical”examination
examination
would
“fairly
sider what
would
“fairly
measure the
the relative
relative fitness and capacity of
of the
the applicants
applicants
measure
to
discharge the
Instead, the City
City
to discharge
the duties”
duties” of
of aa fire
fire officer.
officer. Instead,
simply
adhered to
testing regime
regime outlined
outlined in
inits
itstwotwo
simply adhered
to the testing
decades-old
local firefighters’
firefighters’union:
union:a a
decades-oldcontract
contractwith
with the local
written
exam, which
whichwould
wouldaccount
account for
for60
60percent
percentofofan
an
written exam,
applicant’s
total score,
score, and
and an
anoral
oralexam,
exam,which
which
would
applicant’s total
would
account
40 percent.
percent. Id.,
Id.,atatA1045.
A1045.In In
account for
for the
the remaining 40
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soliciting
bids from
fromexam
examdevelopment
developmentcompanies,
companies, New
New
soliciting bids
Haven
would entertain
entertain only
only “proposals
“proposals
Haven made
made clear
clear that
that it
it would
that
include aa written
writtencomponent
component that
willbe
be weighted
weighted at
at
that include
that will
60%,
an oral
oralcomponent
componentthat
that
be weighted
60%, and an
willwill
be weighted
at at
40%.”
Id.,atatA342.
A342.Chad
ChadLegel,
Legel,a arepresentative
representativeofofthe
the
40%.” Id.,
winning
bidder, Industrial/Organizational
Industrial/OrganizationalSolutions,
Solutions,Inc.
Inc.
winning bidder,
(IOS),
during his
hisdeposition
deposition that
thatthe
theCity
Citynever
never
(IOS), testified
testified during
asked
methods might
better measure
measure
asked whether
whether alternative
alternative methods
might better
the
qualities of
of aa successful
successful fire officer,
officer, including
including leaderleader
the qualities
ship
skills and
andcommand
command presence.
presence. See
See id.,
id.,atatA522
A522(“I(“I
ship skills
was
had responsibility
responsibility only
only to
tocreate
create
was under
under contract and had
the
exam.”).
the oral
oral interview
interview and the written
written exam.”).
Pursuant to
Pursuant
to New
New Haven’s
Haven’s specifications,
specifications, IOS
IOS developed
developed
and
exams. The results
and administered
administered the
the oral
oral and
and written
written exams.
showed
racial disparities.
disparities. On
On
lieutenant
showed significant
significant racial
thethe
lieutenant
exam,
pass rate
African-American candidates
candidates was
was
exam, the
the pass
rate for African-American
about one-half the rate
about
rate for
for Caucasian
Caucasian candidates;
candidates; the
the pass
pass
rate
forHispanic
Hispaniccandidates
candidateswas
waseven
evenlower.
lower.
On the
rate for
On the
captain exam,
both African-American
African-American and Hispanic candicaptain
exam, both
candi
dates
passed at
about half
halfthe
therate
rate
their
Caucasian
dates passed
at about
of of
their
Caucasian
counterparts.
SeeApp.
App. 225-226.
225–226. More
Morestriking
striking
counterparts. See
still,still,
although
half of
of the
the 77
77 lieutenant
lieutenantcandidates
candidates were
were
although nearly half
African-American
or Hispanic,
Hispanic,none
nonewould
would
have
been
African-American or
have
been
eligible
promotion to
to the
theeight
eightpositions
positionsthen
thenvacant.
vacant.
eligible for promotion
The
highest scoring
scoring African-American
African-American candidate
candidate ranked
ranked
The highest
13th;
the top
topHispanic
Hispaniccandidate
candidatewas
was26th.
26th.As As
13th; the
for for
the the
seven
candi
seven then-vacant
then-vacant captain
captain positions,
positions, two
two Hispanic candidates would
would have
have been
been eligible,
eligible, but
but no
no African-Americans.
African-Americans.
dates
The
highest scoring
scoring African-American
African-American candidate
candidate ranked
ranked
The highest
15th. See
id., at 218-219.
15th.
See id.,
218–219.
These stark
disparities, the
theCourt
Courtacknowledges,
acknowledges,sufsuf
These
stark disparities,
ficed
state aa prima
primafacie
faciecase
case under
under Title
TitleVII’s
VII’sdispadispa
ficed to state
rate-impact
See ante,
ante, at
at 27
27 (“The
(“The pass
pass rates of
rate-impact provision. See
minorities .. .. .. f[e]ll
minorities
f[e]llwell
wellbelow
below the
the80-percent
80-percent standard set
by
the [Equal Employment
EmploymentOpportunity
Opportunity
Commission
by the
Commission
(EEOC)]
implement the
thedisparate-impact
disparate-impactprovision
provisionofof
(EEOC)] to implement
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Title
VII.”).New
NewHaven
Haventhus
thushad
hadcause
causefor
forconcern
concern about
about
Title VII.”).
the
prospect of
of Title
TitleVIIVII
litigation
liability.
the prospect
litigation
and and
liability.
City City
officials
matter to
tothe
theNew
NewHaven
HavenCivil
CivilSerSer
officials referred the matter
vice
responsible for
vice Board
Board (CSB),
(CSB), the
the entity
entity responsible
for certifying
certifying the
results of
results
of employment
employment exams.
exams.
Between January
March 2004,
2004, the
theCSB
CSBheld
heldfive
five
Between
January and March
public
meetings to
public meetings
to consider
considerthe
theproper
propercourse.
course.At
At the
the first
first
meeting, New Haven’s Corporation
meeting,
Corporation Counsel,
Counsel, Thomas
Thomas Ude,
described the
the legal
legalstandard
standard governing
governingTitle
Title VII
VII disparatedescribed
disparate
impact claims. Statistical
impact
Statisticalimbalances
imbalances alone,
alone, Ude correctly
recognized,do
donot
notgive
giverise
risetotoliability.
liability. Instead,
recognized,
Instead, presented
presented
with aa disparity,
the opportunity
opportunity and the
with
disparity,an
an employer
employer “has the
burden
that the
thetest
testisisjob-related
job-relatedand
andconsisconsis
burden of proving that
tent
with business
business necessity.”
tent with
necessity.” CA2
CA2App.
App.A724.
A724.AATitle
Title VII
VII
plaintiff
may
attempt
to
rebut
an
employer’s
showing
plaintiff may attempt to rebut an employer’s showing ofof
job-relatedness
necessity by identifying
identifyingalternative
alternative
job-relatedness and
and necessity
selection
selection methods
methodsthat
that would
would have
have been
been at
at least
least as
as valid
valid
but
with “less
“less of
of an
an adverse
adverse or
but with
or disparate
disparate or
or discriminatory
discriminatory
effect.”
Ibid.See
Seealso
also id.,
id.,at
atA738.
A738. Accordingly,
Accordingly,the
theCSB
CSB
effect.” Ibid.
Commissioners
principaltask
taskwas
was
Commissioners understood,
understood, their
their principal
to to
decide whether
whether they
they were
were confident
confidentabout
aboutthe
thereliability
reliability of
decide
the exams:
Had the
the exams
exams fairly
fairly measured
the qualities
qualities of
the
exams: Had
measured the
a
successful fire
fire officer
officerdespite
despitetheir
theirdisparate
disparate
results?
a successful
results?
Might
an alternative
alternativeexamination
examinationprocess
process have identified
Might an
the
most qualified
qualified candidates
candidates without
withoutcreating
creatingsuch
suchsigsig
the most
nificant racial
nificant
racialimbalances?
imbalances?
Seeking aa range
range of input
input on
onthese
thesequestions,
questions, the
theCSB
CSB
Seeking
heard
from
test
takers,
the
test
designer,
subject-matter
heard from test takers, the test designer, subject-matter
experts,
Cityofficials,
officials,union
union
leaders,
community
experts, City
leaders,
andand
community
members.
Several candidates
candidates for
members. Several
for promotion,
promotion, who
who did
did not
yet
their exam
exam results,
results, spoke
spoke at
CSB’s first
yet know their
at the CSB’s
first two
meetings.
Somecandidates
candidatesfavored
favoredcertification.
certification.TheThe
meetings. Some
exams, they
they emphasized,
had closely
closely tracked
tracked the
exams,
emphasized, had
the assigned
assigned
study
materials. Having
Having
invested
substantial
time
study materials.
invested
substantial
time
andand
money
prepare themselves
themselves for
forthe
thetest,
test,
they
money to prepare
they
felt felt
it it
would
be unfair
unfairtotoscrap
scrapthe
the
results.
would be
results.
See,See,
e.g.,e.g.,
id., id.,
at at
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A772-A773, A785–A789.
A785-A789.
A772–A773,
number of
of the
Other firefighters
firefighters had a different
different view.
view. AA number
exam
questions, they
pointed out,
out, were
werenot
notgermane
germanetoto
exam questions,
they pointed
New
Haven’s practices
See, e.g.,
New Haven’s
practices and
and procedures.
procedures. See,
e.g., id.,
id., at
at
A774–A784.
Atleast
leasttwo
twocandidates
candidatesopposed
opposed to
certifica
A774-A784. At
to certification
noted unequal access
access totostudy
Some indi
tion noted
studymaterials.
materials. Some
individuals,
theyasserted,
asserted,had
hadthethe
necessary
books
even
viduals, they
necessary
books
even
before
syllabus was
wasissued.
issued.Others
Others
to invest
before the syllabus
hadhad
to invest
substantial
sums to
to purchase
purchase the
the materials
materialsand
and“wait
“waita a
substantial sums
month and
they were
month
and aa half
halffor
forsome
some of
of the
thebooks
books because
because they
on
back-order.” Id.,
Id.,atatA858.
A858.These
These
disparities,
it was
on back-order.”
disparities,
it was
suggested,
in part
partalong
alongracial
raciallines.
lines.While
While
suggested,fell
fell at
at least in
many
Caucasian applicants
applicants could
could obtain
obtainmaterials
materialsand
and
many Caucasian
assistance
relatives ininthe
the
service,
assistance from
from relatives
firefire
service,
the the
over-over
whelming
majorityofofminority
minority
applicants
“first
whelming majority
applicants
werewere “firstgeneration
firefighters” without
withoutsuch
suchsupport
support
networks.
generation firefighters”
networks.
See id.,
id., at
at A857–A861,
A857-A861, A886–A887.
A886-A887.
See
A representative of the
the Northeast
Northeast Region
of the
the Interna
InternaA
Region of
tional
Associationofof
Black
Professional
Firefighters,
tional Association
Black
Professional
Firefighters,
Donald Day,
Day, also
also spoke
spokeat
at the
the second
secondmeeting.
meeting. Statistical
Statistical
Donald
disparities,
he told
toldthe
theCSB,
CSB,
had
been
present
in the
disparities, he
had
been
present
in the
Department’s
previous promotional
promotional exams.
exams. OnOn
earlier
Department’s previous
earlier
tests,
candidates had fared
fared well
well
tests, however,
however, aa few
few minority
minority candidates
enough
Id.,atatA828.
A828.See
Seealso
alsoApp.
App.
enough to
to earn
earn promotions.
promotions. Id.,
218–219.
Daycontrasted
contrastedNew
NewHaven’s
Haven’sexperience
experiencewith
with
218-219. Day
that
of nearby Bridgeport,
that of
Bridgeport, where
where minority
minority firefighters
firefighters held
one-third
positions. Bridgeport,
Bridgeport,
one-third of lieutenant
lieutenant and captain positions.
Day observed,
had once
once used
usedaa testing
testing process
processsimilar
similar to
Day
observed, had
New
Haven’s, with
witha awritten
written
exam
accounting
for 70
New Haven’s,
exam
accounting
for 70
percent
applicant’s score,
score, an
exam for 25
25 perper
percent of
of an applicant’s
an oral exam
cent,
seniority for
forthe
theremaining
remainingfive
fivepercent.
percent.CA2
CA2
cent, and seniority
App.
Bridgeport recognized,
recognized, however,
App. A830.
A830. Bridgeport
however, that
that the
the oral
component,
so than
thanthe
thewritten
written
component,
component, more
more so
component,
ad- ad
dressed the
the sort
sort of
of “real-life
“real-life scenarios”
dressed
scenarios” fire
fire officers
officers encounencoun
ter
onthe
thejob.
job.
Id.,A832.
at A832.
Accordingly,
ter on
Id., at
Accordingly,
that citythat city
“changed
“changed the
the relative
relative weights”
weights” to
to give
give primacy
primacy to
to the
the oral
oral
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exam.
Ibid.Since
Since
that
time,
reported,
Bridgeport
exam. Ibid.
that
time,
DayDay
reported,
Bridgeport
had
seen minorities “fairly
“fairlyrepresented”
represented”ininitsits
exam
had seen
exam
re-re
sults.
Ibid.
sults. Ibid.
CSB’s third
thirdmeeting
meetingfeatured
featuredIOS
IOSrepresentative
representative
The CSB’s
Legel,
the team
team that
thathad
haddesigned
designedand
andadad
Legel, the
the leader of the
ministered
exams for New
New Haven.
Haven. Several
SeveralCity
Cityoffioffi
ministered the exams
cials
also participated
in the
the discussion.
discussion. Legel
Legeldescribed
described
cials also
participated in
the
exam development
development process
process in detail.
detail.The
The
City,
the exam
City,
he he
recounted, had
had set
set the
the “parameters”
“parameters” for
recounted,
for the
the exams,
exams, specifispecifi
cally,
the requirement
requirementofofwritten
written
components
cally, the
andand
oraloral
components
with
60/40 weighting. Id.,
Id.,atatA923,
A923,A974.
A974.For
Forsecurity
security
with aa 60/40
reasons,
not been
been permitted
permitted to
to
reasons, Department
Department officials
officials had not
check
questions prior
prior to
to their
theiradminiadmini
check the
the content
content of
of the questions
stration.
Instead,IOS
IOSretained
retaineda asenior
seniorfire
fire
officer
from
stration. Instead,
officer
from
Georgia
to
review
the
exams
“for
content
and
fidelity
Georgia to review the exams “for content and fidelity toto
the
source material.” Id.,
Id.,
A936.
Legel
defended
the source
at at
A936.
Legel
defended
thethe
exams
“facially neutral,”
neutral,”and
andstated
stated
that
he “would
exams as
as “facially
that
he “would
stand
the[ir] validity.”
validity.”Id.,
Id.,
A962.
officials
stand by the[ir]
at at
A962.
CityCity
officials
did did
not
the neutrality
neutralityofofIOS’s
IOS’swork.
work.But,
But,
they
cau
not dispute the
they
cautioned,
exam questions
questions had
tioned, even
even ifif individual
individual exam
had no
no intrinsic
intrinsic
bias,
selection process
process as
whole may
may nevertheless
nevertheless
bias, the selection
as a whole
have been
beendeficient.
deficient. The officials urged the CSB to
to consult
consult
have
with
experts about
Id., at
at A1012.
A1012.
with experts
about the
the “larger
“larger picture.”
picture.” Id.,
At
its fourth
fourthmeeting,
meeting,CSB
CSBsolicited
solicitedthe
theviews
viewsofofthree
three
At its
individuals
withtesting-related
testing-relatedexpertise.
expertise.Dr. Dr.
Christo
individuals with
Christopher
Hornick,anan
industrial/organizational
psychology
pher Hornick,
industrial/organizational
psychology
consultant
with 25
25 years’
years’ experience
experience with
police and
consultant with
with police
and fire
firefighter
testing,
described
the
exam
results
as
having
fighter testing, described the exam results as having
“relatively
high adverse
adverse impact.”
impact.” Id.,
Id.,atat
A1028.Most
Most
“relatively high
A1028.
of of
the
tests he
hehad
haddeveloped,
developed,Hornick
Hornick
stated,
exhibited
the tests
stated,
exhibited
“significantly
and dramatically
dramaticallyless
less adverse
adverse impact.” Id.,
Id.,
“significantly and
at
A1029. Hornick
Hornickdownplayed
downplayed the
thenotion
notionofof“facial
“facialneuneu
at A1029.
trality.”
It was
more
important,
advised
CSB,
trality.” It was
more
important,
he he
advised
thethe
CSB,
to to
consider
broader issue
issue of
of how
how your
yourprocedures
procedures and
and
consider “the
“the broader
your
rules and
and the
thetypes
typesofoftests
teststhat
thatyou
youare
areusing
using
are
your rules
are
contributing
to the
the adverse
adverse impact.”
Id., at
at A1038.
A1038.
contributing to
impact.” Id.,
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Specifically, Hornick
Hornick questioned
questioned New
NewHaven’s
Haven’sunionunion
Specifically,
prompted
prompted 60/40
60/40written/oral
written/oral examination
examination structure,
structure, noting
noting
the
availabilityofof“different
“different
types
testing
procedures
the availability
types
of of
testing
procedures
that
are much
much more
more valid
valid in
in terms
termsof
ofidentifying
identifyingthe
thebest
best
that are
potential
supervisors in
in[the]
[the]fire
fire
department.”
Id., at
potential supervisors
department.”
Id., at
A1032. He
A1032.
Hesuggested,
suggested, for
for example,
example, “an
“an assessment
assessment center
process,which
which is
is essentially
essentially an
an opportunity
opportunity for
process,
for candidates
candidates
.. .. .. to demonstrate
demonstrate how they would
would address
address aa particular
particular
problem as
as opposed
opposedtotojust
justverbally
verballysaying
sayingitit or
or identifying
identifying
problem
the
Id., at
at A1039-A1040.
A1039–A1040.
the correct
correct option
option on
onaawritten
written test.”
test.” Id.,
Such
Such selection
selection processes,
processes,Hornick
Hornicksaid,
said, better
better “identif[y]
“identif[y]
the
best possible
possible people”
people” and
“demonstrate dramatically
dramatically
the best
and “demonstrate
less
Hornick added:
added:
less adverse
adverseimpacts.”
impacts.” Ibid.
Ibid. Hornick
“I’ve
spoken to
to atatleast
least10,000,
10,000,maybe
maybe15,000
15,000firefire
“I’ve spoken
fighters
in
group
settings
in
my
consulting
practice
fighters in group settings in my consulting practice
and II have
time ever
ever had
had anyone
anyone in
in the
the fire
fire
and
have never one
one time
service
me, ‘Well,
‘Well, the
theperson
personwho
whoanswers—
answers—
service say
say to me,
gets
highest score
score on
onaawritten
written
knowledge,
gets the highest
jobjob
knowledge,
multiple-guess
makes the
the best
best company
company officer.’
officer.’
multiple-guess test
test makes
We
thatit’s
it’snot
notasas
valid
other
procedures
We know that
valid
as as
other
procedures
that
Id.,at
atA1033.
A1033.
that exist.” Id.,
See
A1042–A1043 (“I
thinkaaperson’s
person’s leaderleader
See also
also id.,
id., at
at A1042-A1043
(“I think
ship
skills, their
theircommand
commandpresence,
presence, their
theirinterpersonal
interpersonal
ship skills,
skills,
theirmanagement
management skills,
skills,their
theirtactical
tacticalskills
skills
could
skills, their
could
have been
been identified
identified and evaluated in
have
in aa much
much more
more approappro
priate
priate way.”).
Hornick
described the
test itself
itselfas
as“reasonably
“reasonably
Hornick described
the written
written test
good,”
A1041, but he
he criticized
criticized the
thedecision
decision not
not to
to
good,” id.,
id., at
at A1041,
allow Department
the content.
content. According
allow
Department officials
officials to
to check
check the
According
to
this “inevitably”
“inevitably”led
ledtoto“test[ing]
“test[ing]for
forprocesses
processes
to Hornick, this
and
procedures that
necessarily match up into
intothe
the
and procedures
that don’t necessarily
department.”
Id.,at
atA1034-A1035.
A1034–A1035. He
Hepreferred
preferred “experts
“experts
department.” Id.,
from
withinthe
thedepartment
departmentwho
who have
have signed
signed confidentialconfidential
from within
ity
agreements .. .. .. to
ity agreements
to make
make sure
sure that
that the terminology and
equipment
from standardized
standardized readread
equipment that’s
that’s being identified
identified from
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ing sources
applyto
tothe
thedepartment.”
department.” Id.,
ing
sources apply
Id., at
at A1035.
A1035.
Asked whether
he thought
thought the
theCity
Cityshould
shouldcertify
certify
Asked
whether he
thethe
results,
hedged: “There
adverse impact
the
results, Hornick hedged:
“There is adverse
impact in the
test.
Thatwill
will
identified
in any
proceeding
test. That
bebe
identified
in any
proceeding
thatthat
youyou
have.
Youwill
willhave
haveindustrial
industrial
psychology
experts,
have. You
psychology
experts,
if itif it
goes
goesto
tocourt,
court,on
onboth
bothsides.
sides.And
Anditit will
will not be aa pretty
pretty or
comfortable
Id.,atatA1040A1040–
comfortable position
position for
for anyone
anyone to
to be
be in.”
in.” Id.,
A1041.
Perhaps, he
he suggested,
suggested, New
A1041. Perhaps,
New Haven
Haven might
might certify
certify
the
results but
butimmediately
immediatelybegin
beginexploring
exploring“alternative
“alternative
the results
ways
deal with
withthese
theseissues”
issues”in in
future.
ways to deal
thethe
future.
Id., atId., at
A1041.
other witnesses
witnesses made
made relatively
relatively brief
briefappearappear
The two other
ances.
ances. Vincent Lewis, aa specialist
specialist with
with the Department of
Homeland
and former
formerfire
fireofficer
officerin in
Michigan,
Homeland Security and
Michigan,
believed the
the exams
exams had
hadgenerally
generally tested
testedrelevant
relevant material,
material,
believed
although
he noted
noted aa relatively
relativelyheavy
heavyemphasis
emphasison
onquesques
although he
tions
pertaining to
to being
being an
an “apparatus
“apparatus driver.”
driver.”HeHe
sug
tions pertaining
suggested that
that this
this may
test takers
takers “who
gested
may have
have disadvantaged
disadvantaged test
had
had not
not had
had the
the training
training or had not had an
an opportunity
opportunity to
drive
the apparatus.”
apparatus.” Id.,
Id.,atat
A1051.
urged
drive the
A1051.
He He
alsoalso
urged
thethe
CSB to
to consider
whether candidates
had, in
in fact,
CSB
consider whether
candidates had,
fact, enjoyed
enjoyed
equal access
accesstotothe
thestudy
studymaterials.
materials. Ibid.
Ibid. Cf.
equal
Cf. supra,
supra, at 7.
Janet
Helms, aa professor
professor ofofcounseling
counselingpsychology
psychology at
at
Janet Helms,
Boston College,
College,observed
observedthat
thattwo-thirds
two-thirds of
of the
the incumbent
incumbent
Boston
fire
officers who submitted
analyses to
fire officers
submitted job analyses
to IOS
IOS during
during the
exam design
design phase
phasewere
wereCaucasian.
Caucasian. Members
Members of
of different
different
exam
racial groups,
do their
their jobs
racial
groups, Helms told
told the
the CSB,
CSB, sometimes
sometimes do
jobs
in different
that are
in
differentways,
ways, “often
“oftenbecause
because the experiences
experiences that
open to
to white
white male firefighters
firefighters are
open
are not
notopen
open to
to members
members of
these other
other under-represented
under-represented groups.”
groups.” CA2 App.
App. A1063–
A1063these
A1064.
Theheavy
heavyreliance
relianceon
onjob
jobanalyses
analysesfrom
fromwhite
white
A1064. The
firefighters,
she suggested,
suggested, may
firefighters, she
may thus
thus have introduced an
element of
of bias.
bias. Id.,
element
Id., at
at A1063.
A1063.
The
CSB’s fifth
fifthand
andfinal
final
meeting
began
state
The CSB’s
meeting
began
withwith
statements
City officials
officials recommending
recommending against certificacertifica
ments from
from City
tion.
Ude,New
NewHaven’s
Haven’scounsel,
counsel, repeated
repeated the applicable
applicable
tion. Ude,
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disparate-impact standard:
standard:
disparate-impact
“[A]
findingofofadverse
adverseimpact
impactisisthe
the
beginning,
“[A] finding
beginning,
notnot
the
end, of aa review
review of
of testing
testingprocedures.
procedures. Where
Whereaa
the end,
procedure
procedure demonstrates
demonstrates adverse
adverseimpact,
impact, you
you look
look to
how
job that
that you’re
you’re looking
looking
how closely
closely itit is
is related to the job
to
filland
andyou
youalso
alsolook
lookatat
whether
there
other
to fill
whether
there
areare
other
ways to
to test
test for those
ways
those qualities, those
those traits,
traits, those
those popo
sitions
thatare
areequally
equallyvalid
valid
with
adverse
sitions that
with
lessless
adverse
im-im
pact.”
Id., at
at A1100-A1101.
A1100–A1101.
pact.” Id.,
New
Haven, Ude
Ude and
and other
otherofficials
officialsasserted,
asserted,would
wouldbebe
New Haven,
vulnerable
VII liability
liabilityunder
underthis
thisstandard.
standard.Even
Even
vulnerable to
to Title
Title VII
if the
were “facially
“facially neutral,”
neutral,” significant
if
the exams
exams were
significant doubts
doubts had
been raised
raised about
about whether
whether they
the key
been
they properly
properlyassessed
assessed the
attributes
of aa successful
successful fire
officer. Id.,
Id.,atatA1103.
A1103.See
See
attributes of
fire officer.
also
at A1125
A1125 (“Upon
(“Upon close
close reading of the exams,
exams, the
also id.,
id., at
questions
candidate’s
questions themselves
themselves would
would appear
appear to
to test aa candidate’s
ability
to memorize
memorize textbooks
textbooks but not
not necessarily
necessarily to ideniden
ability to
tify
solutions to real
real problems
problems on
More
tify solutions
on the
the fire
fire ground.”).
ground.”). Moreover,
over, City
City officials reminded the CSB, Hornick
Hornick and others
had
identified better,
better, less
less discriminatory
discriminatoryselection
selectionmethmeth
had identified
ods–such
assessment centers
exams with
withaamore
more
ods-such as assessment
centers or
or exams
heavily
weighted oral
oral component.
component. Id.,
Id.,atat
A1108–A1109,
heavily weighted
A1108-A1109,
A1129-A1130.
A1129–A1130.
After
givingmembers
members ofofthe
thepublic
public
a final
chance
After giving
a final
chance
to to
weigh
the CSB
CSB voted
voted on
on certification,
certification, dividing
dividing22toto2.2.
weigh in, the
By
the result
result was
was noncertification.
noncertification. Voting
Votingno,
no,ComCom
By rule, the
missioner Webber
Webber stated,
stated, “I
“I originally
originally was
missioner
was going
going to vote to
certify.
But I’ve
I’ve heard
heard enough
enough testimony
testimony here
here to
to give
give
certify. .. . .. But
me
doubts about
itself and
and .. .. .. some
some of the
me great
great doubts
about the
the test
test itself
procedures.
AndI believe
I believe
better.”
procedures. And
wewe
cancan
do do
better.”
Id., atId., at
A1157.
Commissioner Tirado
concluded that
A1157. Commissioner
Tirado likewise concluded
that the
“flawed”
testing process
process counseled
counseled against
against certification.
certification.
“flawed” testing
Id.,
A1158.Chairman
Chairman
Segaloff
Commissioner
Id., atatA1158.
Segaloff
and and
Commissioner
Caplan
voted to
AccordingtotoSegaloff,
Segaloff,the
thetestitesti
Caplan voted
to certify. According
mony
“compelled [him]
this exam
exam was
was not
mony had
had not
not “compelled
[him] to say this
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job-related,”
and he
hewas
wasunconvinced
unconvincedthat
that
alternative
job-related,” and
alternative
selection
selection processes
processeswould
wouldbebe“less
“lessdiscriminatory.”
discriminatory.” Id.,
Id., at
at
A1159–A1160.
Both
Segalhoff
Caplan,
however,
A1159-A1160. Both
Segalhoff
andand
Caplan,
however,
urged
City to
toundertake
undertakecivil
civilservice
servicereform.
reform.Id.,Id.,
urged the City
at at
A1150-A1154.
A1150–A1154.
C
C
the CSB’s
CSB’s vote,
vote,petitioners—17
petitioners—17white
whitefirefire
Following the
fighters and one
Hispanic firefighter,
firefighter, all
high
one Hispanic
all of
of whom had high
exams—filed suit
the United
UnitedStates
States DisDis
marks on the exams—filed
suit in the
trict
Court for
for the
the District
DistrictofofConnecticut.
Connecticut. They
Theynamed
named as
as
trict Court
defendants—respondents
City, several
severalCity
City
defendants—respondents here—the
here—the City,
officials,
political activist,
activist,and
andthe
thetwo
twoCSB
CSBmemmem
officials, a local political
bers who
who voted
votedagainst
againstcertifying
certifying the
the results.
results. By
bers
By opposing
opposing
certification,
petitionersalleged,
alleged,respondents
respondentshad
had
certification, petitioners
dis-dis
criminated
against them
them in
inviolation
violationofofTitle
TitleVII’s
VII’s
dispa
criminated against
disparate-treatment
provisionand
and
Fourteenth
Amend
rate-treatment provision
thethe
Fourteenth
Amendment’s
Equal Protection
ProtectionClause.
Clause.TheThe
decision
not to
ment’s Equal
decision
not to
certify, respondents
answered, was
was aa lawful
lawful effort to
certify,
respondents answered,
to comcom
ply
withTitle
TitleVII’s
VII’s
disparate-impact
provision
and
thus
ply with
disparate-impact
provision
and
thus
could
prohibition of
of dispadispa
could not
not have
have run
run afoul
afoul of
of Title
Title VII’s
VII’s prohibition
rate
treatment.Characterizing
Characterizing
respondents’
stated
rate treatment.
respondents’
stated
ra-ra
tionale
as aa mere
mere pretext,
pretext,petitioners
petitionersinsisted
insistedthat
that
New
tionale as
New
Haven
solid defense
defense to any
any disparatedisparate
Haven would have had aa solid
impact
impact suit.
suit.
In
decision summarily
summarilyaffirmed
affirmedbybythe
theCourt
Court
In aa decision
of of
Ap-Ap
peals,
District Court
Courtgranted
grantedsummary
summaryjudgment
judgmentfor
for
peals, the
the District
respondents. 554
554 F.
F. Supp. 2d 142 (Conn. 2006), aff’d,
aff’d, 530
F.
Under Second
Second Circuit
Circuit
F. 3d
3d 87
87 (CA2
(CA2 2008)
2008) (per
(per curiam).
curiam). Under
precedent,
DistrictCourt
Court
explained, “the intent
intenttoto
precedent, the
the District
explained,
remedy
disparate impact”
impact” of
of aapromotional
promotionalexam
exam“is
“is
remedy the
the disparate
not
equivalent to
to an
anintent
intenttoto
discriminate
against
non
not equivalent
discriminate
against
nonminority
applicants.” 554
554 F. Supp.
Supp. 2d, at
at 157
157(quoting
(quoting
minority applicants.”

Hayden v. County
County of
of Nassau,
Nassau, 180
180 F.
F. 3d
3d 42,
42, 51
51 (CA2 1999)).
Rejecting petitioners’
petitioners’ pretext
pretextargument,
argument,
court
Rejecting
thethe
court
ob- ob
served that
exam results were sufficiently
sufficiently skewed
skewed “to
served
that the exam
“to
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make
make out
out aa prima
prima facie case
caseofofdiscrimination”
discrimination” under
under Title
Title
554
F.
Supp.
2d,
at
158.
VII’s
disparate-impact provision.
VII’s disparate-impact
Had
certification and
and been
been
Had New Haven gone
gone forward
forward with
with certification
sued
aggrieved minority
minoritytest
testtakers,
takers,the
the
City
would
sued by aggrieved
City
would
have been
been forced
forcedto
to defend
defendtests
tests that
that were
were presumptively
presumptively
have
invalid.
And,as
asthe
theCSB
CSB testimony
testimony of
of Hornick
Hornick and
and others
invalid. And,
indicated,
overcoming that
presumption would
would have
have been
been
indicated, overcoming
that presumption
no
153–156. Given
Given Title
Title VII’s
VII’spreference
preference
no easy
easytask.
task. Id.,
Id., at
at 153-156.
for voluntary
for
voluntarycompliance,
compliance, the court
court held,
held, New
New Haven could
lawfully
discard the
the disputed
disputed exams
exams even
even if
if the
the City
Cityhad
had
lawfully discard
not
definitively “pinpoint[ed]”
“pinpoint[ed]”the
thesource
sourceofofthe
thedisparity
disparity
not definitively
and
not yet
yet formulated
formulated aa better
betterselection
selection method.”
method.”
and “ha[d] not
Id., at
Id.,
at 156.
156.
Respondents were
conscious of race
race during
during
Respondents
were no
no doubt conscious
their decisionmaking
the court acknowledged,
but
their
decisionmaking process,
process, the
acknowledged, but
this
did not
not mean
mean they
they had
had engaged
engaged in racially
racially disparate
disparate
this did
treatment.
The
conclusion
they
reached
treatment. The
conclusion
they
hadhad
reached
andand
the the
action
thereupon taken
taken were
were race-neutral
race-neutralininthis
this
sense:
action thereupon
sense:
“[A]ll
thetest
testresults
results
were
discarded,
“[A]ll the
were
discarded,
no no
oneone
waswas
pro-pro
moted,
of every
every race
race will
will have
have to
toparticipartici
moted, and
and firefighters
firefighters of
pate
inanother
anotherselection
selectionprocess
processtoto
considered
pate in
bebe
considered
forfor
promotion.”
Id.,at
at158.
158.New
NewHaven’s
Haven’saction,
action,which
whichgave
gave
promotion.” Id.,
no individual
individual aapreference,
no
preference, “was ‘simply
‘simply not
not analogous
analogous to a
quota system or
or a
a minority
minority set-aside
quota
set-aside where
where candidates,
candidates, on
the
basis of
at
the basis
of their
their race,
race, are
are not
not treated
treated uniformly.’
uniformly.’”” Id., at
157 (quoting Hayden,
Hayden, 180
180 F.
F. 3d,
3d, at
at50).
50).For
For
these
and
157
these
and
reasons, the court
courtalso
alsorejected
rejectedpetitioners’
petitioners’equal
equal
other reasons,
protection claim.
claim.
II
II
A
Title VII
VIIbecame
becameeffective
effectiveinin
July 1965.
Employers
Title
July
1965. Employers
responded to
by eliminating
eliminatingrules
rulesand
andpractices
practices
responded
to the
the law by
that explicitly
explicitlybarred
barredracial
racialminorities
minoritiesfrom
from
“white”
jobs.
that
“white”
jobs.
But
job classifications
classifications did
did not
not
But removing
removing overtly
overtlyrace-based
race-based job
genuinely equal
equal opportunity.
opportunity. More
Moresubtle—and
subtle—and
usher in genuinely
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sometimes unconscious—forms
unconscious—formsofof discrimination
discrimination replaced
sometimes
replaced
once
undisguised
restrictions.
once undisguised restrictions.
In
this
In Griggs
Griggs v.
v. Duke
Duke Power
Power Co.,
Co., 401 U. S. 424 (1971),
(1971), this
Court
responded to that
thatreality
realityand
and
supplied
important
Court responded
supplied
important
guidance
VII’s mission
mission and
and scope.
scope. Congress,
Congress, the
guidance on
on Title
Title VII’s
landmark
decision recognized,
recognized, aimed
aimed beyond
beyond “disparate
“disparate
landmark decision
treatment”;
targeted“disparate
“disparateimpact”
impact”asaswell.
well.Title
Title
treatment”; itittargeted
VII’s
original text,
text,ititwas
wasplain
plaintotothe
theCourt,
Court,“proscribe[d]
“proscribe[d]
VII’s original
not
only overt
overt discrimination
discriminationbut
butalso
alsopractices
practicesthat
that
are
not only
are
fair
in form,
form, but
but discriminatory
discriminatoryin
inoperation.”
operation.” Id.,
Id.,atat431.2
431.2
fair in
by ignoring
ignoringGriggs
Griggscould
couldone
onemaintain
maintainthat
that
inten
Only by
intentionally disparate
disparate treatment
treatmentalone
alonewas
wasTitle
TitleVII’s
VII’s
“origi
tionally
“origifoundationalprohibition,”
prohibition,”and
and
disparate
impact
nal, foundational
disparate
impact
a a
mere afterthought.
afterthought. Cf.
Cf. ante,
ante, at
at 21.
21.
Griggs addressed
addressed Duke
Power Company’s
Company’s policy
policy that
that
Griggs
Duke Power
applicants for positions,
positions, save
save in
in the
thecompany’s
company’s labor
labor dede
applicants
be high
high school
school graduates
graduates and
and score
score satisfactosatisfacto
partment, be
rily onontwotwo
professionally
prepared
aptitude
rily
professionally
prepared
aptitude
tests. tests.
was no
no showing
showing of
of aadiscriminatory
discriminatorypurpose
purposeinin
“[T]here was
diploma and
and test
test requirements.”
requirements.” 401
the adoption of the diploma
428. The
Thepolicy,
policy,however,
however,“operated
“operatedtotorender
render
U. S.,
S., at 428.
ineligible a markedly disproportionate number of
of [African[AfricanAmericans].” Id.,
Id.,at
at429.
429. AtAtthe
the
time
the
litigation,
Americans].”
time
of of
the
litigation,
in in
——————
2 The

2 TheCourt’s
Court’s disparate-impact
disparate-impact analysis
analysis rested
rested on
on two
two provisions of
Title
VII:§703(a)(2),
§703(a)(2), which
Title VII:
which made
madeitit unlawful
unlawful for
for an
an employer
employer “to
“to limit,
limit,
segregate, or
or classify
classify his
his employees
employeesin
in any
any way
way which
which would
would deprive
deprive or
segregate,
tend
deprive any individual
individual of
of employment
employment opportunities
opportunities or otherother
tend to deprive
wise adversely
affect his status
of such
such indi
indiwise
adversely affect
status as
as an
anemployee,
employee, because
because of
vidual’s race, color,
color, religion,
religion, sex,
sex, or
or national
national origin”;
which
vidual’s
origin”; and
and §703(h),
§703(h), which
permitted
employers “to
upon the results
results of
of any
anyprofessionally
professionally
permitted employers
“to act
act upon
developed
administration or
developedability
ability test
test provided
providedthat
that such
such test,
test, its
its administration
action
results is
is not
not designed,
designed, intended
used to
discrimi
action upon
upon the
the results
intended or
or used
to discriminate
because ofofrace,
nate because
race,color,
color,religion,
religion,sex
sexorornational
nationalorigin.”
origin.” Griggs v.
Duke Power
Co., 401
401 U.
U. S.
S. 424,
424, 426,
426, n.
n. 11 (1971)
(1971) (quoting
(quoting 78
78 Stat.
Stat. 255,
Duke
Power Co.,
255,
42 U. S. C.
C. §2000e–2(a)(2),
§2000e-2(a)(2),(h)
(h) (1964
(1964ed.)).
ed.)). See
See also
also 401
401 U.
U. S.,
S., at
at 433–
43342
436 (explaining
(explaining that
that §703(h)
authorizes only
only tests
tests that
that are
436
§703(h) authorizes
are “demonstra“demonstra
bly a reasonable measure of
of job
job performance”).
performance”).
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North Carolina,
North
Carolina, where
where the
the Duke
Duke Power
Power plant
plant was
was located,
located,
34
males, but
34 percent
percent of
of white
white males,
but only 12 percent of
of AfricanAfricanAmerican
males, had
school diplomas.
diplomas. Id.,
Id.,atat430,
430,
American males,
had high school
n.
African-Americans also failed
n. 6.
6. African-Americans
failed the
the aptitude
aptitude tests at
at a
significantly
higher rate
ratethan
thanwhites.
whites.Ibid.
Ibid.
Neither
significantly higher
Neither
re- re
quirement
had been
been “shown to bear a demonstrable
demonstrable relarela
quirement had
tionship
to successful
successful performance
tionship to
performanceofofthe
the jobs
jobsfor
for which
which it
it
was used.”
used.” Id., at
was
at 431.
431.
The
Court unanimously
unanimouslyheld
heldthat
that
company’s
The Court
thethe
company’s
di- di
ploma
and test
testrequirements
requirementsviolated
violatedTitle
Title
ploma and
VII.VII. “[T]o
achieve
achieve equality
equality of
of employment
employment opportunities,”
opportunities,” the
the Court
comprehended,Congress
Congress“directed
“directedthe
thethrust
thrust of
of the
the Act
Act to
comprehended,
the consequences
employmentpractices,
practices,not
not simply
simply the
the
the
consequences ofofemployment
motivation.”
Id.,atat429,
429,432.
432.That
That
meant
“unnecessary
motivation.” Id.,
meant
“unnecessary
barriers
toemployment”
employment”must
mustfall,
fall,
even
if “neutral
barriers to
even
if “neutral
on on
their
face” and
and “neutral
“neutralininterms
termsofofintent.”
intent.”
at 430,
their face”
Id., Id.,
at 430,
431. “The touchstone”
touchstone” for
test or
or
for determining
determining whether a test
qualification
meets Title
VII’s measure,
measure, the Court said,
said, is
qualification meets
Title VII’s
not “good
“good intent
intent or
or the
the absence
absenceofofdiscriminatory
discriminatoryintent”;
intent”; it
it
not
is
“business necessity.”
431, 432.
432. Matching
Matching proceproce
is “business
necessity.” Id.,
Id., at 431,
dure
to substance,
substance, the
the Griggs
Griggs Court
Courtobserved,
observed, Congress
Congress
dure to
“placed
employer the
showing that
that any
any
“placed on
on the
the employer
the burden of showing
given
given requirement
requirement .. .. .. ha[s]
ha[s] aa manifest
manifest relationship
relationship to
to the
employment
Id., at
at 432.
432.
employment in
in question.”
question.” Id.,
In
In Albemarle
Albemarle Paper
Paper Co.
Co. v.
v. Moody,
Moody, 422
422 U.
U. S.
S. 405
405 (1975),
(1975),
the
Court, again
againwithout
withoutdissent,
dissent,elaborated
elaboratedononGriggs.
Griggs.
the Court,
When
When an
an employment
employment test
test “select[s]
“select[s] applicants
applicants for
for hire
hire or
promotion
in
a
racial
pattern
significantly
different
from
promotion in a racial pattern significantly different from
the
the employer
employer
the pool of
of applicants,”
applicants,” the
the Court
Court reiterated, the
must
demonstrate a
relationship” between
between test
must demonstrate
a “manifest relationship”
and
job. 422
425. Such
Sucha ashowing,
showing,the
theCourt
Court
and job.
422 U. S.,
S., at 425.
cautioned,
necessarily mean
employer prepre
cautioned, does
does not
not necessarily
mean the
the employer
vails:
“[I]tremains
remains open
open to the
the complaining
complaining party
party to
to show
show
vails: “[I]t
that
other tests
testsororselection
selectiondevices,
devices, without
withoutaasimilarly
similarly
that other
undesirable
effect, would
would also
also serve
serve the
the employer’s
employer’s
undesirable racial effect,
legitimate
interest in
in ‘efficient
‘efficient and
and trustworthy
trustworthyworkmanworkman
legitimate interest
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ship.’
ship.’”” Ibid.
Ibid.
Federal
trialand
andappellate
appellatecourts
courtsapplied
appliedGriggs
Griggsand
and
Federal trial
Albemarle to
to disallow
disallowa ahost
host
of hiring
promotion
Albemarle
of hiring
and and
promotion
practices that
“operate[d] as
as ‘built
‘builtininheadwinds’
headwinds’for
formimi
practices
that “operate[d]
nority groups.”
groups.” Griggs,
Griggs,401
401U.
U.S.,
S.,atat432.
432.Practices
Practicesdisdis
nority
criminatory
criminatory in
ineffect,
effect,courts
courtsrepeatedly
repeatedlyemphasized,
emphasized, could
could
be maintained only
only upon
uponan
anemployer’s
employer’sshowing
showingofof“an
“an
be
and compelling
compelling business
business purpose.”
overriding and
purpose.” Chrisner v.
Complete Auto
Inc., 645
645 F.
F.2d
2d1251,
1251,1261,
1261, n.n.9 9
Complete
Auto Transit,
Transit, Inc.,
3 That
(CA6 1981).
practice served
served “legitimate
“legitimate managemanage
(CA6
1981).3
That aa practice
functions” did
didnot,
not,
it was
generally
understood,
ment functions”
it was
generally
understood,
suffice to
business necessity.
v. Colo
Colo
suffice
to establish business
necessity. Williams
Williams v.
rado Springs, Colo.,
Dist., 641 F. 2d 835, 840-841
rado
Colo., School
School Dist.,
840–841
(CA10
omitted). Among
Among
(CA10 1981)
1981) (internal
(internal quotation marks omitted).
selection
methods
cast
aside
for
lack
of
a
“manifest
rela
selection methods cast aside for lack of a “manifest relationship”
to job
jobperformance
performancewere
werea anumber
numberof of
written
tionship” to
written
——————
3
3See
Seealso
alsoDothard
Dothardv.v. Rawlinson,
Rawlinson, 433
433 U.
U. S.
S. 321,
321, 332,
332, n.
n. 14 (1977) (“a
discriminatory employment
discriminatory
employment practice
practice must
mustbe
be shown
shown to
to be
be necessary
necessary to
safe
performance to
VIIchallenge”);
challenge”);
safe and
and efficient
efficient job
job performance
to survive
survive aa Title
Title VII
Williams
v. Colorado
Colorado Springs,
Springs, Colo.,
Colo., School
School Dist.,
835, 840–
Williams v.
Dist., 641 F. 2d
2d 835,
840841 (CA10
(CA10 1981)
1981) (“The
(“The term
term ‘necessity’
connotes that
that the exclusionary
841
‘necessity’ connotes
exclusionary
practice must
of great
great importance to
practice
must be
be shown to be of
to job
job performance.”);
performance.”);
Kirby v.
(“the
Kirby
v. Colony
Colony Furniture
FurnitureCo.,
Co.,613
613 F.
F.2d
2d 696,
696, 705,
705, n. 66 (CA8
(CA8 1980) (“the
proper standard
standard for determining
justifies a
proper
determining whether
whether‘business
‘business necessity’
necessity’ justifies
practice
practice which
which has
hasaaracially
racially discriminatory
discriminatory result
result is
is not
not whether
whether itit is

justified
by routine
routine business
business considerations
considerations but
justified by
but whether
whether there
there is
is a
compelling
employer to
maintain that
that practice
practice and
and
compellingneed
needfor
for the
the employer
to maintain
whether
employer can
chal
whether the
the employer
can prove
prove there
there isis no
no alternative
alternative to
to the challenged practice”);
Pipe Co.,
Co., 494
494 F.
F. 2d
2d
lenged
practice”); Pettway
Pettway v.
v. American
American Cast
Cast Iron
Iron Pipe
211, 244,
87 (CA5
(CA5 1974)
1974) (“this
(“this doctrine
doctrine ofofbusiness
business necessity
necessity .. .. .
211,
244, n.
n. 87
connotes an
omitted));
connotes
an irresistible
irresistible demand”
demand” (internal
(internal quotation marks omitted));

United
United States
States v.
v. Bethlehem
Bethlehem Steel
Steel Corp., 446 F. 2d 652,
652, 662
662 (CA2
(CA2 1971)
1971)
(an exclusionary
exclusionary practice
practice “must
“must not
not only
only directly
directly foster
foster safety
safety and
and
(an
efficiency of
of a
a plant,
plant, but
butalso
also be
be essential
essential to
tothose
those goals”);
goals”); Robinson
Robinson v.
LorillardCorp.,
Corp., 444
444 F.
F. 2d
2d 791,
791, 798
798 (CA4
(CA4 1971)
1971) (“The
whether
Lorillard
(“The test
test is whether
there exists
exists an
an overriding
overriding legitimate
legitimate business
business purpose
purpose such
such that
that
there
practice is necessary
necessary to
safe and
and efficient
efficient operation
operation of
the practice
to the
the safe
of the
business.”).
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hiring and
hiring
and promotional
promotional examinations
examinations for firefighters.4
firefighters.4
Moving
different direction,
direction,ininWards
WardsCove
Cove Packing
Packing
Moving in aa different
Co.
v. Atonio,
Atonio, 490
490 U.
U. S.
S. 642
642 (1989),
(1989),aabare
baremajority
majority of
of this
this
Co. v.
Court significantly
significantlymodified
modified the
theGriggs-Albemarle
Griggs-Albemarle delineadelinea
of Title
TitleVII’s
VII’s
disparate-impact
proscription.
As to
tion of
disparate-impact
proscription.
As to
business necessity
practice that
thatdisproportionately
disproportionately
business
necessity for
for aa practice
excludes members
groups, Wards
Wards Cove
Cove held,
excludes
members of
of minority
minority groups,
the employer bears
bears only
only the
the burden
burden of
of production,
production, not
not the
burden of
of persuasion.
persuasion. 490
U. S.,
S., at
at 659–660.
659-660. And in
490 U.
in place
place
instruction that
thatthe
thechallenged
challenged practice
practice “must
“must have
have
of the
the instruction
manifest relationship
relationship totothe
theemployment
employmentininquestion,”
question,”
a manifest
Griggs, 401
prac
Griggs,
401 U.
U. S.,
S., at
at 432, Wards
Wards Cove
Cove said
said that
that the prac“serve[d], in
sig
tice would be permissible
permissible as
as long
long as
as itit “serve[d],
in a significant way,
way,the
thelegitimate
legitimate
employment
goals
of the
nificant
employment
goals
of the
employer.” 490
490 U.
U. S.,
S., at
at 659.
In
response to
to Wards
Wards Cove
Cove and
and “a“anumber
numberofof[other]
[other]
In response
recent decisions
decisionsby
by the
the United
United States
States Supreme
Supreme Court
Court that
that
cut back
back on
on the
thescope
scope and
and effectiveness
effectiveness of
of [civil
[civil
sharply cut
rights] laws,”
laws,”Congress
Congress enacted
enacted the
theCivil
CivilRights
Rights
rights]
ActAct
of of
1991.
No. 102–40,
102-40, pt.
pt. 2, p. 22 (1991).
(1991). Among the
the
1991. H.
H. R.
R. Rep.
Rep. No.
1991
alterations, Congress
formally codified the
the disparate
disparate1991 alterations,
Congress formally
component of
VII. InInsosoamending
amendingthe
thestatstat
impact component
of Title
Title VII.
Congress made
made plain
plainitsitsintention
intention
to restore “the
ute, Congress
to restore
concepts
of ‘business
‘business necessity’
necessity’and
and ‘job
‘jobrelated’
related’ enunciated
enunciated
concepts of
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court in
inGriggs
Griggsv.v.Duke
DukePower
PowerCo.
Co.. .. . .
by the
and in
in other
other Supreme
Supreme Court
Court decisions
decisions prior
prior to
to Wards
Wards Cove
Cove
Packing Co.
Co. v. Atonio.”
Atonio.” §3(2),
§3(2), 105
1071. Once
Onceaa
Packing
105 Stat.
Stat. 1071.
complaining party
partydemonstrates
demonstratesthat
that
an employment
complaining
an employment
——————
4
4See,
See,e.g.,
e.g.,Nash
Nashv.v.Jacksonville,
Jacksonville, 837
837 F.
F. 2d
2d 1534 (CA11 1988), vacated,
490
(1989), opinion
opinion reinstated,
reinstated, 905
490 U. S. 1103
1103 (1989),
905 F.
F. 2d
2d 355
355 (CA11
(CA11 1990);
1990);
Vulcan Pioneers,
Inc. v.
v. New Jersey
Dept. of
of Civil
Civil Serv.,
Pioneers, Inc.
Jersey Dept.
Serv., 832
832 F. 2d 811
811
(CA3 (1987);
Police Dept.
Serv.
(CA3
(1987); Guardians
Guardians Assn.
Assn. of
of N.
N. Y.
Y. City
City Police
Dept. v.
v. Civil
Civil Serv.
Comm’n, 630
630 F.
F. 2d
2d 79
79 (CA2
(CA2 1980); Ensley
Ensley Branch
Branch of NAACP
NAACP v.
v. Seibels,
Seibels,
616 F.
v.
616
F. 2d
2d 812
812 (CA5
(CA5 1980);
1980); Firefighters
FirefightersInst.
Inst. for
for Racial
Racial Equality
Equality v.
St. Louis,
Louis, 616
616 F.
F. 2d
2d 350 (CA8
(CA8 1980);
1980); Boston
Boston Chapter,
Chapter, NAACP
NAACP v.
Beecher,
504 F.
F. 2d 1017 (CA1 1974).
Beecher, 504
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practice
causes a disparate
disparate impact,
impact,amended
amendedTitle
TitleVIIVII
practice causes
states, the burden is on the employer
employer “to
“to demonstrate
demonstrate that
that
the
challenged practice
practice is job
job related
related for
forthe
theposition
positioninin
the challenged
question
and consistent
consistent with
withbusiness
business
necessity.” 42
question and
necessity.”
U.
employer carries
U. S.
S. C.
C. §2000e–2(k)(1)(A)(i).
§2000e-2(k)(1)(A)(i). IfIf the employer
carries that
that
substantial
burden,the
thecomplainant
complainant
may
respond
substantial burden,
may
respond
by by
identifying
alternativeemployment
employmentpractice”
practice”which
which
identifying “an alternative
the employer “refuses
“refuses to
to adopt.”
adopt.” §2000e-2(k)(1)(A)(ii),
the
§2000e–2(k)(1)(A)(ii), (C).
B
B
Congress’ enactments
Neither Congress’
enactmentsnor
northis
thisCourt’s
Court’sTitle
Title VII
VII
precedents (including the
thenow-discredited
now-discrediteddecision
decision
in in
Wards
Cove) offer
even aa hint
hintofof“conflict”
“conflict”
between
Wards Cove)
offer even
between
anan
employer’s
obligations under
underthethe
statute’s
disparate
employer’s obligations
statute’s
disparatetreatment
and disparate-impact
disparate-impact provisions.
provisions. Cf.
Cf.ante,
ante,atat
treatment and
20.
Standingon
onananequal
equalfooting,
footing,
these
twin
pillars
20. Standing
these
twin
pillars
of of
Title
VIIadvance
advancethe
thesame
sameobjectives:
objectives: ending
ending workplace
workplace
Title VII
discrimination
andpromoting
promotinggenuinely
genuinelyequal
equal
opportu
discrimination and
opportunity.
SeeMcDonnell
McDonnellDouglas
DouglasCorp.
Corp.v.v.Green,
Green,411
411U.U.S.S.
nity. See

792, 800 (1973).
Yet the Court
Court today
today sets
sets at
at odds
odds the statute’s
statute’s core
core direcdirec
tives. When
Whenan
anemployer
employer changes
changes an employment practice
an effort
efforttotocomply
complywith
with
Title
disparate-impact
in an
Title
VII’sVII’s
disparate-impact
provision, the Court
Court reasons,
reasons, ititacts
acts“because
“because of
ofrace”—
race”—
provision,
something
Title
VII’s
disparate-treatment
provision,
see
something Title VII’s disparate-treatment provision, see
§2000e–2(a)(1), generally
char
§2000e-2(a)(1),
generallyforbids.
forbids. Ante,
Ante,at
at 20.
20. This charof an
anemployer’s
employer’s compliance-directed
compliance-directed action
action
acterization of
shows little
attentionto
toCongress’
Congress’ design or
shows
little attention
or to the Griggs
line
Congressrecognized
recognizedas
aspathmarking.
pathmarking.
line of
of cases
cases Congress
taskinin
interpreting
separate
provisions
“[O]ur task
interpreting
separate
provisions
of a of a
single Act is to give
give the
the Act
Act the
the most
most harmonious,
harmonious, comprecompre
hensive meaning
policy
hensive
meaning possible
possibleinin light
light of
of the
the legislative policy
and purpose.”
purpose.” Weinberger
v. Hynson,
Hynson, Westcott
Westcott&& Dunning,
Dunning,
Weinberger v.
Inc., 412
412 U.
U. S. 609,
609, 631-632
631–632 (1973)
(1973) (internal
(internalquotation
quotation
particularphrase
phraseneed
neednot
not“extend
“extendtoto
marks omitted). AAparticular
of its
its definitional
definitionalpossibilities”
possibilities” ififan
an inconincon
the outer
outer limits
limits of
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gruity
wouldresult.
result.Dolan
Dolan
v. Postal
Service,
U. S.
gruity would
v. Postal
Service,
546546
U. S.
481,
486 (2006).
(2006). Here,
Here,Title
Title
VII’s
disparate-treatment
481, 486
VII’s
disparate-treatment
and
disparate-impact proscriptions
proscriptionsmust
must
be read
and disparate-impact
be read
as as
complementary.
codifyingthe
theGriggs
Griggs
Albemarle
instructions,
In codifying
andand
Albemarle
instructions,
Congress
selection criteria
Congress declared
declaredunambiguously
unambiguouslythat
that selection
criteria
operating
disadvantage of
group members
members
operating to the disadvantage
of minority
minority group
can be
be retained
retained only
only if
if justified
In
can
justified by
by business
business necessity.5
necessity.5 In
keeping with
who reject such
with Congress’
Congress’ design, employers who
criteria due
due totoreasonable
reasonable doubts
doubtsabout
abouttheir
theirreliability
reliability
criteria
can hardly
hardly be
beheld
heldto to
have
engaged
in discrimination
can
have
engaged
in discrimination
“because of”
reasonable endeavor
“because
of” race.
race. A reasonable
endeavor to
to comply
comply with
with
the law and to ensure that
that qualified
qualified candidates
candidates of
of all
all races
races
have a fair
fairopportunity
opportunityto to
compete
simply
have
compete
is is
simply
not not
whatwhat
Congress
meant
to
interdict.
I
would
therefore
hold
that
Congress meant to interdict. I would therefore hold that
employer who
who jettisons
jettisonsa aselection
selectiondevice
devicewhen
when
an employer
its its
disproportionate racial
not
racial impact
impactbecomes
becomes apparent does
does not
Title VII’s
VII’sdisparate-treatment
disparate-treatmentbar
barautomatically
automatically
violate Title
all, subject
subject to this
this key
key condition:
condition: The
The employer
employer must
or at all,
have good
good cause
causetotobelieve
believethe
thedevice
devicewould
wouldnot
notwithstand
withstand
business necessity.
Cf. Faragher
Faragher v.
v. Boca
Boca
examination for business
necessity. Cf.
Raton, 524 U.
U. S. 775,
775, 806
806 (1998)
(1998) (observing
(observing that
that itit accords
accords
with “clear
“clearstatutory
statutorypolicy”
policy”
employers “to prevent
prevent
with
for for
employers
violations”
efforts to
to discharge
discharge their
their
violations” and
and “make
“make reasonable
reasonable efforts
VII).
duty” under Title
Title VII).
EEOC’s
interpretativeguidelines
guidelines
corroborative.
EEOC’s interpretative
areare
corroborative.
theenactment
enactmentofoftitle
title
VII,”
the guidelines
“[B]y the
VII,”
the guidelines
state,state,
“Congress
did not
not intend
intend to
those who
who comply
comply with
with
“Congress did
to expose
expose those
charges that
the Act to charges
that they
they are
are violating
violating the
the very statute
statute
areseeking
seekingtoto
implement.” 29
CFR §1608.1(a)
§1608.1(a)
they are
implement.”
29 CFR
(2008). Recognizing
Recognizing EEOC’s
EEOC’s “enforcement
(2008).
“enforcement responsibility”
responsibility”
——————
5 What

5 What was
was the
the “business
“business necessity”
necessity” for
for the
the tests
tests New
New Haven
Haven used?
used?
How could
could one
onejustify,
justify, e.g.,
e.g.,the
the 60/40
60/40written/oral
written/oral ratio,
ratio, see
supra, at
at 4–
4How
see supra,

5, 7-8,
7–8, under
under that
that standard?
standard? Neither
Neither the
the Court
Court nor
nor the
theconcurring
concurring
5,

opinions attempt
attempt to defend
the ratio.
ratio.
defend the
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under Title
under
Title VII,
VII,we
wehave
havepreviously
previouslyaccorded
accorded the
the CommisCommis
sion’s
respectful consideration.
consideration. See,
See,e.g.,
e.g.,Albe
Albe
sion’s position respectful
marle, 422 U.
U. S.,
S., at
at 431;
431; Griggs,
Griggs, 401
401 U.
U. S.,
S.,at
at 434.
434. Yet
Yet the
the
marle,
Court today
much as mention
mention EEOC’s
Court
today does
does not so much
EEOC’s counsel.
precedents defining
definingthe
thecontours
contours
of Title
Our precedents
of Title
VII’s VII’s
disparate-treatment
prohibitionfurther
furtherconfirm
confirm
disparate-treatment prohibition
thethe
ab-ab
sence
In Johnson
Johnson v. Trans
Trans
senceofofany
anyintra-statutory
intra-statutory discord.
discord. In
portation Agency,
Santa Clara
portation
Agency, Santa
Clara Cty.,
Cty., 480
480 U.
U. S.
S. 616
616 (1987),
(1987),
we
municipal employer’s
employer’s voluntary
voluntary affirmativeaffirmative
we upheld a municipal
action
planagainst
against
a disparate-treatment
challenge.
action plan
a disparate-treatment
challenge.
Pursuant to
for a
Pursuant
to the
the plan,
plan,the
theemployer
employer selected
selected a woman for
road-dispatcher
position, a ajobjob
category
traditionally
road-dispatcher position,
category
traditionally
regarded
A male
male applicant
applicant who
who had
had aa slightly
slightly
regarded as
as “male.”
“male.” A
higher
interview score
score brought
Title VII.
VII.This
This
higher interview
brought suit
suit under Title
Court
rejected
his
claim
and
approved
the
plan,
which
Court rejected his claim and approved the plan, which
allowed consideration of gender as “one of numerous
allowed
numerous facfac
tors.”
Id.,atat638.
638.Such
Such
consideration,
said,
“fully
tors.” Id.,
consideration,
wewe
said,
is is
“fully
consistent
Title VII”
VII”because
because plans
plans of that
that order
order can
can
consistent with
with Title
aid
“ineliminating
eliminatingthe
thevestiges
vestigesofofdiscrimination
discrimination
in the
aid “in
in the
workplace.”
Id., at
at 642.
642.
workplace.” Id.,
This
litigationdoes
does not
not involve
involve affirmative
affirmativeaction.
action.But
But
This litigation
if
thevoluntary
voluntaryaffirmative
affirmative
action
at issue
in Johnson
if the
action
at issue
in Johnson
does
discriminate within
withinthe
the
meaning
of Title
does not
not discriminate
meaning
of Title
VII, VII,
neither
does an
an employer’s
employer’s reasonable
reasonable effort
efforttotocomply
comply
neither does
with
TitleVII’s
VII’s
disparate-impact
provision
by refrainwith Title
disparate-impact
provision
by refraining
fromaction
actionof of
doubtful
consistency
business
ing from
doubtful
consistency
withwith
business
necessity.

C
To “reconcile”
“reconcile” the
the supposed
“conflict” between disparate
disparate
supposed “conflict”
and disparate
disparate impact, the Court
Court offers
offers an enigenig
treatment and
matic
Ante,at
at20.
20.Employers
Employersmay
mayattempt
attempt
matic standard. Ante,
toto
comply
with Title
TitleVII’s
VII’s
disparate-impact
provision,
comply with
disparate-impact
provision,
the the
Court
declares, only
only where
wherethere
thereis is
a “strong
basis
Court declares,
a “strong
basis
in in
evidence” documenting
documentingthe
the necessity
necessityofoftheir
their action.
action. Ante,
evidence”
at
The Court’s
Court’s standard,
standard, drawn
drawn from
from inapposite
inapposite equal
equal
at 22. The
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protection
precedents, is
not elaborated.
elaborated. One
Oneis is
protection precedents,
is not
leftleft
to to
wonder what cases
would
meet
the
standard
and
why
the
cases would meet the standard and

Court
not.
Court is
is so
so sure
sure this
thiscase
case does
does not.
1
1
construingTitle
Title
I note
preliminarily,
In construing
VII,VII,
I note
preliminarily,
equal equal
protection doctrine
TheEqual
EqualProtecProtec
protection
doctrine is
is of
of limited
limited utility.
utility. The
Clause, this
tion Clause,
this Court
Court has
has held,
held, prohibits
prohibits only
only intentional
intentional
discrimination;
does not
nothave
haveaadisparate-impact
disparate-impactcomcom
discrimination; ititdoes
ponent.
See Personnel
Personnel Administrator
AdministratorofofMass.
Mass.v.v.Feeney,
Feeney,
ponent. See
442 U.
U. S. 256, 272
272 (1979);
(1979); Washington
Washington v.
v. Davis,
Davis, 426 U. S.
442
229,
Title VII,
VII,inincontrast,
contrast,aims
aimstotoeliminate
eliminate
229, 239
239 (1976).
(1976). Title
all
forms of
of employment
employment discrimination,
discrimination, unintentional
unintentionalas
as
all forms
well
as deliberate. Until
Untiltoday,
today,cf.cf.ante,
ante,atat25;
25;ante,
ante,p.p.1 1
well as
(SCALIA,
J.,concurring),
concurring),this
this Court
Court has
(S
CALIA, J.,
has never
never questioned
questioned
constitutionalityof
ofthe
thedisparate-impact
disparate-impactcomponent
component of
the constitutionality
Title VII,
VII,and
andfor
forgood
goodreason.
reason. By
Byinstructing
instructing
employers
Title
employers
to avoid
Title
avoid needlessly
needlessly exclusionary selection
selection processes,
processes, Title
disparate-impact provision
provision calls
calls for
foraa“race-neutral
“race-neutral
VII’s disparate-impact
means to
means
to increase
increase minority
minority . . .. participation”—something
Court’s equal
equalprotection
protectionprecedents
precedents also
also encourage.
encourage.
this Court’s

See
Adarand Constructors,
See Adarand
Constructors, Inc.
Inc. v.
v. Peña,
Peña, 515
515 U.
U. S.
S. 200,
200, 238
(1995) (quoting
A. Croson
Croson Co.,
Co., 488
488 U.
U. S.
S.
(1995)
(quoting Richmond
Richmond v.
v. J. A.
469, 507 (1989)).
(1989)). “The very radicalism
radicalism of
of holding
holding dispadispa
unconstitutional as
as a matter
matter of
of equal
equal
rate impact doctrine unconstitutional
moreover, “suggests
very uncomuncom
protection,” moreover,
“suggeststhat
that only
only a very
court would
wouldissue
issuesuch
suchaadecision.”
decision.”Primus,
Primus,
promising court
Equal Protection and Disparate
Disparate Impact:
Impact: Round
Round Three,
Three, 117
117
Harv.
Harv. L.
L.Rev.
Rev. 493,
493, 585
585 (2003).
cases from
its strong-basisstrong-basis
The cases
from which
which the
the Court
Court draws its
in-evidence standard
inapt; they
theyconcern
concern
in-evidence
standard are
are particularly
particularly inapt;
constitutionalityofofabsolute
absoluteracial
racialpreferences.
preferences.See
See
the constitutionality
Wygant v.
Jackson Bd.
Ed., 476
476 U.
U. S.
S. 267,
267, 277
277 (1986)
(1986)
Wygant
v. Jackson
Bd. of Ed.,
(plurality opinion)
opinion) (invalidating
(invalidatingaaschool
schooldistrict’s
district’splan
plantoto
(plurality
offnonminority
nonminority
teachers
while
retaining
minority
lay off
teachers
while
retaining
minority
teachers with
with less
U. S.,
S., at
at 499–500
499-500
less seniority);
seniority); Croson,
Croson, 488 U.
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(rejecting
set-aside program
programfor
forminority
minority
contractors
(rejecting aa set-aside
contractors
that
operated as
as “an
“anunyielding
unyieldingracial
racialquota”).
quota”).An An
that operated
em-em
ployer’s
VIIliability
liabilitybybyrepudiating
repudiating
ployer’s effort
effort to
to avoid
avoid Title
Title VII
aa
suspect selection method scarcely
suspect
scarcely resembles
resembles those
those cases.
cases.
Race
consideration in
Wygant
Race was
was not
not merely
merely aa relevant consideration
in Wygant
and Croson;
Croson; itit was
was the
the decisive
decisive factor.
factor. Observance
of Title
Title
and
Observance of
VII’s
disparate-impact provision,
provision, in
in contrast,
contrast,calls
callsfor
forno
no
VII’s disparate-impact
racial preference,
absolute or
or otherwise.
otherwise. The
racial
preference, absolute
The very
very purpose
purpose
of
of the
the provision
provision is
is to
to ensure
ensure that
that individuals
individuals are hired and
promoted based
based on
on qualifications
qualifications manifestly
promoted
manifestly necessary
necessary to
successful
in question,
question, qualificaqualifica
successful performance
performanceofof the
the job
job in

tions
tions that
thatdo
donot
notscreen
screen out
outmembers
membersof
of any
anyrace.6
race.6

2
Court’s decision
decision ininthis
this
litigation
underplays
a
The Court’s
litigation
underplays
a
TitleVII
VII
theme.
Court
has repeatedly
dominant Title
theme.
ThisThis
Court
has repeatedly
emphasized
that the
thestatute
statute “should
notbeberead
read
emphasized that
“should not
to to
thwart”
effortsatatvoluntary
voluntary
compliance.
Johnson,
thwart” efforts
compliance.
Johnson,
480480
U. S., at
at 630. Such
have explained,
explained, is
is “the
“the
U.
Such compliance,
compliance, we have
preferred
means ofofachieving
achieving [Title
VII’s]objectives.”
objectives.”
preferred means
[Title VII’s]
Firefighters
Cleveland, 478 U. S. 501, 515
515 (1986).
(1986). See
See
Firefighters v. Cleveland,
also Kolstad
Kolstad v. American
also
American Dental
Dental Assn.,
Assn., 527
527 U.
U. S.
S. 526,
526, 545
(1999) (“Dissuading
(“Dissuading employers
employers from
from [taking
[taking voluntary
voluntary
action]
prevent discrimination
discriminationininthe
the
workplaceis is
action] to prevent
workplace
di-di
rectly
contrary
to
the
purposes
underlying
Title
VII.”);
29
rectly contrary to the purposes underlying Title VII.”); 29
——————
6 Even in Title VII cases involving race-conscious
gender
6
Even in Title VII cases involving race-conscious (or genderconscious) affirmative-action
has never
never proposed
proposed a
conscious)
affirmative-actionplans,
plans, the
the Court
Court has

strong-basis-in-evidence
standard.
Johnson v.
v. Transportation
Transportation
strong-basis-in-evidence
standard. In
In Johnson
Agency,
(1987), the
Court simply
simply
Agency,Santa
SantaClara
Clara Cty.,
Cty., 480
480 U.
U. S.
S. 616
616 (1987),
the Court
examined the
municipal employer’s
employer’s action
action for
forreasonableness:
reasonableness: “Given
examined
the municipal

obvious imbalance
Craft category,
category, and given
given the
the
the obvious
imbalancein
in the
the Skilled Craft
Agency’s commitment
Agency’s
commitmenttoto eliminating
eliminating such
such imbalances,
imbalances,itit was
was plainly
plainly

not unreasonable for the
factor the sex
the Agency
Agency .. . . to
to consider
consider as one factor
sex of
making its
its decision.”
decision.” Id.,
Id.,at
at637.
637. See
See also
also Firefighters v.
[applicants] in making
Cleveland,
478 U.
U. S.
S. 501,
501,516
516(1986)
(1986)(“Title
(“Title VII
VII permits
Cleveland, 478
permits employers
employers and
unions voluntarily
affirmative
voluntarilytotomake
makeuse
useof
ofreasonable
reasonable race-conscious
race-conscious affirmative
action.”).
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CFR
§1608.1(c). The
The strong-basis-in-evidence
strong-basis-in-evidence standard,
CFR §1608.1(c).
however,
described in
in general,
general,and
andcavalierly
cavalierly
however, as
as barely described
applied
in this
thiscase,
case, makes
makes voluntary
voluntarycompliance
compliance aa hazhaz
applied in
ardous venture.
venture.
ardous

As a
a result
result of
of today’s
today’s decision, an employer who discards
a dubious
dubious selection
selection process
processcan
cananticipate
anticipate costly
costly disparate
disparatetreatment
chances
treatment litigation
litigationininwhich
whichitsits
chancesfor
forsuccess—even
success—even
survivinga asummary-judgment
summary-judgment
motion—are
highly
for surviving
motion—are
highly
problematic. Concern
to disparate-impact
Concern about
about exposure
exposure to
liability,however
however well
well grounded,
grounded, is
liability,
is insufficient
insufficient to insulate
employer from
from attack.
attack.Instead,
Instead,
employer
must
an employer
thethe
employer
must
make aa “strong”
“strong” showing that
that (1)
(1) its
its selection
selection method
method was
“not job related
related and
and consistent with
withbusiness
business necessity,”
necessity,” or
(2) that
thatit refused
it refused
to adopt “an equally
equallyvalid,
valid,
less
(2)
to adopt
lessdiscriminatory
alternative.”
Ante,
at
28.
It
is
hard
to
see
discriminatory alternative.” Ante, at 28. It is hard to see
how these
these requirements
requirements differ
differfrom
fromdemanding
demandingthat
that
how
anan
employer establish
provable, actual violation”
violation”against
against
employer
establish “a
“a provable,
Cf.ante,
ante,atat24.
24.There
There
is indeed
a sharp
conflict
itself. Cf.
is indeed
a sharp
conflict
here, but ititisisnot
notthe
the
false
one
Court
describes
here,
false
one
thethe
Court
describes
be-be
VII’s core
core provisions.
is, instead,
instead, the
the discordiscor
tween Title
Title VII’s
provisions. ItItis,
dance of
Court’s opinion
opinion with
withthe
thevoluntary
voluntary
compli
dance
of the Court’s
compliance ideal.
Cf.Wygant,
Wygant,476
476U.
U.S.,
S.,atat290
290(O’Connor,
(O’Connor, J.,
J.,
ance
ideal. Cf.
concurring in
inpart
partand
and
concurring
in judgment) (“The
concurring
concurring
in judgment)
requirement that
thatpublic
publicemployers
employersmake
make
imposition of aa requirement
thatthey
theyhave
have
engaged
in illegal
discriminafindings that
engaged
in illegal
discriminabefore they
they[act]
[act]would
wouldseverely
severely
undermine
public
tion before
undermine
public
employers’ incentive
their civil
civilrights
rights
employers’
incentive to
to meet
meet voluntarily
voluntarily their
obligations.”).7
obligations.”).7
——————
7 Notably,

decisions applying aa strong-basis-in-evidence
strong-basis-in-evidence stanstan
7 Notably, prior
prior decisions
dard have not
the one the
the Court
dard
not imposed
imposed a burden as
as heavy as the
Court imposes
imposes
today. In
InCroson,
Croson,the
theCourt
Courtfound
foundno
nostrong
strongbasis
basisininevidence
evidencebecause
because
City had
had offered
offered “nothing
“nothing approaching
approaching aa prima
prima facie
facie case.”
case.” Rich
Rich
the City
mond v. J. A.
Co., 488
488 U.
U. S.
S. 469,
469,500
500(1989).
(1989). The
The Court
Court did
did not
not
A. Croson
Croson Co.,
suggest that
beyond a prima
prima facie
facie case
case would
would have
have been
been
suggest
that anything beyond
required. In
Inthe
thecontext
contextofofrace-based
race-based electoral
required.
electoral districting,
districting, the Court
has indicated
“strong basis”
basis” exists
exists when
when the
the “threshold
“threshold condicondi
has
indicated that
that aa “strong
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3
3
Court’s additional
additional justifications
justificationsforforannouncing
announcinga a
The Court’s
strong-basis-in-evidence
standard areare
unimpressive.
strong-basis-in-evidence standard
unimpressive.
First,
discarding the
the results
resultsofoftests,
tests,the
theCourt
Courtsuggests,
suggests,
First, discarding
calls
for aaheightened
heightenedstandard
standardbecause
becauseitit“upset[s]
“upset[s]
calls for
anan
employee’s
legitimate
expectation.”
Ante,
at
25.
employee’s legitimate expectation.” Ante, at 25. ThisThis
rationale
cart before
before the
rationale puts the cart
the horse.
horse. The legitimacy of

an employee’s
expectation depends
dependson
onthe
thelegitimacy
legitimacy of
of the
the
employee’s expectation
selection method.
employer
reasonably
concludes
selection
method. IfIfanan
employer
reasonably
concludes
that an
an exam
exam fails to
to identify
identifythe
themost
most qualified
qualifiedindividuindividu
that
needlessly shuts
segment of
of the
theapplicant
applicant
als and needlessly
shuts out aa segment
pool,
Title VII
the employer
employer to
to hire
hire
pool, Title
VIIsurely
surelydoes
does not
not compel
compel the
based on
however unreliable
may
or promote based
on the
the test,
test, however
unreliable itit may
be. Indeed,
Indeed,the
thestatute’s
statute’s
prime
objective
is prevent
to prevent
be.
prime
objective
is to
exclusionary practices
practices from
from “operat[ing] to
to ‘freeze’
‘freeze’ the
exclusionary
status quo.” Griggs,
401
U.
S.,
at
430.
Griggs, 401 U. S., at
Second,
the Court
Court suggests,
suggests,anything
anything less
less than
than a strong
strongSecond, the
basis-in-evidence
standard risks
risks creating “a
basis-in-evidence standard
“a de
de facto quota
system,
which . ..... an
anemployer
employercould
coulddiscard
discardtest
testrere
system, in
in which
with the
theintent
intentofofobtaining
obtainingthe
theemployer’s
employer’sprepre
sults . . . with
balance.” Ante,
Ante, at
at22.
22.Under
Under
a reasonable
ferred racial balance.”
a reasonableness
standard, however,
an employer could not cast
ness standard,
however, an
cast aside
aside
a selection
method based
based on
on aa statistical
statistical disparity
selection method
disparityalone.8
alone.8
employer must have
have good
good cause
cause to
believe that
that the
the
The employer
to believe
method screens
screens out qualified
qualifiedapplicants
applicantsand
and
would
method
would
be be
difficult totojustify
justify
as grounded
in business
necessity.
difficult
as grounded
in business
necessity.
——————
tions”
liabilityare
arepresent.
present.Bush
Bushv.v.Vera,
Vera,517
517U.
U.S.S.952,
952,978
978 (1996)
(1996)
tions” for liability
(plurality
opinion).
(plurality opinion).
8
8Infecting
Infectingthe
theCourt’s
Court’sentire
entireanalysis
analysisisis its
its insistence
insistencethat
that the
the City
City
rejected
results “in
“insole
solereliance
relianceupon
uponrace-based
race-based statistics.”
rejected the
the test results
Ante, at
at 24.
24. See
alsoante,
ante,at
at20,
20,27–28.
27-28. But
But as the
the part
part of the
the story
story the
the
Ante,
See also
Court leaves out,
out, see
see supra,
supra, at
at 2–12,
2-12, so
so plainly
plainly shows—the
long history
history
Court
shows—the long
of
discrimination against
against African-Americans
African-Americans in
of rank discrimination
in the
the firefighting
profession,
in New
New Haven’s
Haven’s test
test for
forpromotions—
promotions—
profession,the
the multiple
multiple flaws in
“sole
not descriptive
descriptive of
of the
the CSB’s
CSB’s
“sole reliance”
reliance” on
on statistics
statistics certainly
certainly is not

decision.
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Should an
an employer
employer repeatedly
repeatedly reject
reject test
test results,
results, it
it would
Should
be
agree, to infer
infer that
thatthe
theemployer
employer is
is simply
simplyseekseek
be fair,
fair, II agree,
ing
raciallybalanced
balancedoutcome
outcomeand
and
is not
genuinely
ing aaracially
is not
genuinely
endeavoring
endeavoringto
tocomply
complywith
withTitle
Title VII.
VII.

D
stacks the
the deck
deck further
furtherbybydenying
denyingresponrespon
The Court stacks
dents any chance
chance to
newly announced
announced strongstrong
dents
to satisfy
satisfy the newly
basis-in-evidencestandard.
standard. When
When this
this Court
Court formulates a
basis-in-evidence
new legal
legal rule,
rule, the ordinary
is to remand and
and allow
allow
new
ordinary course
course is
the
lower courts
courts to
toapply
applythe
therule
rule
instance.
the lower
in in
thethe
firstfirst
instance.
See,
e.g.,Johnson
Johnsonv.v.California,
California, 543
See, e.g.,
543 U.
U. S.
S. 499,
499, 515
515 (2005);
(2005);
Pullman-Standard
v. Swint,
Swint, 456
456 U.
U. S.
S. 273,
273, 291 (1982).
(1982). II
Pullman-Standard v.
see
good reason
reason why
why the
theCourt
Courtfails
fails
to follow
see no
no good
to follow
thatthat
course
case. Indeed,
Indeed, the
the sole
sole basis
basis for
course in
in this
this case.
for the Court’s
peremptory
ruling isisthe
thedemonstrably
demonstrablyfalse
false
pretension
peremptory ruling
pretension
that
respondents showed
showed “nothing
than “a
“a signifisignifi
that respondents
“nothing more” than
cant
statistical disparity.”
disparity.”Ante,
Ante,
27–28;
supra,
cant statistical
at at
27-28;
seesee
supra,
at at
24, n.
n. 8.
8.99

——————
9
9The
TheCourt’s
Court’srefusal
refusal to
to remand
remand

for further
for
furtherproceedings
proceedings also
also deprives
respondents of
of an
an opportunity
opportunity to
respondents
to invoke
invoke 42
42U.
U.S.
S.C.
C. §2000e-12(b)
§2000e–12(b) as a
shield to
to liability.
liability. Section
shield
Section2000e-12(b)
2000e–12(b) provides:
provides:
“In any
on any
any alleged
allegedunlawful
unlawful employment
employment
“In
any action
action or
or proceeding
proceeding based
based on
practice, no
no person
personshall
shall be
besubject
subjecttotoany
anyliability
liability or
or punishment
punishment for
for or
practice,
on
account of
commission by
em
on account
of (1)
(1) the
the commission
by such
such person
person of
of an
an unlawful
unlawful employment practice
pleads and
proves that
act or
or omission
omission
ployment
practice ifif he pleads
and proves
that the act

complained of
in reliance
reliance on
on
complained
of was
wasin
in good
goodfaith,
faith,in
in conformity
conformity with,
with, and in
any
written interpretation
interpretation or
or opinion
opinion of
of the
the [EEOC]
[EEOC] .. .. .. . Such
Such a
a
any written
defense, ifif established,
to the
the action
actionororproceeding,
proceeding,
defense,
established,shall
shall be
be aa bar to
notwithstanding
that(A)
(A)after
aftersuch
such act
act or
or omission,
omission, such
notwithstanding that
such interpretation
interpretation
or
rescinded or
author
or opinion is modified or rescinded
or is
is determined
determined by
by judicial
judicial authority to
ity
to be
be invalid
invalidor
orof
of no
no legal
legal effect
effect . . . .”
Specifically, given the chance,
respondentsmight
might have
have called
called attention
attention
Specifically,
chance, respondents
to the EEOC
to
EEOC guidelines
guidelines set
set out
outinin29
29CFR
CFR§§1608.3
§§1608.3 and
and 1608.4
1608.4 (2008).
(2008).
The
guidelines recognize
The guidelines
recognizethat
that employers
employersmay
may “take
“take affirmative
affirmative action
based
poten
based on
on an
an analysis
analysis which
which reveals
reveals facts
facts constituting
constituting actual or potential
adverse impact.” §1608.3(a).
“affirmative action”
action” is
is in
in order,
order, so
so
tial adverse
§1608.3(a). If
If “affirmative
is the lesser step of discarding
discarding aa dubious
is
dubious selection
selection device.
device.
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III
III
A
A
whatI Iview
view
proper
standard
to the
Applying what
asas
thethe
proper
standard
to the
record thus
made, II would
would hold
holdthat
thatNew
NewHaven
Havenhad
had
record
thus far made,

ample cause to
to believe
believe its
its selection process was
was flawed
flawed and
and
not
justified
by
business
necessity.
Judged
by
that
stan
not justified by business necessity. Judged by that standard, petitioners
petitioners have not
not shown
shown that
that New Haven’s
Haven’s failure
failure
certify the
the exam
exam results
resultsviolated
violatedTitle
TitleVII’s
VII’s
disparate
to certify
disparatetreatment
treatmentprovision.10
provision.10
The City,
City, all
with aa prima
allagree,
agree, “was
“was faced
faced with
primafacie
faciecase
case of
disparate-impact liability,”
ante, at
at27:
27:The
Thepass
passrate
ratefor
for
disparate-impact
liability,” ante,
minority candidates
candidates was
washalf
halfthe
the
rate
for nonminority
minority
rate
for nonminority
candidates, and
virtuallyno
nominority
minority
candidates
would
candidates,
and virtually
candidates
would
have been
been eligible
eligible for
forpromotion
promotionhad
hadthe
the
exam
results
have
exam
results
been certified.
Alertedtotothis
this
stark
disparity,
been
certified. Alerted
stark
disparity,
the the
CSBCSB
presented at
hear
heard expert
expert and
and lay
lay testimony, presented
at public hearings, in an
an endeavor
endeavor to ascertain whether
whether the
the exams
exams were
fair and
and consistent
consistent with
business necessity.
investiga
fair
with business
necessity. Its
Its investigation
revealed
grave
cause
for
concern
about
the
exam
tion revealed grave cause for concern about the exam
process itself
consider alternative
process
itself and
and the
the City’s
City’s failure
failure to consider
alternative
selection devices.
Chief among
the City’s
City’s problems
was the
the very
very nature
nature of
among the
problems was
tests for
for promotion.
promotion. InIn
choosingtoto
use
written
the tests
choosing
use
written
andand
exams with
with aa60/40
60/40weighting,
weighting,the
theCity
City
simply
oral exams
simply
ad-ad
hered to the
the union’s
union’s preference
preference and
and apparently
apparentlygave
gaveno
no
hered
consideration to
to whether
whetherthe
the
weighting
consideration
weighting
waswas
likelylikely
to to
identify
identify the
the most
most qualified
qualifiedfire-officer
fire-officercandidates.11
candidates.11 There
——————
10
on
10The
Thelower
lowercourts
courtsfocused
focusedononrespondents’
respondents’“intent”
“intent”rather
rather than
than on
whether respondents
to act. See
whether
respondents in
in fact
facthad
hadgood
good cause
cause to
See 554
554 F. Supp. 2d
142, 157
remand for
for fresh
fresh consideration
consideration
142,
157 (Conn.
(Conn. 2006).
2006). Ordinarily, aa remand
would
order. But
But the
theCourt
Courthas
has seen
seen fit
fit to
topreclude
preclude further
further
would be
be in
in order.
proceedings. II therefore
proceedings.
therefore explain
explain why,
why, ifif final
final adjudication
adjudication by
by this
this Court
Court
is indeed appropriate,
appropriate, New
New Haven
Haven should
should be
bethe
theprevailing
prevailing party.
party.
11
11This
Thisalone
alonewould
wouldhave
haveposed
posedaasubstantial
substantial problem
problem for
for New
New Haven
Haven
disparate-impact suit,
light of
of the
the disparate
disparate results
in a disparate-impact
suit, particularly
particularly in light
the City’s scheme
hadproduced
producedininthe
thepast.
past. See
Seesupra,
supra,at
at7.
7. Under
Under the
the
scheme had
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is strong
strong reason
reason to
tothink
think it
it was
was not.
Relying heavily on written
written tests
tests to
to select
select fire
fire officers
officers is a
questionable
say the
theleast.
least.Successful
Successful
questionable practice,
practice, to say
firefire
officers, the
the City’s
City’s description of the position
officers,
position makes
makes clear,
must
have the
the“[a]bility
“[a]bility
to lead
personnel
effectively,
must have
to lead
personnel
effectively,
maintain
discipline,promote
promoteharmony,
harmony,
exercise
sound
maintain discipline,
exercise
sound
judgment,
cooperate with
officials.” CA2
CA2App.
App.
judgment, and cooperate
with other officials.”
A432.
These qualities
qualities are
are not
notwell
wellmeasured
measuredby
bywritten
written
A432. These
tests.
Testifyingbefore
before the CSB,
CSB, Christopher
tests. Testifying
Christopher Hornick,
Hornick, an
exam-design
than two
twodecades
decades of relerele
exam-designexpert
expert with
with more than
vant
experience, was
point: Leadership
Leadership
vant experience,
was emphatic
emphatic on
on this
this point:
skills,
command presence,
presence, and
“could have
have been
been
skills, command
and the
the like
like “could
identified
andevaluated
evaluatedin in
a much
more
appropriate
identified and
a much
more
appropriate
way.”
Id., at
at A1042-A1043.
A1042–A1043.
way.” Id.,
Hornick’s commonsense
observationisis mirrored
mirrored in
Hornick’s
commonsense observation
in case
case
law
and in
inTitle
TitleVII’s
VII’sadministrative
administrative
guidelines.
Courts
law and
guidelines.
Courts
have
criticized written
writtenfirefighter
firefighter
promotion
exams
have long criticized
promotion
exams
for
being “more
“more probative
probative of
ofthe
thetest-taker’s
test-taker’sability
ability
for being
to to
recall
particulartext
textstated
statedon
onaagiven
giventopic
topicthan
than
recall what aa particular
of
firefighting or
or supervisory
supervisory knowledge
knowledge and
of his
his firefighting
and abilities.”
abilities.”
——————
Uniform
Guidelines on
on Employee
Employee Selection
Selection Procedures
Procedures (Uniform
Uniform Guidelines
Guidelines),
employers must conduct
conduct “an
“an investigation
investigation of
of suitable
suitable
Guidelines), employers

29 CFR
CFR §1607.3(B).
Officers
alternative
alternativeselection
selection procedures.”
procedures.” 29
§1607.3(B). See
See also Officers
for Justice
Justice v.
v. Civil
CivilServ.
Serv.Comm’n,
Comm’n, 979
979 F.
F.2d
2d 721,
721, 728
728 (CA9
(CA9 1992)
1992) (“be(“be
fore utilizing
utilizing aa procedure
impact on
on minorities,
minorities, the
the
procedure that
that has
has an adverse
adverse impact
has an obligation
obligation pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the Uniform
UniformGuidelines
Guidelines to
to explore
explore
City has
alternative
alternative procedures
procedures and to implement
implement them
them ififthey
theyhave
haveless
less adverse
adverse
impact and
no answer
answer to
to “pre“pre
impact
and are
are substantially
substantially equally
equallyvalid”).
valid”). ItIt isisno
sume” that
the two-decades-old
two-decades-old 60/40
sume”
that the
60/40formula
formula was
was adopted
adopted for
for aa “ra
“rational
“was the
the result
result of a union-negotiated collective
tional reason”
reason” because
because itit “was
bargaining agreement.”
That the
the parties
parties may
may have
have
bargaining
agreement.” Cf.
Cf. ante,
ante, at
at 30.
30. That
been
“rational” says
been “rational”
says nothing about
about whether
whether their
theiragreed-upon
agreed-upon selection
selection
process
wasconsistent
consistentwith
withbusiness
businessnecessity.
necessity.ItIt isis not
not at
at all
all unusual
process was
for agreements
negotiated between
between employers
employersand
andunions
unions to
to run
run afoul
agreements negotiated
Title VII.
VII.See,
See,e.g.,
e.g.,Peters
Peters v.
v. Missouri-Pacific
Missouri-PacificR.
R.Co.,
Co., 483
483 F.
F. 2d
2d 490,
490,
of Title
497 (CA5
(CA5 1973)
shielded [from
497
1973) (an
(an employment
employment practice
practice“is
“is not
not shielded
[from the
by the
the facts
facts that
that ititisisthe
theproduct
productof
of collective
collective
requirements of
of Title
Title VII]
VII] by
bargaining and meets the
the standards
standards of
of fair
fair representation”).
representation”).
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Vulcan
Pioneers, Inc.
Jersey Dept.
Civil Serv.,
Serv.,
Vulcan Pioneers,
Inc. v.
v. New Jersey
Dept. of
of Civil
625 F. Supp.
Supp. 527,
527, 539
539(NJ
(NJ 1985).
1985). A fire
fire officer’s
job,
courts
officer’s
have
observed, “involves
complex behaviors,
have observed,
“involves complex
behaviors, good
good inter
interpersonal
the ability
abilitytoto
make
decisionsunder
under
tre
personal skills,
skills, the
make
decisions
tremendous
abilities—none of
mendous pressure,
pressure,and
and aa host
host of
of other abilities—none
which
is easily
easilymeasured
measuredby
bya awritten,
written,
multiple
choice
which is
multiple
choice
test.”
FirefightersInst.
Inst.forfor
Racial
Equality
v. Louis,
St. Louis,
test.” Firefighters
Racial
Equality
v. St.
12 Interpreting
616 F.
F. 2d
2d 350,
350, 359
359(CA8
(CA81980).
1980).12
Interpretingthe
the Uniform
Uniform
616
Guidelines, EEOC and
Guidelines,
and other
other federal
federalagencies
agencies responsible
responsible
for
enforcing equal
equalopportunity
opportunityemployment
employmentlaws
laws
have
for enforcing
have
similarly
recognized that,
that,as
asmeasures
measures ofof“interpersonal
“interpersonal
similarly recognized
relations”
or “ability
“abilitytotofunction
functionunder
under
danger
(e.g.,firefire
relations” or
danger
(e.g.,
fighters),”
“[p]encil-and-paper tests .. . . generally
generally are
are not
not
fighters),” “[p]encil-and-paper
close
behaviors to
to show
show
close enough
enough approximations
approximations of
of work
work behaviors
12007 (1979).
(1979). See
content
Reg. 12007
See also 29
content validity.”
validity.” 44 Fed. Reg.
CFR
CFR §1607.15(C)(4).13
§1607.15(C)(4).13
Given these
these unfavorable
unfavorable appraisals,
appraisals, itit isisunsurprising
unsurprising
Given
that most
most municipal
municipal employers
employers do
fire
that
do not
not evaluate
evaluate their
their fire-

——————
12
12See
Seealso
alsoNash,
Nash,837
837F.F.2d,
2d,atat1538
1538(“the
(“theexamination
examinationdid
did not
not test
test the
the
one aspect
one
aspectofofjob
jobperformance
performancethat
thatdifferentiated
differentiated the
the job
job of
of firefighter
firefighter
engineer
from fire
fire lieutenant
supervisory skills”);
skills”); Firefighters
engineer from
lieutenant (combat):
(combat): supervisory
for Racial
Racial Equality
Equalityv.v.St.
St.Louis,
Louis,549
549F.
F.2d
2d506,
506, 512
512 (CA8
(CA8 1977)
1977)
Inst. for
(“there is no good
penand
andpaper
papertest
testfor
forevaluating
evaluating supervisory
supervisory skills”);
skills”);
good pen
Boston Chapter,
difference
Boston
Chapter, NAACP,
NAACP, 504
504 F.
F. 2d,
2d, at
at 1023
1023 (“[T]here
(“[T]here is aa difference
between
memorizing .. .. .. fire
fire fighting
fighting terminology
fire
between memorizing
terminology and
and being
being aa good
good fire
theBoston
BostonRed
RedSox
Sox recruited
recruited players
players on the basis
basis of
fighter. IfIfthe
of their
their
knowledge of
knowledge
of baseball
baseballhistory
history and
and vocabulary,
vocabulary, the
the team
team might
might acquire
[players] who could not
not bat,
bat, pitch
pitch or catch.”).
13
13Cf.
Cf.Gillespie
Gillespiev.v. Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, 771
771 F.
F. 2d
2d 1035,
1035, 1043
1043 (CA7
(CA7 1985)
1985) (courts
(courts
must
evaluate “the
degree to
nature of
of the
the examination
examination
must evaluate
“the degree
to which
which the
the nature
procedure approximates
to “content
“content
procedure
approximatesthe
thejob
jobconditions”).
conditions”). In
In addition to
validity,” the
the Uniform
UniformGuidelines
Guidelines discuss
discuss “construct
“construct validity”
and
validity,”
validity” and
“criterion validity”
validity”as
asmeans
means by
by which
which an
an employer
employer might
establish the
the
“criterion
might establish
reliability
§1607.14(B)-(D). Content
reliabilityofofaaselection
selection method.
method. See
See 29 CFR §1607.14(B)–(D).
validity, however,
however, is the only
only type
type of
of validity
validityaddressed
addressed by the parties
validity,
feasible type
these circumstances.”
and “the
“the only feasible
type of
of validation
validation in
in these
circumstances.” Brief
Brief
Industrial-Organizational Psychologists
Psychologists as
for Industrial-Organizational
as Amicus
Amicus Curiae
Curiae 7,
7, n.
n. 2
(hereinafter
Brief).
(hereinafter I-O
I-O Psychologists
Psychologists Brief).
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officer candidates
as New
New Haven
Haven does.
does. Although
officer
candidates as
Although comprecompre
hensive
arescarce,
scarce, aa 1996
1996 study
study found
foundthat
that
hensive statistics are
nearly
two-thirds of
ofsurveyed
surveyed municipalities
municipalitiesused
usedassessassess
nearly two-thirds
ment
centers (“simulations
real world
world of
ofwork”)
work”)as
as
ment centers
(“simulations of the real
part
of their
theirpromotion
promotion processes.
processes. P.
P. Lowry,
Lowry, AA Survey
Survey of
of
part of
the
Assessment Center
Public Sector,
Sector, 25
25
the Assessment
Center Process
Processin
in the
the Public
Public
Personnel Management
Management 307,
307, 315
315(1996).
(1996).That
That
Public Personnel
figure
represented aa marked
marked increase
increase over
over the
theprevious
previous
figure represented
decade,
see
ibid.,
so
the
percentage
today
may
well
decade, see ibid., so the percentage today
well be
be even
higher.
Amongmunicipalities
municipalities
relying
in on
part on
higher. Among
stillstill
relying
in part
written
exams, the
the median
median weight
weight assigned
assigned to
to them
them was
was
written exams,
30
30 percent—half
percent—half the
the weight
weight given
given to
to New
New Haven’s
Haven’s written
written
exam.
Id., at
at 309.
309.
exam. Id.,
Testimony before
before the
the CSB
CSB indicated
indicated that
that these alterna
alternative
methods
were
both
more
reliable
and
notably
less
tive methods were both more reliable and notably less
discriminatory
in operation.
operation. According
AccordingtotoDonald
DonaldDay
Dayofof
discriminatory in
the
InternationalAssociation
Association of
ofBlack
BlackProfessional
ProfessionalFireFire
the International
fighters,
saw less
less skewed
skewed results
fighters, nearby Bridgeport saw
results after
after
switching
selection
process
placed
primary
switching totoa aselection
process
thatthat
placed
primary
weight on an oral exam. CA2
weight
CA2 App.
App. A830-A832;
A830–A832; see
see supra,
at
7–8.And
And
Hornick
described
assessment
centers
at 7-8.
Hornick
described
assessment
centers
as as
“demonstrat[ing]
dramatically less
less adverse
adverse impacts”
“demonstrat[ing] dramatically
impacts” than
than
14
written
exams.CA2
CA2
App.
A1040.Considering
Considering
written exams.
App.
A1040.14
the the
prevalence
was
prevalence of
of these
these proven
proven alternatives,
alternatives, New Haven was
poorly
positioned to argue
argue that
thatpromotions
promotionsbased
basedon
onitsits
poorly positioned
outmoded and
and exclusionary
exclusionary selection process
qualified as a
outmoded
process qualified
business
Robinson v.
LorillardCorp.,
Corp.,444
444
business necessity.
necessity. Cf. Robinson
v. Lorillard
——————
14
14See
Seealso
alsoG.G.Thornton
Thornton&& D.
D. Rupp,
Rupp, Assessment
AssessmentCenters
Centers in
in Human
Human
Resource
Management 15
15 (2006)
(2006) (“Assessment
(“Assessmentcenters
centerspredict
predict future
future
Resource Management
success, do
success,
donot
notcause
causeadverse
adverseimpact,
impact,and
andare
areseen
seenasasfair
fair by
by partici
participants.”); W.
Cascio &
H. Aguinis,
Aguinis, Applied
Applied Psychology
Psychology in
Human ReRe
pants.”);
W. Cascio
& H.
in Human
source Management
ed. 2005)
2005) (“research
(“research has
has demonstrated
demonstrated
source
Management 372
372 (6th
(6th ed.
that adverse
adverse impact is
is less
less of
of aa problem
problem in
inan
an[assessment
[assessment center]
center] as
as
that
compared to
Equal
compared
toan
anaptitude
aptitudetest”).
test”). Cf. Firefighters Inst.
Inst. for Racial Equal
ity,
centers as
as an
an alterna
alternaity, 549
549 F.
F. 2d,
2d, at
at 513
513 (recommending
(recommending assessment
assessment centers
writtenexams).
exams).
tive to written
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F.
798, n.
n. 77(CA4
(CA41971)
1971)(“It
(“It
should
without
F. 2d
2d 791, 798,
should
go go
without
saying
practice is
is hardly
hardly‘necessary’
‘necessary’ ifif an
analternaalterna
saying that
that aa practice
tive
practice better
better effectuates
effectuates its
its intended
intended purpose
purpose or is
is
tive practice
equally effective but
equally
but less
less discriminatory.”).15
discriminatory.”).15
the conceptual
conceptual and
and other
other defects
defects in
in New
NewHaHa
Ignoring the
ven’s selection
selection process,
process, the
the Court
Court describes
the exams
ven’s
describes the
exams as
as
“painstaking[ly]”
developed to
“painstaking[ly]” developed
to test
test “relevant”
“relevant” material
material and
on
risk of
of disparate-impact
disparate-impact
on that
that basis finds
finds no substantial
substantial risk
liability.
Seeante,
ante,atat28.
28.Perhaps
Perhapssuch
suchreasoning
reasoningwould
would
liability. See
have
Cove, which
exclu
have sufficed
sufficed under
under Wards Cove,
which permitted
permitted exclusionary practices as long as
sionary
as they
they advanced
advanced an
an employer’s
employer’s
“legitimate”
goals. 490
ButCongress
Congress repurepu
“legitimate” goals.
490 U.
U. S.,
S., at
at 659.
659. But
diated Wards Cove
and reinstated
reinstated the
diated
Cove and
the “business
“business necessity”
rule
attended by
byaa“manifest
“manifestrelationship”
relationship”
requirement.
rule attended
requirement.
See
See also
also supra,
17.
See Griggs,
Griggs, 401
401 U.
U. S.,
S.,at
at 431–432.
431-432. See
supra, at
at 17.
Like
the chess
chess player
player who
who tries
triestotowin
win
sweeping
Like the
byby
sweeping
thethe
opponent’s
table, the
theCourt
Courtsimply
simply
shuts
opponent’s pieces
pieces off
off the
the table,
shuts
from
its sight
sight the
theformidable
formidableobstacles
obstacles New Haven would
from its
have
defending against a disparate-impact
disparate-impact suit.
suit.
have faced
faced in
in defending
——————
15
15Finding
Findingthe
the evidence
evidenceconcerning
concerningthese
thesealternatives
alternatives insufficiently
insufficiently
developed toto “create
developed
“createaa genuine
genuineissue
issueofoffact,”
fact,” ante,
ante, at
at 32,
32, the
the Court
effectively
employer cannot
strong
effectively confirms
confirms that
that an employer
cannot prevail
prevail under
under its strongbasis-in-evidence
employer decisively
decisively proves
proves a
a
basis-in-evidencestandard
standard unless
unless the
the employer
disparate-impact
The Court’s
Court’s specific
specific arguargu
disparate-impactviolation
violation against
againstitself.
itself. The

ments are
unavailing. First,
First,the
theCourt
Courtsuggests,
suggests, changing
changing the
the
ments
are unavailing.
oral/written weighting
weighting may
VII’s prohibition
prohibition on
on
oral/written
may have
have violated
violated Title
Title VII’s

test scores.
scores. Ante, at
No one
one is arguing,
arguing, however,
however, that
altering test
at 31. No
that the

results of
of the
the exams
exams given
given should
should have
Rather, the
the
results
have been
beenaltered.
altered. Rather,
argument is
the City
City could
could have
have availed itself of
of aa better
better option
option
argument
is that
that the
when it
initiallydecided
decidedwhat
whatselection
selection process
process to
use. Second,
Second, with
when
it initially
to use.
with

respect to
respect
to assessment
assessmentcenters,
centers,the
theCourt
Court identifies
identifies “statements
“statements to
to the
CSB indicat[ing]
that the
the Department
Department could
could not
not have
have used
used [them]
CSB
indicat[ing] that
[them] for
the 2003
examinations.” Ante, at
at 31–32.
31-32. The
up with
with only
2003 examinations.”
The Court
Court comes
comes up
a
this subject—an
subject—an offhand
made by
peti
a single statement on this
offhand remark
remark made
by petitioner
as an expert in testing
testing methods.
methods. See
See
tioner Ricci, who hardly
hardly qualifies as

ante,
Given the
the large
large number
number of municipalities
municipalities that
regularly
ante, at
at 14.
14. Given
that regularly
use
use assessment
assessmentcenters,
centers,ititisisimpossible
impossibletotofathom
fathomwhy
whythe
theCity,
City, with
with

proper planning,
as well.
well.
planning,could
could not
nothave
have done
done so
so as
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See Lanning
Lanning v. Southeastern
Pa. Transp.
Transp. Auth.,
Auth., 181
See
Southeastern Pa.
181 F. 3d
478,
of aa standard
standard
478, 489
489 (CA3
(CA3 1999)
1999) (“Judicial
(“Judicial application of
focusing
qualities measured
measured by an
an
focusing solely
solely on
on whether
whether the
the qualities
.. .. .. exam bear
bear some
some relationship
relationship to
tothe
thejob
jobin in
question
question
would
impermissiblywrite
write
business
necessity
would impermissibly
outout
the the
business
necessity
prong of the
the Act’s chosen
standard.”).
prong
chosen standard.”).
That
IOS representative
representative Chad Legel and
That IOS
and his team may
have been
beendiligent
diligent in
in designing the
the exams
sayslittle
little about
have
exams says
the
exams’ suitability
suitabilityforfor
selecting
officers.
the exams’
selecting
fire fire
officers.
IOS IOS
worked
withinthe
theCity’s
City’sconstraints.
constraints.
Legel
never
worked within
Legel
never
dis- dis
cussed
the propriety
propriety of
of the
the 60/40
60/40 weighting
weighting
cussedwith
with the
the City
City the
and
not asked
asked to
to consider
consider the
thepossibility
possibilityofofananasas
and “was not
sessment
See also
also id.,
A467.
sessmentcenter.”
center.” CA2 App.
App. A522.
A522. See
id., at A467.
The
exams, Legel
even attempted
The IOS exams,
Legel admitted,
admitted, had not even
to assess
“command presence”:
presence”:“[Y]ou
“[Y]ou would
would probably be
to
assess “command
be
better off
better
off with
withan
anassessment
assessment center
center ifif you
you cared
cared to
to measmeas
ure
that.” Id.,
Id.,
A521.
Boston
Chapter,
NAACP
ure that.”
at at
A521.
Cf. Cf.
Boston
Chapter,
NAACP
v. v.
Beecher,
Beecher,504
504 F.
F.2d
2d 1017,
1017, 1021–1022
1021-1022 (CA1
(CA1 1974)
1974) (“A
(“A test
fashioned
the job
job . . . superfisuperfi
fashioned from
from materials
materials pertaining
pertaining to the
cially
mayseem
seemjob-related.
job-related.ButBut
at issue
is
cially may
whatwhat
is at is
issue
is
whether
demonstrably selects
selects people
people who
perform
whether itit demonstrably
who will
will perform
better the
better
the required
required on-the-job
on-the-job behaviors.”).
addition to
tothe
thehighly
highlyquestionable
questionablecharacter
characterofofthe
the
In addition
exams
City
exams and
and the
the neglect
neglect of
of available
available alternatives,
alternatives, the City
had
reasons to
vulnerabilitytotodisdis
had other reasons
to worry
worry about its
its vulnerability
parate-impact
liability.Under
Under
City’s
ground
rules,
parate-impact liability.
thethe
City’s
ground
rules,
IOS
exams to
IOS was not
not allowed to show the exams
to anyone
anyone in
in the
New
Haven
Fire
Department
prior
to
their
administra
New Haven Fire Department prior to their administration.
This“precluded
“precluded[IOS]
[IOS]from
frombeing
beingable
abletotoengage
engage in
in
tion. This
[its]
normalsubject
subject
matter
expert
review
process”—
[its] normal
matter
expert
review
process”—
something
described as
critical.”CA2
CA2
App.
something Legel
Legel described
as “very
“very critical.”
App.
A477, A506.
A506. As
A477,
As aa result,
result,some
some of
of the
the exam
exam questions
questions were
confusing
irrelevant,and
andthe
theexams
examsmay
mayhave
have
over
confusing or
or irrelevant,
overtested
some subject-matter areas
areas while
whilemissing
missingothers.
others.
tested some
See,
Testimony before
before
See, e.g.,
e.g.,id.,
id., at
at A1034–A1035,
A1034-A1035, A1051.
A1051. Testimony
the CSB
the
CSB also
also raised
raised questions
questions concerning
concerning unequal
unequalaccess
access
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to
see id.,
A857–A861, and
and the
the potenpoten
to study materials, see
id., at A857-A861,
tial
bias introduced
introduced by
by relying
relying principally
principallyon
onjob
jobanalyses
analyses
tial bias
from
nonminority fire
fireofficers
officerstotodevelop
developthe
theexams,
exams,see
see
from nonminority

id.,
also supra,
supra, at
at 7, 10.
id., at
at A1063-A1064.16
A1063–A1064.16 See
See also
criticizes New
New Haven
Haven for
forfailing
failingtotoobtain
obtaina a
The Court criticizes
from IOS,
IOS, which,
which, the
theCourt
Courtmaintains,
maintains,
“technical report” from
would have
have provided
provided “detailed
“detailed information
information to establish the
validity of
of the
theexams.”
exams.” Ante,
Ante,atat29.
29.The
The
record
doesnot
not
validity
record
does
assertion. As
AsLegel
Legeltestified
testifiedduring
duringhis
his
substantiate this assertion.
deposition, the
report merely
merely summarized
summarized “the
“the
deposition,
the technical report
steps that
that [IOS] took
tookmethodologically
methodologicallyspeaking,”
speaking,”and
and
steps
not have
have established
established the
the exams’
exams’ reliability.
reliability.CA2
CA2
would not
See also id.,
at A462
A462 (the
(the report
report “doesn’t
“doesn’t say
say
App. A461.
A461. See
id., at
thatother
other
documents
already
anything that
documents
that that
already
existedexisted
wouldn’t say”).
sum, the record
record solidly establishes
establishes that
had
In sum,
that the
the City had
good cause
disparate-impact liability.
liability.Moreover,
Moreover,
good
causeto
to fear
fear disparate-impact
Court supplies
supplies no
notenable
tenableexplanation
explanationwhy
whythe
the
evi
the Court
evidence
of the
the tests’
tests’ multiple
multiple deficiencies
not create
at
dence of
deficiencies does
does not
create at
triable
issue
under
a strong-basis-in-evidence
least aatriable
issue
under
a strong-basis-in-evidence
standard.
——————
16
more technical
technical
16The
TheI-O
I-OPsychologists
PsychologistsBrief
Briefidentifies
identifiesstill
still other, more
exams that
flaws in the exams
that may well have precluded
precluded the
the City
City from
from prevail
prevailing in
ing
in aa disparate-impact suit.
suit. Notably,
Notably,the
theexams
examswere
were never
never shown
shown to

be
ordering of
candidates. A
A
be suitably
suitably precise
precisetoto allow
allow strict
strict rank
rank ordering
of candidates.
difference of
of one
one or
or two
two points
points on a multiple-choice exam
exam should not be
be
decisive of
applicant’s promotion
promotion chances
chances ifif that
that difference
difference bears
bears
decisive
of an
an applicant’s
little
relationship to
to the
the applicant’s
applicant’s qualifications
Relat
little relationship
qualifications for
for the
the job.
job. Relatedly, it
appears that
that the
the line
linebetween
between aa passing
passing and failing
failing score
score did
edly,
it appears
accurately differentiate between
between qualified
unqualified candicandi
not accurately
qualified and unqualified
dates.
numberofoffire-officer
fire-officerpromotional
promotional exams
exams have
have been
been invali
dates. AAnumber
invalidated on these
these bases.
bases. See,
See, e.g.,
e.g., Guardians
Assn., 630
105
dated
Guardians Assn.,
630 F.
F. 2d,
2d, at
at 105
(“When a cutoff score
unrelated to
score unrelated
to job
job performance
performance produces
produces disparate
racial results,
results, Title
Title VII
VIIisisviolated.”);
violated.”);Vulcan
VulcanPioneers,
Pioneers, Inc.
Inc. v.
v. New
New
racial
Jersey
Dept. of
of Civil
Civil Serv., 625 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 527,
527, 538
538 (NJ
(NJ 1985)
1985) (“[T]he
(“[T]he tests
tests
Jersey Dept.
here at
at issue
issue are
are not
not appropriate
appropriate for
for ranking
ranking candidates.”).
candidates.”).
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B
B
in the
theCourt’s
Court’sopinion,
opinion,JUSTICE
JUSTICE ALITO
ALITO asas
Concurring in
that summary
summaryjudgment
judgmentfor
forrespondents
respondentswould
wouldbebe
serts that
improper even if
if the City
causefor
for its
its noncertifi
noncertifiCity had
had good
good cause
cation
decision. AAreasonable
reasonablejury,
jury,hehemaintains,
maintains,
could
cation decision.
could
have
found
that
respondents
were
not
actually
motivated
have found that respondents were not actually motivated
by
concern about
but instead
instead
by concern
about disparate-impact
disparate-impact litigation,
litigation, but
sought
“to placate
placateaapolitically
politically
important
[Africansought only “to
important
[AfricanAmerican]
constituency.” Ante,
Ante, at
at3.3.AsAs
earlier
noted,
American] constituency.”
earlier
noted,
I I
would not oppose
remand for
for further
further proceedings
fair to
would
oppose aa remand
proceedings fair
both
sides. See
See supra, at
at 26,
26, n.
n. 10.
10. It It
Court
that
both sides.
is is
thethe
Court
that
has
chosen to short-circuit
short-circuitthis
this
litigation
based
on its
has chosen
litigation
based
on its
pretension
the City
Cityhas
has shown,
shown, and
and can
can show,
show, nothnoth
pretension that
that the
ing
more than
than aastatistical
statisticaldisparity.
disparity.
supra,
at 24,
ing more
SeeSee
supra,
at 24,

n. 8, 25. JUSTICE
ALITO
compoundsthe
theCourt’s
Court’s error.
error.
JUSTICE A
LITO compounds
truncatedsynopsis
synopsisofofthethe
many
hours
Offering aa truncated
many
hours
of of
deliberations
finds
ALITO finds
deliberations undertaken
undertakenby
bythe
theCSB,
CSB,JUSTICE
JUSTICE ALITO
evidence suggesting
that respondents’
respondents’ stated
stateddesire
desiretoto
evidence
suggesting that
comply with
Title VII
VIIwas
wasinsincere,
insincere,aamere
mere“pretext”
“pretext”for
for
comply
with Title
Ante, at
at 2-3.
2–3.InIn
discrimination against white
white firefighters. Ante,
support
ALITO
recountsat
at length
length
support of
of his
his assertion,
assertion,JUSTICE
JUSTICE A
LITO recounts
alleged machinations
machinations of
of Rev.
Rev. Boise
Boise Kimber
Kimber(a(alocal
local
the alleged
activist),Mayor
Mayor
John
DeStefano,
certain
political activist),
John
DeStefano,
andand
certain
members
of the
the mayor’s
mayor’s staff.
staff. See
ante, at
at 3–10.
3-10.
members of
See ante,
ALITOrepeats
repeats
ofthe
theallegations
allegations
JUSTICEALITO
Most of
JUSTICE
areare
frompetitioners’
petitioners’statement
statement
of facts
deem
drawn from
of facts
theythey
deem
undisputed, aa statement
statement displaying
displayingan
anadversarial
adversarial
zeal
undisputed,
zeal
uncommonly found
found ininsuch
suchpresentations.17
presentations.17What
What
not uncommonly
——————
17
17Some
Someofofpetitioners’
petitioners’so-called
so-calledfacts
factsfind
findlittle
little support
support in
in

the record,
record,
and
scarcely be
allege,
and many others can scarcely
be deemed
deemedmaterial.
material. Petitioners allege,
for
example, that
City officials
officials prevented
prevented New
New Haven’s
Haven’s fire
chief and
and
for example,
that City
fire chief
assistant chief
chief from
from sharing
sharing their
with the
assistant
their views
views about
about the
the exams
exams with
the CSB.
CSB.
App.
No. 07-1428,
07–1428, p.
228a. None
None of the materials
App. to
to Pet.
Pet. for
for Cert. in No.
p. 228a.
petitioners
however, “suggests”
proposition is
is accurate.
accurate.
petitioners cite, however,
“suggests” that
that this proposition
Cf.
Inher
herdeposition
deposition testimony,
testimony, City
City official
official Karen
Karen DuboisDuboisCf. ante,
ante, at
at 5.
5. In
Walton specifically denied that
directed the
the chief
Walton
that she
she or
or her
her colleagues
colleagues directed
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cannot
be denied,
denied, however,
however, is that
thatthe
thedecision
decision
cannot credibly be
against
certification of
ofthe
theexams
examswas
wasmade
madeneither
neither
against certification
byby
Kimber
nor by
bythe
themayor
mayor
and
staff.
The relevant
Kimber nor
and
hishis
staff.
The relevant
decision
CSB, an
an unelected,
unelected, politically
politically
decision was
was made
made by
by the
the CSB,
insulated body.
that
JUSTICE
insulated
body. ItItisisstriking
striking
that
JUSTICEALITO’s
ALITO’s concurconcur
rence
word about
about the
theCSB
CSBitself,
itself,perhaps
perhaps
rence says
says hardly
hardly aa word
because
evidence that
itsmotivation
motivationwas
was
becausethere
there is
is scant evidence
that its
anything
other than
than to
tocomply
comply with
withTitle
TitleVII’s
VII’sdisparatedisparate
anything other
impact provision. Notably,
impact
Notably,petitioners
petitionersdid
didnot
noteven
even seek
seek to
take
depositions ofofthe
thetwo
two
commissioners
who
voted
take depositions
commissioners
who
voted
against
Bothsubmitted
submitteduncontested
uncontestedaffidaaffida
against certification. Both
vits
declaring unequivocally
unequivocally that
that their
theirvotes
voteswere
were“based
“based
vits declaring
solely
good faith
belief that
that certification”
certification”would
would
solely on
on [their]
[their] good
faith belief
have
against minority
minoritycandidates
candidates ininviolaviola
have discriminated
discriminated against
tion of federal law. CA2
tion
CA2App.
App. A1605,
A1605, A1611.
A1611.
JUSTICE
discountsthese
thesesworn
sworn statements,
statements, sugJ
USTICE AALITO
LITO discounts
sug
gesting
the CSB’s
CSB’s deliberations
deliberations were
were tainted
tainted by
bythe
the
gesting that
that the
preferences
City officials,
officials, whether
whetherorornot
not
preferencesof
of Kimber
Kimber and City
the
itself was
was aware
aware of
of the
the taint.
taint.Kimber
Kimber
and
City
the CSB itself
and
City
officials,
JUSTICE AALITO
LITO speculates,
officials, JUSTICE
speculates,decided
decidedearly
early on
on to
oppose
certification and then
oppose certification
then “engineered”
“engineered” aa skewed
skewed prespres
to the
theCSB
CSBtotoachieve
achievetheir
theirpreferred
preferredoutcome.
outcome.
entation to

Ante, at
at 12.
——————

and assistant
assistant chief
chief not
not to
to appear.
appear. App. to Pet. for
for Cert. in
and
in No.
No. 07-1428,
07–1428,
p. 850a.
850a. Moreover,
Moreover, contrary
contrary to
to the
the insinuations
insinuations of
of petitioners
petitioners and
and

JUSTICE
the
statementsmade
madebybyCity
Cityofficials
officials before
before the
the CSB
CSB did
did
LITO, the
statements
JUSTICE AALITO,
emphasize allegations
not emphasize
allegationsofofcheating
cheatingby
bytest
testtakers.
takers. Cf.
Cf. ante,
ante, at
at 7–8.
7-8.
her deposition,
deposition, Dubois-Walton
Dubois-Walton acknowledged
acknowledged sharing
cheating
In her
sharing the cheating
allegations
the CSB,
CSB, but
but with
with aadifferent
differentCity
Citycommission.
commission.
allegations not
not with
with the
ALITO also
also
App. to Pet.
Pet. for
for Cert.
Cert.ininNo.
No.07-1428,
07–1428,p.p.837a.
837a.JUSTICE
JUSTICEALITO
App.
the City’s
City’s attorney
attorney advised
advised the mayor’s
mayor’s team
reports that
that the
team that
that the way
to convince
convince the
to certify
certify was
was “to
“to focus
focus on
on something
something other
other
to
the CSB
CSB not
not to
than
re: adverse
adverseimpact’
impact’law.”
law.” Ante, at
at 8 (quoting
(quoting App.
than ‘a
‘a big discussion
discussion re:
in No.
No. 07-1428,
07–1428, p. 458a).
458a). This
This is
is aamisleading
misleading abbreabbre
to Pet. for
for Cert. in
viation
viation of
of the
the attorney’s
attorney’s advice.
advice. Focusing
Focusingon
onthe
theexams’
exams’ defects
defects and on
disparate-impact law
precisely what
recommended. See
See id.,
disparate-impact
law is
is precisely
what he recommended.
id., at
458a-459a.
458a–459a.
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an initial
initialmatter,
matter,
JUSTICEALITO
ALITOexaggerates
exaggerates the
the
As an
JUSTICE
influence of these
these actors.
actors. The
TheCSB,
CSB,the
therecord
recordreveals,
reveals,
influence
designed and
and conducted
conductedananinclusive
inclusive
decisionmaking
designed
decisionmaking
process, in
heard from
from numerous
numerous individuals
individualson
on
process,
in which
which it
it heard
both sides of
of the
the certification
certification question.
App.
question. See,
See, e.g.,
e.g., CA2 App.
A1090. Kimber
Kimberand
andothers
others no
no doubt
doubt used
used strong words to
A1090.
CSB not
exam results, but the
the CSB
CSB
urge the
the CSB
not to
to certify
certify the exam
received
“pressure” from
from supporters
supporters of
of certification
certification as well
well
received “pressure”
as opponents.
opponents. Cf.
Cf.ante,
ante,atat6.6.Petitioners,
Petitioners,
example,
as
for for
example,
engaged
counselto
to speak
speakon
ontheir
their behalf before the CSB.
engaged counsel
CSB.
counsel did
words: “[I]f
you discard
discard these
these
Their counsel
did not mince words:
“[I]f you
results,” she warned,
warned, “you
“you will
will get sued.
sued. You will
will force
force the
taxpayers of
litiga
taxpayers
of the
the city
city of New Haven
Haven into
into protracted litigation.”
tion.” CA2
CA2App.
App.A816.
A816. See
See also
also id., at
at A788.
A788.
The
local firefighters
firefightersunion—an
union—anorganization
organizationrequired
required
The local
by
to represent
represent all
allthe
theCity’s
City’sfirefighters—was
firefighters—wassimisimi
by law to
larly
outspoken in
infavor
favorofofcertification.
certification.Discarding
Discarding
larly outspoken
thethe
test
union’s president
president told
told the
the CSB,
CSB, would
would be
be
test results, the union’s
“totally
ridiculous.”Id.,Id.,
at A806.
He insisted,
inaccu
“totally ridiculous.”
at A806.
He insisted,
inaccurately,
thatthe
theCity
Citywas
wasnot
not
risk
of disparate-impact
rately, that
at at
risk
of disparate-impact
liability because
were administered
administered pursuant
pursuant to
liability
because the exams were
“a
collective bargaining agreement.”
agreement.” Id.,
Id.,atat
A1137.Cf. Cf.
“a collective
A1137.
supra,
at 26–27,
n.11.
11. Never
Never
mentioned
by JUSTICE
supra, at
26-27, n.
mentioned
by JUSTICE
A
LITO in
attempt to
to show
show testing
testingexpert
expertChristopher
Christopher
ALITO
in his
his attempt
Hornick’s
alliance with
withthe
theCity,
City,
ante,
Hornick’s alliance
ante,
at at
8-9,8–9,
the the
CSBCSB
solicited Hornick’s
Hornick’s testimony
not
solicited
testimony at
at the
the union’s
union’s suggestion,
suggestion, not
the
CA2App.
App.A1128.
A1128. Hornick’s
Hornick’scogent
cogenttestimony
testimony
the City’s. CA2
raised substantial
substantial doubts about
about the
the exams’
exams’reliability.
reliability. See
raised
See

supra,
supra, at
at 8-10.18
8–10.18
——————
18
18City
City officials,
officials, JUSTICE
reports,sent
sentHornick
Hornick newspaper acJUSTICE AALITO
LITO reports,
ac
counts
about the
exams prior
to his
his testimony.
testimony.
counts and
and other
other material
material about
the exams
prior to
Ante, at
ALITO
intimates, may
may have
at 8.
8. Some
Someof
of these
these materials,
materials,JUSTICE
JUSTICE A
LITO intimates,
given Hornick
exams. But
But Hornick’s
Hornick’s
given
Hornick an
an inaccurate
inaccurateportrait
portrait of
of the
the exams.
testimony before
the CSB,
CSB,viewed
viewedininfull,
full, indicates
indicates that
that Hornick
Hornick had an
before the
accurate
understanding of
of the
the exam process.
process. Much
Much of
of Hornick’s
Hornick’s analyaccurate understanding
analy
sis focused
focused on
written and
and oral
oral exams,
exams,
sis
on the
the 60/40
60/40 weighting
weighting of
of the
the written
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There is
is scant
scant cause
cause to
tosuspect
suspect that
thatmaneuvering
maneuveringoror
There
overheated
side, prevented
prevented the CSB
CSB
overheated rhetoric,
rhetoric, from
from either side,
from
evenhandedly assessing
the exams
exams
from evenhandedly
assessingthe
thereliability
reliability of the
and
rendering an
anindependent,
independent,good-faith
good-faith
decision
and rendering
decision
on on
certification. JUSTICE
acknowledgesthat
that the
the CSB
certification.
JUSTICE ALITO
ALITO acknowledges
CSB
19
As
had
patience for Kimber’s
Kimber’s antics. Ante,
Ante, at
at 6-7.19
6–7. As
had little
little patience
to
petitioners, Chairman
ChairmanSegaloff—who
Segaloff—who voted
votedtotocertify
certify
to petitioners,
the
exam results—dismissed
results—dismissed the threats
threatsmade
madeby
bytheir
their
the exam
counsel
CA2
counsel as
asunhelpful
unhelpful and
and needlessly
needlessly“inflammatory.”
“inflammatory.” CA2
App.
A821. Regarding
Regarding the
theviews
viewsexpressed
expressed by
by City
Cityoffioffi
App. A821.
cials,
CSB made
made clear
clear that
thatthey
theywere
wereentitled
entitledtoto
cials, the CSB
nono
special weight. Id.,
Id.,atatA1080.20
A1080.20

In
ALITO’s
analysis contains
contains a
a more
In any
anyevent,
event,JUSTICE
JUSTICE A
LITO’s analysis
fundamental
equates political
political considerations
considerations with
fundamental flaw:
flaw: ItIt equates
with
unlawful
discrimination.
As
J
USTICE
A
LITO
sees
it,
if
the
unlawful discrimination. As JUSTICE ALITO sees it, if the
mayor
and his
his staff
staffwere
weremotivated
motivatedbyby
their
desire
mayor and
their
desire
“to “to
placate
racialconstituency,”
constituency,” ante,
ante,atat3,3,then
then
they
placate a .. .. . racial
they
engaged
unlawfuldiscrimination
discriminationagainst
against
petitioners.
engaged in
in unlawful
petitioners.
But JUSTICE
failstotoask
askaavital
vital question:
question: “[P]lacate”
“[P]lacate”
But
JUSTICE AALITO
LITO fails
how?
political officials
officials would
would have politics
how? That political
politics in
in mind
mind is
hardly
extraordinary, and
and there
there are
are many
many ways in
hardly extraordinary,
in which a
politician
canattempt
attempt
to over
win aover
a constituency—
politician can
to win
constituency—
——————

something
that neither
attempt to
something that
neither the
the Court
Courtnor
northe
theconcurrences
concurrences even
even attempt

defend.
is, moreover,
moreover, entirely
misleading to
defend. ItIt is,
entirely misleading
to say
saythat
that the
the City
City later
later
hired
union-proposed Hornick
Cf.
hired union-proposed
Hornickasasaa“rewar[d]”
“rewar[d]”for
forhis
his testimony.
testimony. Cf.

Ante, at 9.
19 To
Commissioners on
19
Tobebeclear,
clear,the
theBoard
Board of
of Fire
Fire Commissioners
on which
which Kimber
served is
separate from
Kimber was
was not
not aa member
member
served
is an
an entity
entity separate
from the
the CSB.
CSB. Kimber
of the
the CSB. Kimber,
ALITO
states,requested
requestedaaprivate
private meeting
meeting
LITO states,
Kimber,JUSTICE
JUSTICE A
with the
the CSB.
CSB. Ante,
Ante, at
at 6.
6. There
Thereisisnot
nota ashred
shredofofevidence
evidence that
with
that aa
private
private meeting
meeting with
withKimber
Kimberororanyone
anyoneelse
else took
took place.
place.
20
20JJUSTICE
ALITO
points
evidence
thatthe
themayor
mayorhad
had decided
decided not
not to
USTICE ALITO
points
to to
evidence
that
make promotions
promotions based
based on
on the
the exams
examseven
evenifif the
the CSB
CSB voted
voted to
to certify
certify
going so
so far
as to
to prepare
prepare aa press
press release
release to
that effect.
effect.
the results, going
far as
to that
Ante, at
anything,this
thisevidence
evidence reinforces
reinforces the
the conclusion
conclusion that
Ante,
at 9.
9. IfIfanything,
that the
CSB—which made
noncertification decision—remained
decision—remained independindepend
CSB—which
made the
the noncertification
above the
The mayor
mayor and
and his
his staff
staffneeded
needed a
ent and above
the political
political fray.
fray. The
contingency plan
plan precisely because
they did
did not
not control
control the CSB.
because they
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including
racial
constituency—without
engaging
including aaracial
constituency—without
engaging
in in
unlawful
discrimination.As courts
As courts
recognized,
unlawful discrimination.
have have
recognized,
“[p]oliticians
routinely respond
respond to
to bad
bad press
press .. .. .. ,, but
“[p]oliticians routinely
but itit isis
not
VIIto
totake
take advantage
advantage of a
not a
a violation
violation of Title
Title VII
a situation
situation
to gain political
to
political favor.”
favor.” Henry
Henryv.v.Jones,
Jones,507
507 F.
F.3d
3d 558,
558, 567
567

(CA7 2007).
issue, then,
whether the
the mayor
mayor and
and his
his
The real
real issue,
then, is not whether
were politically
politicallymotivated;
motivated;it is
it whether
is whether
staff were
theirtheir
at- at
score political
points was
was legitimate
legitimate (i.e.,
(i.e., nondisnondis
tempt to score
political points
Werethey
they
seeking
exclude
white
criminatory). Were
seeking
to to
exclude
white
fire-fire
frompromotion
promotion(unlikely,
(unlikely,asas
a fair
would
fighters from
a fair
test test
would
undoubtedly result
the addition
addition of
of white
whitefirefighters
firefighterstoto
undoubtedly
result in the
officer ranks),
ranks), or
or did
didthey
theyrealize,
realize,atatleast
leastbelatedly,
belatedly,
the officer
that their
theirtests
testscould
couldbebe
toppled
a disparate-impact
that
toppled
in aindisparate-impact
suit?
thelatter
latter
case,there
there
disparate-treatment
suit? InInthe
case,
is is
nono
disparate-treatment
violation.
ALITO,
recognize,would
woulddisagree.
disagree. In
In
violation. JUSTICE
JUSTICE A
LITO, II recognize,
his view, an employer’s
employer’s action
actionto
toavoid
avoidTitle
Title VII
VII disparatedisparate
liabilityqualifies
qualifies
a presumptively
improper
impact liability
as as
a presumptively
improper
race-based employment
race-based
employmentdecision.
decision.See
Seeante,
ante,atat2.2. II reject
that construction
construction of
of Title
Title VII.
VII.See
Seesupra,
supra,atat18-20.
18–20.AsAs
that
I I
see it,
it, when
whenemployers
employersendeavor
endeavortotoavoid
avoid
exposureto to
see
exposure
disparate-impact liability,
theydo
donot
notthereby
therebyencounter
encounter
disparate-impact
liability, they
liabilityfor
fordisparate
disparate treatment.
treatment.
liability
this understanding
understanding of
of Title
TitleVII,
VII,supported
supportedbyby
Applying this
Griggs and the long
long line
line of
of decisions
decisions following
following Griggs,
Griggs, see
see
supra, at
16–17, and nn. 3-4,
3–4, the
the District
DistrictCourt
Courtfound
foundno
no
supra,
at 16-17,
genuine dispute
material fact.
fact. That
That
court
noted,
par
genuine
dispute of
of material
court
noted,
particularly, the
theguidance
guidance furnished
furnished by
bySecond
Second Circuit
Circuit preceprece
ticularly,
See supra,
supra, at
at 12.
12. Petitioners’
Petitioners’allegations
allegationsthat
thatCity
City
dent. See
account of
District Court
Courtdeterdeter
officials took account
of politics,
politics, the
the District
mined, simply
“d[id] not
not suffice”
suffice” to
tocreate
create an
an inference
inference of
of
mined,
simply “d[id]
unlawful discrimination.
discrimination. 554
554 F. Supp.
160, n.
n. 12.
12.
Supp. 2d,
2d, at
at 160,
unlawful
noncertification decision,
decision, even
even ififundertaken
undertaken“in“in
The noncertification
a a
context,”reflected
reflecteda alegitimate
legitimate “intent
“intent not
nottoto
political context,”
implement aa promotional
on testing
testing results
results
promotional process
process based
based on
that had
had an adverse
adverse impact.”
Id., at
at 158,
158, 160.
160. Indeed,
Indeed, the
that
impact.” Id.,
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District
DistrictCourt
Courtperceived
perceived“a
“atotal
totalabsence
absence of
of any
any evidence
evidence of
animus towards [petitioners].” Id.,
Id.,atat158.
158.
discriminatory animus
See also
162 (“Nothing
(“Nothingininthe
therecord
recordinin
this
case
See
also id.,
id., at 162
this
case
suggests that
Citydefendants
defendants or
orCSB
CSBacted
acted‘because
‘because
suggests
that the City
of’ discriminatory
discriminatory animus
animustoward
toward [petitioners] or
orother
other
of’
applicants for
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dissenting
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